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DIGITAL TELEVISION SYSTEVS

"Harris created an all- digital facility
that let us double saleable inventory,
and they did it at a near-analog cost."

Robert Allbritton, Chief Operating Officer, Allbritton Communications
When Allbritton Communications
wanted to reach two television markets from a single location, Harris
incorporated a centrally located all digital studio with microwave links
to three transmitters over 100 miles
apart, two remote news bureaus
and 3 additional

microwave repeater
sites. This solution
enables Alabama's
ABC 33/40 to blanket the state with
city -grade signals.
"Harris' digital
solution gives us
multichannel capabilities which allow
Systems:

us to offer four distinct channels to
advertisers," Robert Allbritton notes.
"Not only do we now have twice the
product to sell; we have the ability to
broadcast DTV as soon as we're
ready. What's more, Harris designed

and implemented our digital solution
faster than we ever
thought possible and at a cost only
10 -15% greater than
analog."
From an all -digital studio and C -/Kuband teleport facility...to a fleet of
Harris ENG and
SNG vehicles that

--

-

proudly bear the ABC 33/40 logo,
Harris met Allbritton's unique
challenge with state -of-the -future
technology.
Whether your needs call for
digital -ready analog, or digital
right now, call Harris today. We'll
show you how digital is more of a
practical reality than you may think.
HARRIS CORPORATION
BROADCAST DIVISION
7920 Kentucky Drive
Florence, KY 41042 USA
TEL: +1 606 282 -4800
FAX: +1 606 283 -2818

HARRIS
A new world

of broadcast solutions

-

Electronic News Gathering -Flyaway Satellite
Mobile Production
Radio Studio
Satellite News Gathering
Satellite Uplink
Television Production
Television Transmission -- Terrestrial Microwave

-

51997 Harris Corporation
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Digital Television and Video

of just digital video, advanced

digital television and video
(ADTV). The basic, video production
tools, advanced beyond 525i for
both the 1125i and 525p formats.
We're developing basic production
tools for 1998 and beyond. Welcome

Compact digital

switchers in
both the 1125i
and 525p

image formats

for studio or mobile
"
requirements combine maximum
performance with operation flexibility.

°
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to the next generation of digital
television. From Panasonic, the

company with the most firsts
in digital video.

[CAMERAS]

[VTR s]

(SWITCHERS]

[MONITORS]
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Atkrange

of advanced

studio monitors
constitute a complete
set of display tools
for the production of
Advanced Digital
Television and Video.

Panasonic 1125i

studio cameras and
525p and 525i camcorders
are essential members

of the visionary ADTV
family of products,
offering an extensible,
scaleable and affordable

path to digital television.
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V/I Rs like the AJ- HD2000

and

AJ- HD580 /HDP500 combination offer state -of- the -art full
bandwidth 10 -bit digital video in
the 1125i image format.

For more information on the latest Panasonic ADTV products, call:
1-800.528-8601 (Upon request enter product code 03)

Panasonic
Broadcast

&

Digital Systems Company

www.panasonic.com /pods
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DIGITAL DYNAMO
Ikegami's
Ikegami

HL-59

Digital Processing Camera.
to a variety of 1/2' VCRs. Triax operation can
be achieved, and a variety of control panels are

HL-59 digital processing CCD Camera
Digital Signal Processing (DSP) and
10 -bit Analog -to- Digital Processing represents a
giant leap in digital technology. Featuring newly

with

s

16 -bit

available including: Digital Remote Control, Digital
Remote Set -up, Maintenance Control (with memory
card) and a joystick Operating Control Panel.

developed Application Specific Integrated Circuits
(ASICs) and improved CCDs, the HL -59 means
excepticnal quality, improved functionality and
reduced power consumption.

Popular Ikegami features, including Emmy -Award
Winning "Fountain of Youth" Skin Tone Detail with
AHD (Auto Hue Detect), are digitally generated
along with Diagonal DTL, Slim DTL, DTL Boost
Frequency and Black Stretch. The HL-59 also
features a new high -performance viewfinder.

The HL-59 employs three 2/3" 520,000 -pixel FIT
CCDs, which deliver over 850 TVL, and a S/N ratio
of 62dB or more. The camera is also available in a
switchable aspect version -the HL -59W, with 2/3"
520,000 -pixel FIT CCDs, for instant switching
between 4:3 and 16:9. The HL -59 is a true
field production camera, and can be docked

For more information, contact your Regional Sales
Office or the Ikegami dealer nearest you.
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The world's most advanced servers
Clipbox

Al the bandwidth, for all the

users, all the time.
Non -compressed, compressed, or both.
Integrated editing.

The world's most advanced central server.

Cachebox
Distributed networked operation.
Cost effective DV compression.
Dual system redundancy.
The world's most flexible distributed server.

CLIPBOX &CACHEBOX
in

partnership or stand -alone - the finest in server technology

Call our 24 hour Clipbox Hotline now: 1 800 218 0051 Ext. 777
Quantel Inc 28 Thorndal Circle Darien, CT 06820 Tel: +1 203 656 3100
,

Fax:

+1 203 656 3459 http://www.quantel.com
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Editorial

Screw the laws of physics,
we're the FCC
Ncw tcrhnology often brings as many problems as it does solutions. By now most have heard about
the rather serious incident that occurred when WFAA -TV fired up its new DTV transmitter in Ft.
Worth, TX. Unbeknownst to them, at the point the transmitter went on -line, all of the portable heart
monitors at Baylor University hospital died. Fortunately, it was only the heart monitoring system that

died, not the patients.
The engineers at WFAA worked cooperatively with the hospital technicians, but the solution
required installing new portable heart monitors. The expense and trouble was something the hospital
never planned for. This event may represent just the tip of an iceberg where
interference is concerned.
Over the next few years, we're going to be putting a lot more new
transmitters on the air. In the interest of generating useless information, I
tried to calculate how many gigawatts of power all of these new DTV
stations will be generating and I ran out of zeros. Needless to say, one result
of all these new transmitters will be enough interference problems that you
won't be able to keep track of them.
It's easy for the FCC to make laws and issue regulations, even assign
channels and power levels on paper. Unfortunately, it's the engineers
charged with implementing the rules that usually catch hell when
something doesn't work. Frankly, there was no excuse for the WFAA/
Baylor incident. Washington bureaucrats dropped the ball with frequenbig time. If a member of my family had died as a result
cy coordination
of this action, I'd have wanted someone's head over the matter.
The lack of frequency coordination symbolizes the commission's long lived practice of ignoring engineering expertise in favor of attorney stupidity.
When you stack the FCC with enough attorneys to sink the Titanic, we shouldn't be
surprised when the entire broadcast system runs aground.
This incident reminds me of my days in college when I was researching the FCC. I marveled at how
ineffectively it dealt with early frequency interference issues. Early commission rulings seemed totally
ignorant of the laws of RF propagation. The FCC often seemed to believe that RF stopped at state lines.
A Kansas City, KS, radio station couldn't possibly interfere with a Kansas City, MO, radio station. After
all, they were located in different states. Unfortunately, that belied the possibility that the sites themselves
might be only two miles apart; they just happened to be on opposite sides of the Missouri River.
All of this means that TV station engineers need to be aware of the possibility of interference, at all
times, but especially when putting their new DTV systems on the air. For those early adopters, you
should be prepared to take the slings of arrows as you interfere with users that before had a free ride,
at least as far as interference. Those that begin DTV broadcasts later may suffer fewer problems
because those sharing the same frequencies might have moved on to new channels or improved their
systems by then. Unfortunately, with the lack of planning by the FCC, it's going to be up to the station
engineer to prevent and correct any interference issues that develop.

-

direct: brad_dick @compuserve.com
website: www.broadcastengineering.com
Brad Dick, editor
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We like making television.

I hat's why we put 8 years of effort and our own
money into inventing 22
custom processors and a million lines of software code for Trinity. Now,
after the largest development effort in the history of the industry, we've
reache
wildly ambitious goal; the world's first no- compromise, networkquail
al -time, multi- format, multi -channel, digital production suite.
Finali ,
e high -end professional tools required for online post production
and on -air liyroadcasting are in one essential box.
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tartly control Trinity's
live production switcher with its wipe and matte
generators, graphics alpha channel, upstream and
downstream keyers, two channels of 01 still store,
soft -edged organic wipe patterns and independent
color correctors on each input.
Pull the real -time T-Bar to

Trinity's Warp Engine is the only de
in the world
that can wrap live video on multiple - mating user
defined 3D shapes with highlights, true video
reflections, photo realistic texture maps, variable
transparency and soft shadows. Create any video
effect you've ever seen from next generation page
peels and video cubes to video -mapped human faces
and spinning logos.

EDITOR

Irma y . lrcdm,r
tape -based and disk -based
sources on the same non -linear -style timeline with
no rendering - ever. It arrives ready -to -edit with
four RS -422 VTR controllers. For non -linear sources,
lust add disk storage with Play's Time Machine in
either D1 compressed (3:1 -30:1) or D1 non compressed formats.
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Reader Feedback

Total recall
Unless this was an incredibly early
version of this machine, it (the Ampex
disk recorder) was designated HS -100
(also A, B and C versions) and recorded
only 30 seconds. (See, "Do Yau Remember?" February, p. 8.) If you look
at the clocks on the two controllers and
the monitors in the picture, you can see
there are two separate systems of 30
seconds each. The trick as an operator
was to see how much video you could
preserve as the game progressed, without missing subsequent plays. It was
actually an entertaining machine to
operate, if a little bit temperamental.
I'm glad it was never my job to fix one.
MARK GOLDSMrrH

FOX

SPORTS

OHIO

television about 62 years ago.
And, the 1937 coronation of King
George VI in London was covered by
electronic television. Even David Sarnoff used a live remote to launch electronic television in the USA at the World's
Fair
and that was back in 1939.
Fact: "The zoom lens didn't exist
until the mid- 1950s." Gosh, we've been
hoodwinked and all those pre-war books
and articles on the zoom lens must be
cunning fakes! In fact, BBC Television
introduced a Watson 5:1 zoom in 1951
for sports telecasts and even they were
beaten by you Yanks.
According to Rudy Bretz's Techniques
of Television Production, Zoomar lenses were first used for TV in the USA back
in 1947 on football games.
The old pictures were great, though;
let's have more of them to remind us
when rigging cameras kept you fit!

-

ANDY EMMERSON,

About audio
The January article from Don Barro at
Big Shot Studios was awesome. (See
"Lately In Audio Post," January, p. 62.)
He has a great sense of a non -linear
board.
I'm interested in finding more articles written by him and would love to
see a regular column from him. Any
chances of that?
Thanks again. I really enjoy reading
your magazine.
DAVID RONA
IN2WISHN@IYAHOO.COM

History revisited
The new-style Broadcast Engineering
looks great. Too bad that the article
"History of Remote Broadcasting" contained two fundamental errors of fact.
(See January, p. 86.)
Fact: Forget "50 years of remotes."
Remember the newsreels of Jesse Owens
at the 1936 Olympic Games in Berlin
and the TV camera with a monster lens?
That was covered by live electronic

12
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TV

WRITER AND HISTORIAN

MIDSHIRES@CIX.CO.UK

-

Andy leave it to a Brit to correct our
history lesson.

the six -channel associated service adapter from Dolby for this purpose.
I suspect that all of these audio enhancements will be a larger headache
than this simplified explanation might
suggest, but once the wrinkles are ironed
out, it shouldn't be any more troublesome than the present lash -ups. On the
other hand, I haven't actually seen this
maybe at NAB.
adapter yet

...

KIND REGARDS
JIM HEIM

JHEIMC DM.COM

Wireless Video Sender

modifications
would like to see an article on Henry
Ruh's modifications to the Wireless
Video Sender, including what modifications were made, what type of external antennas were used and what FCC
waiver was needed. (See, "In response
to the October Digital Basics --- A TV
station for less than $150," January,
p. 12.) There are many of us who
would love to teach our students about
the wonders of live shots on ENG links
but can't afford the $35,000 price tag.
I

re: Lip sync in HDTV
Mr. Bloomfield raises several interesting points in his article, a few of
which the Grand Alliance may have
headed off at the pass. (See "Is Lip
Sync in HDTV Going to be a Problem?" February, p. 18.) The situation
regarding voice -overs is a case in point.
The ATSC standard lists six audio
channels in addition to the 5.1 we
discuss so often. One of those is VO. Its
purpose is to allow the local station to
make those critical announcements over
incoming audio without the hassle (and
probable quality loss) of putting it
through a decode -encode cycle. The
viewer's receiver will be instructed to
lower the program volume by up to
24dB and the local station can inject its
announcement without fuss. Presumably, the affiliate will have invested in
April 1998
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LEE BYERS
BYERS@SUU.EDU

Never mind the truth,
we're the FCC
Dear Mr. Bloomfield:
I have reviewed your story and, although you are right that we (the FCC)
do not share the same point of view, I
do not think you have said anything
that is inaccurate or misquoted from
the item.
Thank you for taking the time to run
this by us. (Editor's note: For the story
the FCC didn't like, see "Beyond the
Headlines" in this issue on p. 14.)
HELGI WALKER

FCC

LEGAL ADVISOR TO THE COMMIS-

SIONER, HAROLD FURCHTGOTT-RoTH

Tiernan produces the most
comprehensive range of
MPEG -2 equipment:

3

Tiernan products are the
cuffing edge of technology.

Interface products for

Contact us for an MPEG -2
compression solution that
can put you on the crest of
the digital wave.

satellite and terrestrial
networking (including ATM)

High -performance MPEG -2
Encoders for 4:2:2 and
4:2:0 profiles

Conditional access for
simple and complex
networks

MPEG -2 /DVB IRDs for

broadcast, professional
and industrial applications

w

Satellite Modulators for
QPSK and 8PSK

i

Network management
and control systems
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News

Not all broadcasters are equal under the law
BY LARRY BLOOMFIELD

fostering religious discrimination? Such would appear to be the
case with the action taken by the FCC
on Feb. 25, 1998, when the FCC modified its EEO enforcement policies for
religious broadcasters in Report No.
MM 98 -2. According to the FCC, religious broadcasters may establish religious belief or affiliation as a job qualification for all station employees.
The commission said, "It is reasonable to conclude that it is appropriate
for all employees of religious broadcasters to share a common commitment to a licensee's basic religious
objective and mission." Furthermore,
"The new approach would end the
need for the current practice of engaging in case -by -case analysis of particular job categories to determine if
they involve espousal of the licensee's
religious views."
The question raised, however, is this
government -sanctioned religious bigIs the FCC

otry? The commission has long been a
vanguard of equal employment opportunity rights as part of its trust to be
the watchdogs of the public trust
the airwaves.

-

"When vacancies occur, religious
broadcasters will still be required to
recruit without limitation on the basis
of race, color, national origin or gender

Harold Furchtgott-Roth

With this erosion, the commission
maintains that "this action does not
create a blanket exemption from the
FCC EEO rule and does not permit
religious broadcasters to engage in
employment discrimination against

FRAME GRAB

A look at the issues driving today's technology.

Mac beats Windows in TV station

graphic applications.
Despite Windows dominant overall marketshare, TV stations prefer
the Mac for video and multimedia applications.

Source: (:riRin INS Ne.wanh ASwwialn. idiSw
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women and minorities." The question
is, if the particular station's religious
philosophies teach discrimination based
on race, color, national origin or gender, where do the exceptions end?
Despite this, the new policy states,

dixmeanh.rwn / www.dixmeanh.e.wnl
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from among those who share their religious affiliation or belief."
It would appear that the commission
is shoving under the carpet an area of
responsibility it finds uncomfortable
and would not care to have to address.
The commission's action responds to
concerns by religious broadcasters that
its prior approach excessively entangled the government in the affairs of
religious entities.
To clarify and justify this action, the
commission defined a religious broadcaster as "a licensee which is, or is
closely affiliated with, a church, synagogue or other religious entity, including a subsidiary of the religious entity.
Specific determinations of whether a
licensee is a `religious broadcaster' will
he made on a case -by -case analysis."
Apparently, commissioner Harold
Furchtgott- Roth's crystal ball is working better than the rest of the commissioners. In a February statement, he
said, "I write separately simply to highlight several important points that this
item leaves unaddressed." FurchtgottRoth's statement is available on the
FCC's web page at www.fcc.gov.
This action could help the unemployment problem because the commission will have to hire droves of help to
keep this situation sorted out. It is said
that if we don't learn from history, we
will he forced to relive it. For more
information, go to www.fcc.gov/Bureaus /Mass_Media/News_Releases/
1998 /nrmm8005.html.
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Leading edge performance has been a defining .
feature of Audio Precision products since the
inception of our company in 1984. Thousands of our
System One audio analyzers are in use worldwide,
selected by design engineers for high performance
and by test engineers for our comprehensive programmable analog and digital audio measurement

sepa-ate, independent harcware for direct audio
measurements in both domains, plus additional and
extensive interface measurement capability including jitter measurements, eye patterns and all
other parameters described in AES3, the serial audio
interface standard.

capabilities.

The

Now our System Tvo true Dual Domain audio analyzer joins the System One, setting a new standard
for performance and flexibility in audio frequency
test & measurement.
System Two is a true Dual Domain analyzer. Other test
instruments may have both analog and digital inputs
and outputs ... but they're not true Dual Domain!
They rely on performance- limiting converters to pass
analog signals back and forth to a DSP core of digital only hardware. Passing signals through a/d or d/a
converters for every measurement robs the test
instrument of performance. System Two includes

Audi

re standard of System Two is represented by
perfcrmance specifications such as guaranteed
analog generator and analyzer residual THD N
of -108 dB, guaranteed analog signal flatness of
0.31 dB for the generator and analyzer; and 24 bit
digital signal generation with 48 bit FFT dynamic
rar ge.
-.

From aircraft to automobiles, satellites to cell
phones, headsets to hearing aids, System Two
represents a new standard for audio frequency test
& measurement applications. Compare for yourself our worldwide force of representatives will be
pleased to provide comprehensive specifications
and a true Dual Domain on -site demonstration.

Audio Precision

Box 2209
Tel:
Oregon FAX:
Tel: (5031 627-0832 FAX: (503) 641.8906
US Toll Free 1- 800 -231 -7350
PO

precision
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First live digital HDTV soccer broadcast
significance of broadcasting the
first soccer game in digital high definition using the ATSC standard is
major. The world's first live DTV broadcast of a soccer game was conducted in
Mexico on Jan. 25. Live HDTV coverage of this soccer game in Mexico was
provided by the ATSC and Televisa.
Prior to this coverage, ATSC and Televisa had been conducting other live over -

T

he

the -air broadcasts in HDTV.
Televisa is the
sister company

to Univision,
the Spanish language TV net-

work in the

Robert Graves, ATSC chairman. "The
ATSC DTV standard offers broadcasters around the world the flexibility to
provide many different combinations
of high- definition television, multiple
programs of standard -definition digital television (SDTV) and a virtually
limitless set of potential information
services. Implementing the ATSC standard will mean a quantum improvement in the technical quality of television service and will provide data delivery capability that represents a fundamental improvement in the information infrastructures of the nations that
adopt it.
"What's more," Graves added, "implementing common or similar digital

television standards in many countries
will benefit those countries by providing wider availability of broadcast and
consumer equipment at lower prices."
In addition to being the standard in the
United States (beginning this fall), the
ATSC standard has been adopted in
Canada and South Korea, and is being
considered for adoption in Mexico. Brazil and Argentina are considering the
ATSC standard. Broadcasters in those
countries have expressed a preference
for the ATSC standard. Taiwan also has
made a preliminary decision to go ATSC.
The favorable aspects of the ATSC
standard are its emphasis on HDTV and
the economic advantages of aligning
with the North American equipment

United States.
Robert Graves, ATSC
chairman

Kicking off
the
HDTV
weekend in

Mexico City, digital signals with crystal clear HDTV pictures and CD-quality
six -channel surround sound originated
from Televisa's Chapultepec studios in
Mexico City. From there, they were
carried by fiber-optic link to Televisa's
Tres Padres transmitting facility outside
the city. The signals were broadcast over
the air to receiving equipment at the
Chapultepec studios.
Five HDTV cameras were used to send
signals from Azteca stadium in Mexico
City, via fiber-optic link to Tres Padres
where they were broadcast to audiences
at two TV studios in Mexico City.
Emilio Azcarraga, president of Grupo
Televisa, said, "This historic digital
HDTV broadcasts mark an important
milestone in Televisa's ongoing efforts
to bring the benefits of this new technology to the Mexican people. By conducting these broadcasts, we hope to demonstrate the benefits of digital television
using the ATSC digital television standard to Mexican government representatives, to the TV broadcast industry
and to the press." Televisa's efforts to
explain the benefits of high-definition
television date back to 1990 when it
conducted demonstrations of analog
HDTV broadcasts in Mexico City in
conjunction with NHK of Japan.
"We are enthusiastic and excited about
the advent of digital television," said
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Add Brazil to the ATSC list
addition to the story about Mexico and Televisa, the ATSC digital
is gaining acceptance in South America. Comark Digital
Services (CDS) of Alexandria, VA, has been awarded a contract by TV
Globo, a national network that covers Brazil through 104 TV stations,
to send the "World Cup Soccer" games live from France to Brazil in
digital HDTV. The first match is on June 10. What is significant about
this event is that it is the first World Cup Soccer coverage to be delivered in the ATSC digital TV standard and it is the first transatlantic
broadcast of HDTV of a world class sporting event.
"Comark is proud to work with TV Globo on this
historic intercontinental event," said Mark S.
Richer, vice president and general manager of CDS.
"There is no better programming than sports,
particularly soccer, to demonstrate what HDTV
means to the viewers. There is no better moment
than the World Cup to demonstrate this technoloMark Richer
gy, when the Brazilian people will focus their
attention to television, anxiously rooting for their national team to win
its fifth World Cup.
"For this reason, with the support of CDS, we have decided to
undertake this challenging project of being the first to broadcast HDTV
live from another continent. We are confident about the project and
count upon CDS to make it successful," said Fernando Bittencourt,
director of Engineering of Globo TV Network.
CDS will provide end -to-end facilities, from digital satellite transmission
in France to the terrestrial broadcasting in Sao Paulo, Brazil. CDS is
providing project management, engineering design, equipment procurement and integration services to TV Globo. The World Cup Soccer games
will be transmitted using solid-state UHF transmitters fed by eight-level
vestigial sideband (8-VSB) all-digital modulators for over-the-air broadcast. An in -house production capability that is responsible for more than
60% of airtime programming and for exportation to more than 130
countries, will work in conjunction with the World Cup Soccer feed.
In

TV standard
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digital archive
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Winds of change are
blowing through the
broadcast industry. In a
world of compressed video -data, you will
be challenged to stay in touch with your digital assets.
Fortunately, there is an answer. The new Bowser' Visual Asset
Manager from Odetics Broadcast.

your desk.

Just imagine browsing your entire video library from the
convenience of your desktop workstation. With frame
accurate video and stereo audio, the Bowser Visual Asset
Manager is an excellent companion to your automation
or library management system.
With the Bowser Visual Asset Manager you can find the
right rattle...or needle...in your digital haystack.

out more about how to manage your digital
assets, contact your Odetics Broadcast representative today.
To find

The Bowser. interface lets you

see

your database.
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Faster
Events seem to be happening at an ever -faster pace....

Life seems to be speeding up

and it's not an illusion.

Panasonic video editing systems will put you ahead.

,

Chemicals Seize

new BYTE

TM
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NewsBYTE

M

(Fast Transfer Video Editing Workstation)

gives you power over

a

producer's most precious commodity,

time. It features the world's first built-in DVCPRO recorder/player

with disk transfers to and from tape at four times faster speed.
Integrated software includes modules for input /output, sequence

titling and graphics, audio mixing and system mainte-

assembly,

nance. With the optional disk array, video storage can go up to

two hours and twenty minutes.
First generation digital quality is maintained by editing in the
DVCPRO compression

provides

a

format, and newsBYTE's built -in switcher

host of real -time special effects during editing.

DVEDIT

TM

editor for the

is

Panasonic's all- digital DVCPRO based nonlinear

NT

platform in

a

pre- configured, fully integrated

real time editing system. DVEDIT features a dual -codec DV video

engine,

a

streamlined version of POSTBOX editing software, real

time Jog Pad edit controller, over 110 real time transition effects,

internal
VTR

SCSI media hard drives (70

information call: 1- 800 -528 -8601
Upon request enter product code 07

For more

NewsBYll and DVI1)11 aie trademarks of Matsushita Corporation of America.
Windows NI iti a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

RS -422

control card, all working under Windows NT'.

NewsBYTE and DVEDIT. No wonder
ness

minutes of video) and

that in the fast -moving busi-

of news and production, people are moving to Panasonic.

Panasonic
Broadcast & Digital Systems Company
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market that is unfolding. In promoting
its standard, the ATSC has conducted
HDTV demonstrations in Switzerland,
China, Australia, Brazil and Mexico.
In addition to Televisa, the Mexico
City demonstrations were supported by
a host of other ATSC members. The
Advanced Television Technology Center provided integration and technical

In the

support. HD Vision supplied equipment
and production expertise. Harris Corporation, Comark Communications
and ITS Inc. provided digital transmitters. M &K Sound Systems also provided equipment to support the demonstrations. Mitsubishi Electronics America provided video encoding and decoding equipment. Panasonic and Sony

world of EAS, all broadcasters are not equal

lerting the public in times of emer- forced broadcasters to become selecgency is one of the highest charges tive in their retransmission of an emerof the broadcast licensee. Emergencies gency message, especially if that transare the only times when the FCC rules mission pertained to a narrow section
can be bent to the breaking point to save of the population outside the broadlives and property. The first attempts to caster's coverage. Finally, because the
bring into being any kind of organized, EBS was a serial relay system of main nationwide alert system was done when channel broadcasters, the system bePresident Truman signed into law the came vulnerable to those broadcasters
CONLRAD system. Remember when choosing not to retransmit all messages
we were required to transmit the mes- when the relay chain became broken.
Out of a request for input on changsages on 640kHz, 1,240kHz or go off
ing
the length of the two -tone EBS
right
step
in
the
the air? Although a
attention signal grew a
direction, it didn't take
revamp of the method of
into account the people
emergency broadcasting
who were listening to FM
to what is now the emerteleviradio or watching
gency alert system (EAS).
sion. In 1976, the emerIn the FCC rules adoptgency broadcast system
ed a few years ago, a
(EBS) replaced CONLdigital protocol was
many
years
for
RAD and
adopted to allow for spethe vehicle through which
cific area alerting. In ademergency messages were
dition, the FCC opened
disseminated to the pubCongressman Billy Tauzin
up the path of emergenlic was the EBS. The sysmessage transmission
cy
to
tem was intended for the President
convey messages and information in to include broadcasters and any other
times of pending disaster. The EBS al- means available then or in the future.
lowed for the governor of a state to As this system develops, this flexibility
convey the same. In recent years, local of transmitting emergency messages
operational areas have adapted the two - should eliminate the vulnerability of
tone attention signal system to alert the old EBS serial relay system, but
smaller groups of the population in there are some glitches.
Keep in mind that the only EAS transtimes of pending disaster. It is the latter
use of the EBS that saw the most actual missions a broadcaster must transmit
emergency duty, with the national and are national messages, the locally genstate EBS limited to occasional testing. erated required weekly test (RWT) and
As technology advanced, the EBS did the local stations' participation in the
not. The two -tone attention signal be- required monthly test (RMT). All other
came a tune -out factor as stations were messages, be they local, regional or
required to transmit it during main statewide, are at the discretion of the
broadcast hours once per week. Also, individual station or broadcaster.
The FCC addressed mostly national
because all EBS broadcasts had to take
place on main broadcast channels, it and state issues in their rules, scarcely

A
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Electronics provided equipment, as
well as technical support. Not to be
forgotten are Zenith Electronics Corporation, which developed the digital transmission system incorporated
in the ATSC DTV standard and Dolby Laboratories, which developed
the multichannel surround -sound audio system.
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mentioning how implementation would
be accomplished on a local, regional or
other area level, leaving the local broadcasters on their own to develop
system(s) to meet local needs. Broadcasters and local agencies have been
struggling for the past year just to get
their required monthly tests aired. The
Sacramento area stations first used the
EAS during floods last year. Reports
have it that it was a success. Yet, others
have suffered considerable embarrassment with gross failures.
EAS has been around for just more
than a year. Cable companies will be
coming on -line by the end of this year.
The reasoning was to fill the gaps where
viewers not watching over -the -air television could be alerted to impending
disasters.
Ken Johnson, spokesperson for Congressman Billy Tauzin, R -LA and chairman of the House Telecommunications
subcommittee said that Congressman
Tauzin's office asked the FCC to review
its policy concerning emergency alert
systems. Johnson said, "We became
personally aware of a problem associated with the system in March 1997,
when we were conducting a public
hearing in Peoria, IL, on the voluntary
TV rating system. At that time, Congressman Tauzin and I were in a hotel
room watching a local weather forecaster pinpoint, with great accuracy,
using Doppler radar, where a tornado
had been spotted. He was projecting its
path, which by the way, was moving in
our direction, when suddenly the local
broadcaster, as well as all local stations,
were interrupted by a booth announcer
who broadcast emergency precautions."
"It was nothing more than a civil
defense announcement, saying that the
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here's your chance.
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edit block and digital delivery system.
It's Un -Reel.

Short /cut Editor
The perfect replacement for generations of
reel -to -reel tape recorders. Short/cut delivers
hard -disk storage, plus fast cut and paste waveform
editing. Add an optional ZiOrive and get low -cost
copies. This editor is fast enough for on -air use, and
tough enough for the road. So take Short /cut out
for a test drive and watch it perform.
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DigiCart/ II Plus

Instant Replay®
Instant Replay puts a thousand audio clips right at
your fingertips. Sound effects, music, station ID's -up
to 24 hours of your greatest material. And with
50 Hot -Keys, you can make your shows as spontaneous
as you'd like. With everything titled, timed and ready
to play, you'll find Instant Replay fast, fun and easy
to use. So take us up on our offer to go for a rest drive.
It's on us.

Test drive theirs then test drive
our DigiCart/II Plus. We've got
more under the hood.

The new DigiCart/1l Plus puts up to 50 hours of audio
on hard disk, and now includes the popular Zi)4Mdrive for
low -cost storage. As always, it's your choice of linear or
DolbyRAC -2 recording, plus precise editing and powerful
playlisting capabilities. The new "Plus" model delivers all
the reliability that has made DigiCart a broadcast standard,
and it's now available at a great new price. Ask for a
test drive, and put it through the paces at your station.
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"Tom, we bought

another radio
station last
night."

transmits program
audio for STL's,
7SL's and intercity
links, data for remote
control, automation,
and LAN's and voice
for off- premise extensions and interrom.

STL and TSL at

any distance over any
terrain. Even better, you'll be ready
handle the next station. And the of
Call us at 978-692 -9000 or visit our

web site at www.intraplex.com.

3

traplex. Inc. ` -.
berty Way.

L

Westford, MA 01886
978.692.9000
978.692.2200 fax
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there is a great difference between a
watch and a warning.
"So what I'm saying," Johnson continued, "is, we were watching, as part of
the warning, where the tornado was
headed. Then all of a sudden, we were
interrupted by information that was
inforprobably 30 to 40 minutes old
mation, by the way, that could have cost
us our lives. So Congressman Tauzin
asked the FCC to review its position
when it comes to emergency override.
Johnson also said, "We were unaware
that there is an associated problem with
the direct satellite broadcasting industry. And as a result, we will now ask the
FCC to explore those issues as well. In
addition, Congressman Tauzin intends
to, in our next meeting with leaders of
the DBS industry, to ask them how they
plan to respond to these concems."
Johnson felt that there should be little
or no problem implementing a system
with the DBS industry, "It is our understanding that this technology is currently available. It is in place in other
parts of the world and there's no reason
why it shouldn't be made available to
American subscribers as well."
When we called Senator John
McCain's office, Pia Pialorsi, Senator
McCall's spokesperson said none of
this "is currently in the Senator's radar."
One of the players in the EAS game is
the National Weather Service. Rod
Becker from the Silver Springs, MD,
office said that it transmits complete
weather alerts over a nationwide radio system. It's up to the individual
broadcasters to respond as they see fit.
He said, "Except for presidential messages, all other EAS messages are
strictly voluntary and no one has to
transmit them. It's certainly not federally mandated that they do so."
But there is a growing gap that isn't
being filled. There are four players in
the direct satellite delivery business:
PrimeStar, USSB, DSS and EchoStar.
The only one of these four that has

-

y' Tl The
STL PLUS
multiplexer

Wondering
how to handle
growth? More
groups have
placed their trust
in Intraplex than
any other digital
transmission
solution. Consoli
program audio,
and phones over
one high quality
digital line. With

following counties in the Peoria area,
and they were listed, are now under a
tornado watch." Well, as you know

mentioned anything about local- to -local delivery is EchoStar. The rest say
they are a national service." Much of
middle America has gotten its signal
via one or more translators. Unless the

Everyone's talking MPEG -2 4:2:2 because it offers top quality images

that are ideal for post -production and distribution to affiliates.
But talk is one thing

- delivery is another.

While others are still designing their MPEG -2 4:2:2 products, NDS

is

already delivering. Our systems have already been used to cover the

Hong Kong handover, state occasions and other world events. They've
also been selected by the EBU for their Eurovision network.

Only NDS

-a world

leader in digital broadcasting solutions

- can provide

proven MPEG -2 4:2:2 solutions today. So if you want the highest quality

video image, bandwidth savings with MPEG -2 compression, and you
want it now, there's only one company to call

WeaLD

- NDS.

WORLD VI$IOM

NDS Americas Inc., 3501 Jamboree Road. Suite 200. Newport Beach, CA92660. USA
Tel: +

1

714 725 2500 Fax +1 714 725 2505

www.ndsworld.com
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translator is owned or maintained by the serving station,
many of the associations and local government have been
pulling the plug on their translators for any number of
reasons. By reason of this attrition, many have become DBS
subscribers if they want to watch any television.
If the DBS people can address each and every receiver, turn

it on or off and deliver detailed programming information
about each channel, they can warn viewers of disasters. The
technology is there. If that farmer's or other rural viewer's
sole source of information is a DBS dish, then that provider
has a responsibility to keep them informed of any impending
disaster and the details will just have to be worked out.

Secondary services may have problems
perators of equipment that are considered a "secondary
service" on any frequency in the TV broadcast band,
Channels 2 through 69, may find that the frequency they are
working on may have some powerful company. With the
introduction of the digital TV channels, these secondary
basis authorizations will have a rude awakening if they are colocated with a DTV channel assignment in their area when it
signs on the air. Such was the case in Dallas.
David Johnson, Capital Projects coordinator and a member of the WFAA -TV's engineering staff said, "On Feb. 27
we signed on our new DTV transmitter for the first time. It
operates on Channel 9. We proceeded to do testing and
everything looked good. Our initial concern was co- channel
interference with our MSC station on Channel 8 and with
the cable companies in and around Dallas. There were no
problems. About 3 a.m. on March 1, our news assignments
desk got a call from Baylor University Medical Center
(BUMC) saying that it had determined that our Channel 9

0

transmitter was interfering with 12 of their heart monitors.
We had already signed off the air at 10 p.m. the night
before." Beaven Els, WFAA -TV's chief engineer met with the
A. Webb Roberts Hospital's officials at BUMC later on that
same morning. Johnson continued, "We came to an agreement to stay off the air with our DTV Channel 9 until they
could resolve the problem." In the meantime, the WFAATV's engineering staff have worked with the BUMC administrators to resolve the problem and have tried to coordinate
the same efforts with other hospitals in the area.

Wayne Kube, engineering technical manager and Beaven Els,
chief engineer at WFAA-TV, standing in front of the Harris

digital transmitter.

Stationary or pullout server shelves Retractable cable
lacing system Adjustable monitor shelves Flat or tiered
keyboard shelves Full array of accessories Strong
Heavy -duty casters for mobility
L -frame construction
Call or write
FREE Catal

800-559-6691
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Station operators who accept licenses that are designated
to operate on a secondary basis must live with any signal
levels they encounter from the primary service. As the FCC
R &R's say, they "must not interfere with and must accept
interference from current and future full -power stations" on
these frequencies. But the WFAA -TV's engineers couldn't
ignore the life -threatening situation at the local hospital.
Jamie Ramo, director of public relations at Baylor University Medical Center, said, "We are buying and installing 30
new multifrequency wireless heart monitors to avoid
future interference. It is my understanding that this will
cost the hospital nearly $200,000." Ramo said, "We have
a technology team that maintains all of the medical
equipment here at our facility. It was that team that
discovered this particular issue. As a solution, our technology team will be working with the FCC and the Dallas/Fort
Worth Hospital Council to educate other medical facilities
about such situations."

Preferred by Professionals World

Larry Bloomfield is a former chief engineer, industry consultant and
author, located in Bend, OR.
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When everything

works together,
news travels fast.
SONY

It's

good to know that the world has

standardized on

MPEG -2 for transmission,

considering all the uncertain aspects of
You

DTV.

may also be pleased to know there are some good reasons for making

MPEG -2 your standard.

As an

open standard, MPEG -2 can be applied to many applications in the

Why the MPEG -2 standard

should be standard equipment.
broadcast chain. For example, using MPEG -2 for recording at high bit rates with a small
group of pictures (GOP) delivers maximum image quality and signal performance
for demanding, multi -generation editing requirements. Transmitting at low bit rates

and longer GOP

is

ideal for delivery to the

home. The MPEG -2 compression standard

flexible and powerful enough to cover both,

www.americanradiohistory.com

is

and

is

scaleable to handle the demands of
MPEG -2

is

unique in

its

HDTV.

ability to transcode over

a broad spectrum of MPEG -2- compressed bit rates

and GOP formats without decoding to baseband.

This

minimizes the quality loss

inherent in the decoding and re- encoding processes required when converting from

different compression schemes, such as DV or motion
MPEG -2

This

is

JPEG, to MPEG -2 for transmission.

extremely efficient, yielding high -quality images at very low data rates.

means cost effective storage on both linear and nonlinear media.

also affords the transmission of contribution -quality material over

Its

DS -3,

scaleability

microwave,

or satellite services, maximizing signal quality over the given bandwidth.

With all of its advantages, it's no wonder MPEG -2 technology

is

being integrated

into a wide range of products from many of the broadcast industry's leading

manufacturers worldwide. Of course, there's
one manufacturer we'd like you to consider first.

Choose your standards carefully.
4

Call 1-800-635-SONY, ext. MPEG2

www.sony.com/professional
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Everything

is

here. The complete Betacam SX'

system. The only digital ENG solution that employs

the MPEG -2 compression standard from

acquisition, through production, to delivery.
The

choice

consider all the

operational

is

clear. Especially when you

/BE1c4rtnI

advantages of Betacam
digital component video, four audio channels, a low

Betacam' playback capability.
New for

1998

is

18

SX:

high quality 4:2:2

Mb/s video data rate, and analog

But there's more to the story.

the DNW -A75

VTR.

Adding to our extensive line of

SX

Hybrid Recorders

and Players, the A75 offers frame -accurate video and audio insert editing on Betacam

SX

tape.

the elements of
a great news story.

All
It

includes Preread technology, compressed digital output in either SDTI or MPEG

the analog Betacam playback features of the legendary BVW -65. All for a
The

Betacam

SX

list

formats, and

ES

price of $27000.

acquisition products include a dockable recorder and a full -line

of one -piece camcorders. Sony's camcorders are known for their ruggedness and reliability.

Betacam

SX

equipment continues this tradition

in

packages that are

smaller and lighter in weight than analog Betacam

camcorders. The line -up includes products supporting

IMP

both 4:3 and true

New CCDs and

DSP

16:9

aspects with

IT

or

HT

imaging.

processing have significantly extended low

light shooting capabilities, improved overall picture quality,

and added important new operational aids, including
set -up cards and the Good Shot Marker system.
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In

the news business, timing

is

everything.

Sony delivers a variety of editing solutions to meet

your business demands. The Betacam

SX

mt,

line includes

portable editors and efficient nonlinear systems, as well
as more

the

SX

traditional linear editing products. All support

Good Shot Marker system, streamlining the

decision -making process from acquisition to editing.
The SX

portable editors weigh under 30 lbs, yet

include powerful features like DMC and studio -quality audio cuing
capabilities. The Betacam

SX

nonlinear editors provide many time -saving features, including

faster than real -time transfer from tape to disk. All of the

SX

editing sytems allow easy

integration of analog Betacam material into your work.
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Camcorders

Delivery

Linear Editors

Portable Editors
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lockable Recorder

Hybrid Recorders
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Fleicart

Nonlinear Editors

Servers

Sony also offers a wide range of newsroom servers, including the

NewsCache system.

This

Recorders /Players

R

E

A

D

Y

affordable server system takes advantage of MPEG -2 4:2:2 P©ML

compression technology to deliver high quality news playback with efficient disk storage.

NJewsCache integrates with many popular newsroom computer systems and can grow with
your news operation.
When everything works together, news travels
fast. That's the idea behind the

Betacam

SX

ormat. From acquisition to transmission,
he complete line of Betacam

SX

equipment

news- ready, road -worthy, and here now.

milMItA

,hoose your formats carefully.

SONY

Call 1-800-635-SONY, ext. BetaSX

www.sony.com/professional
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ATSC MONITORING
IF YOU HAVE TO KEEP A CLOSER EYE ON ATSC
DEVELOPMENTS, COME TO NAB STAND S2368
If you want to see the future of Digital
TV then it's time you took a look at
the new Stream View from Adherent.
As you would expect from an active
member of ATSC it's ground
breaking - with the capacity to
automatically monitor more channels
than ever before.

The new AT970 Stream View from
Adherent:
real time monitoring of four streams;
continuous measurement of essential
ATSC parameters;
rack mounting with local or
remote control through
standard networks;
comprehensive error reporting,
alarm and triggering functions.

Check out the latest product from the
people who brought you the MPEG -2
Stream Station.

Remember. Seeing is believing.
For further information contact

our North American representative
Sencore, tel: -800 -SENCORE or

ATSC

I

(605) 339 -0100.

Web: www.sencore.com
Web: www.adherent.com
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rules and allotment table affirmed

HARRY C. MARTIN

I n February, the final digital TV rules
I and DTV table of allotments were
affirmed. Following are the highlights.

DTV table of allotments. The commission made 71 revisions to its DTV
table of allotments, which was published last April. Of those revisions, 42
w ere primarily to reduce interference
die to DTV-to -DTV adjacent -channel

situations. The remaining revisions
ere in response to requests for modifi..ations. Changes will be allowed on
an individual basis where such changes are agreed upon by all affected broad co stets or do not result in additional
substantial interference to other stations or allotments and/or do not conflict with the commission's other goals
for the spectrum. However, almost all
of the petitions to change DTV allotments, where the proposed change was
challenged by other affected parties,
w

were denied at this stage.
Increase of UHF power. In response
to the Joint UHF Broadcasters' petition, the commission acknowledged
UHF broadcasters' concerns about
power and responded by adopting a de
minimis standard. UHF stations will be
allowed to increase power from 50kW
up to 200kW ERP (or 1,000kW using
beam tilt) or make other changes if they
would not result in more than a 2%
increase in interference to the population served by another station. The de
minimis standard does not apply to
stations that already receive interference to 10% or more of its population
or the change would result in the affected station receiving interference in excess of 10% of its population. Under the
predicted DTV standards, such changes
should not cause any new interference.
Core spectrum expanded. Channels 2
April 1998

through 6 are suitable for DTV and the core DTV spectrum has been defined as Channels 2
through 51. The extra channels will
allow for the minimization of DTV-toDTV adjacent- channel interference
and, by increasing the number of channels, open up new channels for dissatisfied broadcasters.
Many of the petitions for reconsideration that the FCC denied sought a
different DTV channel inside the core
because the petitioner did not want to
move twice. The commission refused
to accommodate these licensees, but is
open to reallotments on an individual
basis. Twelve stations have NTSC and
DTV allotments outside the core and
they will receive priority treatment as
channels become available.
LPTV/TV translators. The FCC's
order attempts to provide some help

Broadcast Engineering
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for LPTV and TV translators that will
be displaced by the DTV allotments.
The FCC recognizes that low -power
stations will be displaced during the
transition phase. Applications for displacement relief may be submitted at any
time during the transition, commencing
on the effective date of the order. The
order also provides priority for displacement relief applications over requests to
extend or alter existing service not affected by the DTV implementation. After the transition period, displaced LPTV
and TV translator stations will be able to
apply for channels without being subject
to competing applications.
LPTV and TV translators may also
apply for digital authorizations pending the release of a rulemaking.
Pre -emption of local zoning challenged by Audubon Society. The National Audubon Society has asked the
FCC to prepare an environmental impact statement (EIS) in connection with
the consideration of proposed rules
that would allow the FCC to pre -empt
local zoning regulations when they

a

Harry C. Martin is an attorney with Fletcher,
Heald & Hildreth, PLC., Rosslyn, VA.

Dateline
TV stations, LPTVs and TV translators in Arizona, Idaho, New Mexico,
Nevada, Utah and Wyoming should file license renewal applications by June
1. (Date is optional for Wyoming LPTV and TV translator renewals.) LPTVs
and TV translators in Oklahoma and Texas are required to file their renewals
by June 1.
Commercial TV stations in the following states must file their annual
ownership reports by June 1: District of Columbia, Maryland, Virginia,

West Virginia, Michigan, Ohio, Arizona, Idaho, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah
and Wyoming.
All licensees must file their Annual Employment Reports (Form 395 -B),
previously due May 31, now are due on or before Sept. 30.

//

/
Digital technology has permitted

their CP applications that a proposed
tower project will meet NEPA requirements as embodied in Section 1.1307.
The FCC's pre -emption proceeding
has caused controversy, prompting FCC
chairman Bill Kennard to comment that
the commission has no plan to become
a "national zoning board." New regulations will be tailored so they will
apply only in cases where local zoning
authorities impose undue delays or
unreasonable standards.

obstruct or impede the construction of
towers needed to implement DTV.
The Audubon Society alleges that
the proposed pre -emption regulations
must be analyzed under the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) due
to the potential environmental impact
tower construction might have in situations where local zoning authorities have rejected the proposal.
In early March, the Mass Media Bureau asked for comments on the applicability of NEPA to the proposed preemption rules. The bureau pointed out
that broadcasters must demonstrate in

/...
w

available today. Rugged constructan, 19 inch 1U mounting and forced air cooling ens-

quantum leap in broadcast televiquality and reach

ure reliable operation in all climates and conditions. Eight manual or automatic pre-

few short years ago. Not least are the increasing require-

sets (compatible with Wide Screen Signalling and Video Index) provide outstanding

ments for more versatile aspect ratio conversion. Here, Axon has risen to the challenge

performance and capacity. These, and a host of other innovative features are again

sion. It enables signal processing, transmission and reception of

never thought possible

with

a

a

new, more powerful aspect ratio converter

-

a

examples of how Axon Digital Design remains at the forefront of digital broadcasting

the ARC 2000. Bi- directional with

full 10 -bit resolution, it converts from 16:9 to 4:3 and vice- versa, as

technology. With sales and service offices and agents throughout

well as to 14:9. With an internal processing resolution rate of up to

the world, we can serve and support you whatever your require-

20 bits, the ARC 2000

is

ment and wherever you are located.

the most accurate aspect ratio converter

THE MARK OF DIGITAL ACHIEVEMENT

AXON DIGITAL DESIGN BV
P.O. BOX 111

-

5070 AC UDENHOUT

ONE ROCKEFELLER PLAZA

-

-

THE NETHERLANDS - PHONE +31 (0)13 511 45 00

SUITE 1420

-

NEW YORK

-

NY 10020

-
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FAX (212) 265 6402

Finally, a place to stick
the FCC's DTV requirements.

Introducing the world's only video jacks to surpass
SMPTE 292M specifications for uncompressed HDTV
You're looking right up the business end of the SVJ -2 Super Video Jack from ADC Telecommunications. A breakthrough jack that

can do far more than help convert your station to digital television

-

it will take you all the way to HDTV

That's because

ADC Superjacks don't just pass SMPTE 292M specs, they blow them out of the water. Our standard -size SVJ -2, for example, can

handle bandwidths up to 2.4 GHz. And our mid -size MVJ -3 can go to 3.0 GHz and beyond. Which means these jacks could
realistically outlive your entire network. That's why we call them "future proof." No matter what DTV format your

station adopts now, you won't have to upgrade again.

ADC Superjacks. The

free

best place in the world to stick FCC

requirements for DTV

you'd expect, ADC

is

As

innovating

the broadcast industry.

1-800-726-4266
www.adc.com/
Products/AVproducts/
index.html

C

Jo other jacks on the market
The impedance performance
:erne close to the performance of the nearest competitive
f ADC's Superjack family
áck spirals out of control

1998 ADC

Telecommunications

Telecom-',,.
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Ready or not, here it comes
BY LOUIS LIBIN

today
using the same NTSC standard that
was developed and implemented in the
late 1940s. Now, broadcasters and
equipment manufacturers are prepared
to move to digital, and it is a significant
and traumatic, but necessary, move.
Recently, there were two unrelated
events that are of some significance to
Cconsumers enjoy television

DTV implementation. The first event
was a frequency coordination issue.
On Feb. 27, 1998, WFAA in Dallas,
went on the air with the first nonexperimental TV broadcast in the United States. By now, most broadcasters
are probably aware that there was some
interference to unlicensed medical devices on the same channel, VHF Channel 9, at a nearby hospital. As soon as
the station was notified, it shut down
the transmitter. The devices that were

SWITCHING

DISTRIBUTION

interfered with were cardiac monitors
and are now in the process of being
replaced. (See "Beyond the Headlines,"
p. 26.)
This is a significant occurrence because it will happen in every city. We do
know that there are many unlicensed
low-power devices on many VHF and
UHF channels. The users will soon be
aware of the new primary users and
there will be some hindrance to these
existing users, but on a limited basis.
This is surely no cause for alarm.
The second event significant to DTV
implementation was a speech by Peter
Dare, Sony's chief technology officer,
and a close intimate of digital television and the entire process. During
Sony's annual pre -NAB product presentation about the uncertainties regarding the implementation of digital

television, Dare did not say that the 26
stations that are to be implemented by
this year's end are at risk, but he did
say that the unknown issues will not
be cleared up before those stations are
implemented. Some of the unknowns
include the MPEG stream manipulation, potential indoor reception including multipath interference and the
lack of common equipment interfaces.
Consumers are just now beginning
to hear the news that digital television
(DTV) is now officially on its way to
market. As DTV begins to receive more
publicity, consumers will begin looking for receivers in the stores. This
consumer expectation for service excellence does not translate into huge
sales volumes quickly. The projected
sales numbers are an entirely different
issue. The mass confusion that reigned

Introducing the Editing Router.
The Editing Routing System was designed to allow selection of video and audio
sources and machine control for linear and nonlinear editing systems. Four inputs

select the video and stereo audio sources and
TIMING

a

4x1 Switch Module switches editor

control of source machines. Systems can be configured for analog or digital video,
Y-C, RGB, or CAV. Standard features include four levels of switching, RS- 232/422
Control, and Sigma's

5

-Year Parts & Labor Warranty.

ENCODING

DECODINt.

TRANSCODING

For more

information

or your nearest Sigma dealer, contact:

SIGMA ELECTRONICS INC.
1184 Enterprise Road,

P.O. Box

448, East Petersburg,

PA

17520 -0448

Phone 717 -569 -2681, Fax 717 -569 -4056, Web www.sigmaelectronics.com
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think of us as your
c r a c k
p i

crew.

t

Broadcast technology is on the fast track

as

stations

across the country begin converting their technology

to digital.

If

you're not on track for this important

transition, the time to begin is now. And Professional
Communications Systems is here with the tools to help.
Professional Communications

Systems is

a

reliable,

cost efficient source in the design and integration of
today's digital technology. From turn -key studios for
new television and cable operations, to up- grades for

existing broadcast facilities.
Technology can be the difference between winning and
Losing. Professional Communications Systems

will help

you stay in front.

Technology Evolves.

We Take You

There.

PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

5426 Beaumont Censer Blvd.
Tampa, FL 33634

(800) 447 -4714
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Marey ELECTROMCS
Available from:

Television Equipment Associates, Inc.
Bill Pegler.
PO Box 499
South Salem, N.Y. 105900499
Tel. 914- 763 -8893 Fax. 914- 763 -9158

Ta

in the world of DTV just a couple of years ago has progressed to only a few substantial issues needing to be
resolved:
Has enough headroom been built into the new channel
assignment table?
What kind of digital service will broadcasters offer to
consumers?
Will all stations in the same market offer the same services?
How will the consumer receive these services? Indoors?
What kind of receivers will be available and when?
Will the first generation of DTV receivers be devoid of
features?
What will the cable position be regarding DTV?
How will local program insertion be accomplished?
Will audio synchronization be standardized?
When will the equipment interfaces be finalized?
The new digital receivers

On the positive side, at the CES show this past January,
approximately 15 consumer electronic manufacturers displayed prototype receivers similar to those they will begin to
distribute later this fall. The number of manufacturers in
itself was heartening to broadcasters who are wondering
about the chicken and the egg with regard to the DTV

._

.

NUDEO A-D/D-A

_.CONVERTERS

DISTRIBUTION
AMPLIFIERS

PAL/NTSC
DECODERS

audience and receiver purchases by the consumers. The
cost of the new receivers is still predicted to begin at about
$5,000 and continue up from there. There will be set -top
converters (downconverters) priced at about $800. These
price levels are for the first -tier buyers only, and volume
should drive down costs.
Fast implementation
The digital TV system needs to be fully implemented
before all of its characteristics can be fully documented and
the set of rules finalized. The allotment/assignment table
may not be absolutely finalized for years to come. Until the
industry has developed real experience in dealing with the
parameters of the system under the different environmental conditions in the real world, the system will never be
fully characterized and the bugs will never be eliminated.
Any delays in implementing and fully embracing DTV will
only confuse the marketplace and bring down the wrath of
the FCC upon the broadcasters. Implementation delays
could prove to be severely damaging to the many broadcast
interests who have already made major investments lead-

ing to DTV.
Broadcast stations will be making huge investments in
new equipment and station personnel. The faster that
stations can begin to see a payback on this investment, the
better off they will be financially. It is important to note that
Sony's Peter Dare did not say that DTV would fall on its
face because of these open issues. He did say that the back
end of the DTV schedule, where the FCC has said that all
existing NTSC stations must cease operations by 2006, is
probably unrealistic. Both manufacturers and broadcasters have some work ahead of them.
Louis I.ihin

is a
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broadcast consultant in New York and Washington.
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Defining HDTV, Part

2

/nitially, HDTV was assumed to mean a 1,080 -line, interlaced signal. Today, other (and much lessexpensive) display formats are being discussed and proposed. Can a facility simply adopt one of these
lower -quality image formats and get away with calling it "HDTV" without penalizing themselves in terms
of their marketplace perception? After all, will the viewers even know?
(Last

mnth's column explored

the topic from the expert's side. This month, we will look at it from the vendors' side.)

VENDOR

VENDOR
The two most important aspects of DTV are its digital
nature and its use of the 16:9
aspect ratio. The digital nature of DTV provides the
broadcaster with a powerful
communications channel, perfectly adapted for the inforC h r i s t
a n
Tremblay, presimation society of tomorrow.
dent, Miranda
The 16:9 screen format is a
Technologies Inc.,
key marketing issue for TV
St. Laurent, Quebec, Canada.
set manufacturers, whose job
is to convince customers to acquire the new technology as was done for microwave ovens, VCRs
and compact disk players. On their success depends ours.
Image definition has little to do with the above.
What consumers will buy are large flat-screen
displays with surround sound. These sets will seduce mainly because of their slim shape and extended viewing angle. As set manufacturers are getting
ready, our symbiotic relationship with them implies
that we broadcast an appropriate signal capable of
convincing the consumer. The matched signal theory stipulates that the best return on investment
will be obtained when the quality of the signal will
equal the quality displayed at the consumer set.
One thing is sure, the first -generation sets will
definitely not have the technology to display HDTV
and will be closer to VGA quality. Later, the sets will
evolve and so will the ability of viewers to appreciate better quality pictures.
As a result, our evolution in sending better TV
signals can be spread over a certain time span. The
advantage is that the cost of conversion will
decrease with time. The strategy would be to
invest in 16:9 cameras and use at maximum the
conventional definition equipment already installed. Upscaled pictures are not just glorified
NTSC pictures, they will produce a quality never
seen at home and given the quality of receivers will
produce the optimum result.
As ancient Romans used to say, "Festina lente"
"Make haste slowly."
i
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The target goal of HDTV is to provide
consumers with the most crisp and clear
audio and video technology. For today's
movie standards, home theater requires
high resolution to avoid artifacts of the
picture's structure and a large screen to
immerse the viewer in the program. Only
true HDTV replicates 35mm film quality. Gary Shapiro,
The industries involved in bringing president of the
EiecDTV to the consumer (i.e., broadcast- Consumer
t
sAssoaers and consumer electronics manufacturer
rers Associaturers) have defined HDTV as having a tion (CEMA).
vertical display resolution of 720p, 1,080i or higher;
capable of displaying a 16:9 image at the minimum resolution- level; receiving all ATSC Table 3 formats; and
receiving and reproducing/outputting Dolby digital audio.
Therefore, there is a difference when the consumer views
anything less than HDTV as defined.
In recent focus group studies conducted by CEMA,
participants were shown a video and audio demonstration
of the improvements offered by digital and HDTV. When
participants were shown an HDTV picture, the reaction
was unanimously positive among all consumers, and
virtually all "strongly preferred" HDTV to any lowerresolution digital sets. Early-adopter -type participants especially preferred the widescreen presentation format of
HDTV on today's sets.
When asked about "multicasting," the ability to simulcast several channels of digital programming, mainstream
adopters expressed dissatisfaction with current programming, saying quality improvements in programming were
much more important than access to additional channels.
The HDTV demonstrations at the 1998 International CES
produced reactions of "When will it come ?" not "How
much will it cost ?" And, this showing was just the first
commercially viable HDTV. The lowest tier of what will be
continuing improvements already is so different from NTSCquality broadcasts that it knocked 'em dead when shown
on a wide screen. Anything lower than HDTV will not
pass muster once the average consumer has seen this
demonstration. And, to spur sales of the attractive new
medium, TV retailers will take the "comparison" road.
Once consumers have tasted the true thing, nothing less
will suffice.

The new Origin video computing platform.
It's about time. It's about money.
Introducing the Origin"' video computing platform
from Silicon Graphics. It's time you had everything
you wanted, everything you needed and everything

your competitors didn't want you to have in one,
rack -mountable, digital broadcast platform.
Time will tell which digital video formats baome
the standards of our industry, so the Origin platform

supports them all. From the biggest
uncompressed formats to the most

multi -channel playout streams. from

HDTVrSDTV

SDI
DVC PRO"

MPEGI
MPE G2

WW

W.

s

g

i.

C

0 ttt

M P EG 2
S T R E A M S

HDTV to low bit -rate MPEG, run them all today.
Time also changes everything. so we've giver. the

Origin platform more scalahility and flexibility than
any dedicated box. Store months of on -line vireo,

fast- network to any local desktop, run world -class

`4ipplications, support standard automation systems

d StudioCentral "' asset management environtrent.

Want advanced graphics? Origin will let you add it.
That's power and flexibility.
When you're ready to

see

what the best system in

the industry can do, visit us on the Web. But don't wait

too long. Time

is

money and of the two, we can only

make you more of the latter.

;" SiliconGraphics
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From front line to studio, no camera delivers more than the Philips LDK.

I

UO

Series.

Unbeatable flexibility makes it simple to configure for studio, EFP Triax, Beracam SP
and DVCPRO. Unique Dynamic Pixel Management (DPM) rM sensors let you change
between 4:3 and 16:9 instantly, with no loss of resolution or change in horizontal angle

of view. LDK 100's superior A/D conversion and signal processing give picture

www.americanradiohistory.com

o th:e
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rformance and accuracy second to none. A Smart Card provides instant set up to suit

o orators'
fr

com

needs.

And low weight, compact dimensions and logically placed controls

e them to concentrate on the action.

Add

a

;;

PHILIPS

future -ready design concept, and you'll

Sc

that no camera's better equipped to help you face the future with confidence. For

tF

full picture, visit Philips Digital Video Systems on Booth #12701 at NAB '98.
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Les mate titilw beef

rate of 30fps (frames per second) in the
525 -line scanning standard and 25fps
in the 625 -line scanning standard.
This approach is commonly used in
image compression and computer processing. The CIF advantage is the
simple temporal conversion between
two progressive format systems.
The image aspect ratio (IAR): IAR is
defined as the ratio of horizontal image dimension (expressed in centimeters or inches) to the vertical image
dimension (expressed in centimeters
or inches). It takes the value of 4:3 or
16:9 for television and 2.4:2 for film
applications. The 16:9 aspect ratio
was established by the SMPTE Working Group on High -Definition Electronic Production in 1985. Any program material or motion picture film
can be accommodated within the 16:9
format either for production and post production, distribution or display.
The pixel aspect ratio (PAR): PAR is
defined as the ratio of the horizontal
pixel spacing to the vertical pixel
spacing. It does not refer to the actual
shape of the pixel. This pixel aspect
or dot spacing is determined by the
IAR and the number of horizontal

pixels (Hp) and vertical lines (VI) in
the reproduced picture. The relationship between PAR and IAR is given by
PAR = IAR x VI/Hp. If IAR and HpNI
are identical or if the PAR = 1, the
image has square pixels or samples.
As an example, the SVGA standard
image format has 640x480 pixels for
a 4:3 picture dimension format. Con sequently, PAR = 4/3x480/640 = 1

Today, it is no secret that computers

a while, the data on a hard disk be-

are as much a part of our lives as
VTRs. It is important to properly maintain these systems. Software maintenance can be broken down into several
operating system (OS)
categories
maintenance, application maintenance
and maintenance of code that you have
written yourself. Here are a few tips on
performing software maintenance.

comes fragmented. How does this happen? An empty hard disk contains only
contiguous (uninterrupted) data space.

erased, a hole is left
where the file was. If a file is written
back to the disk that is larger than an
existing hole, the operating system
packs all of the file that will fit into the
existing hole and then finds the next
available space and places the rest of
the file there. It then makes an entry in
a table (called the file allocation table
or FAT in DOS and Windows systems),
noting where the pieces of the file are
located. After a while, data can end up
fragmented all over the disk.
The problem with data fragmentation is that it slows system response.
The slowest part of disk access is seek
time, the time that the system waits
while the heads move to the appropriate track to retrieve the data. With

The common data rate (CDR): This
concept is derived from CCIR -601 and
is based on a common luminance
sampling frequency of 13.5MHz and
an identical number of samples per
active line of 720 for the luminance
information and 360 each for the blue
and red color- difference information.
This approach was extended to cover
HDTV signals by doubling the spatial
resolution of CCIR -601 and adapting
to a 16:9 aspect ratio. This results in
720x2x16/9x3/4 = 1,920 samples per
active line for the luminance information and 960 each for the blue and red
color -difference signals.
The common image format (CIF):
CIF specifies the spatial characteristics for the active picture area systems. Common elements include the
image aspect ratio, the number of
samples per active line and the number of active lines. However, the total
number of lines, sampling rate and
picture rate may vary. TV frame formats from different image scanning
dimensions are made of a common
CIF and different inactive horizontal
and vertical blanking intervals. As an
example, this CIF can be repeated at a

confirming that computers generate
and display square pixels. In video
applications, the number of horizontal pixels is determined by the video
sampling frequency that is derived
from a multiple of the horizontal scanning frequency or the color subcarrier
frequency. This results in non -square
pixel displays of digitized NTSC or
CCIR -601 signals. Figure 1 summarizes the situation for several standard- definition (SDTV) and high -definition (HDTV) formats.

Michael Robin, former engineer with the CBC
engineering headquarters, is an independent
broadcast consultant in Montreal, Canada. He
is a co- author of "Digital Television Fundamentals," published by McGraw-Hilt

Corn e uters & Networks

Software maintenance
BY BRAD GILMER

-

OS

maintenance

Generally speaking, there are three
dominant operating systems in TV stations today: Windows95, WindowsNT
and UNIX. Each of these requires care
and feeding, and various utilities exist
to help alleviate problems.
Fragmented data on hard disks. After
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FILE (continued)
Figure 1. Files on the hard drives
become fragmented when new
files are written into several
spaces previously used to hold
smaller files.

When files are written, they are (usually) written continuously on the disk
from beginning to end. When files are
April1998
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DIGITAL -S

Acquisition
To get the most out of

today's digital editing
systems, you need to begin
with the best raw footage
possible. And that means
shooting in 4:2:2. With
DIGITAL -S, you get 4:2:2
color sampling with
perceptually lossless compression. This produces an
image that remains free of
annoying artifacts that
could build up through
various steps in post
production and digital
distribution.
DIGITAL -S

Every step
in video productió
affects the next.
Your first is the
most critical
start with 4:2:2!

also offers

superior chroma resolution, producing more
well- defined colors,
chroma keys and effects.
In fact, all high-end sys-

tems, including the best
non-linear editors, require
4:2:2 to achieve these benefits. The result is performance and quality that
can stand up through each
phase of digital video
production. Shooting in a
4:1:1 DV format compromises your image, and you
can't, bring back the quality once it's lost.

Take your first step into
high performance. Make
it DIGITAL -S. For more
information call:

1-800-JVC-5825
www.jvcpro.com

BR -D40

DY-700 Canuorder

Dockable Recorder &
KY-D29 DSP Camera package under $18,000
(with viewfinder, less lens)

under $12,000
(with viewfinder
and 13:1 lens)
Circle (20) on Free Into Card
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Catch up

on your

reading
while you
surf the
Net.

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
INVITES YOU TO VISIT
BROADCAST ENGINEERING
ON -LINE AT
www.broadcastengineering.com

Articles featured in
Broadcast Engineering
magazine are now
available via the

Internet.

fragmented data, the head on the hard
disk is continually moving back and
forth to retrieve files. Disk defragment
routines reorganize the data on the
hard disk so that no jumps are needed

when reading or writing files.
File system integrity checks. In a
perfect world, file system integrity
checks would never be necessary. Unfortunately, power outages, software
lock -ups and other problems can leave
trash on your hard disk that can he the
source of problems.
All modern operating systems come
with utilities that check the integrity
of the file system and repair problems
if they are found. Common file utilities include SCANDISK for DOS and
Windows, FSCK for UNIX and VREPAIR for Novell servers. Fortunately,
SCANDISK is fairly automatic and
takes care of most problems without
any intervention from you. FSCK is
another matter. It is a powerful and
potentially disastrous tool you should
run with caution the first few times.
File integrity utilities check for a
number of problems including:
1. The FAT should point to files that
have a beginning and an end.
2. FAT entries should point to files
that are the same length as the lengths
listed in the directories.
3. Directory entries should point to one
and only one file (except in the case of

links). The SCANDISK error "cross linked files" refers to this condition.
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Errors reported by these utilities
should be addressed. They can repre-

sent wasted space on the hard disk or
worse. Sometimes, running a file sys-

tem utility more than once will fix
particularly stubborn problems. So, if
you run it once and it cannot repair all
errors, don't give up hope. Try it
again and see if the errors are fixed the
second time around.

Virus scanning
A regular virus scan should be part
of any software maintenance routine.
Be sure to download the latest virus
definitions from your software vendor
before running the scan.

Application maintenance
There are two major categories of
software applications in the broadcast
facility: broadcast- related apps, such
as station automation and desktop
applications, such as word processors
and CAD programs.
1. Broadcast -related application maintenance. Upgrading a system as important as an on -air automation system is something that should he approached carefully. What if the upgrade does not go as planned? Have
you ensured that the previous software version can be reinstalled if
things do not work as expected? My
experience has shown that it is a good
idea to allow about twice, perhaps
even three, times as much time as you
think it will take for an upgrade to
these systems. That way, if things do
not go well, you are not faced with the
double problem of figuring out what
went wrong while simultaneously dealing with any on -air problems the de-

Care and feeding
Keep things clean. If you have systems that have been sitting in
racks for years, check the fans to see if they are running; clean the
floppy drives once a year or so just in case you need them.

Buy good tools and keep them sharp. Use
keep your disk in proper operating condition.
latest version of the software.
Use

a

good disk utility to
the

Be sure you have

the right tool for the job. Match your knowledge and

skills

with the maintenance software you use.
Keep good records. Just as you keep comprehensive records of
head hours on tape machines, you should keep complete records of
software running on your systems.

April 1998
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The Matrix 50 Series Switcher
Flexibility in matrix switching means being able to apply

composite video, S- Video, component video and stereo audio

Standardfeatures:
Four I/O sizes: 8x4, 8x8, 12x4 and 12x8; 28 different
models

in 8x4, 8x8, 12x4 and 12x8 I/O configurations. Extron's

Matrix 50 series includes one audio channel (mono or stereo)

Capable of routing video, S- Video, component video and
stereo audio signals

and three video channels that are capable of being populated,

QuickSwitch Front Panel Controller -QS -FPCTm

or customized, to suit the requirements of any system.

Capable of switching RGsB analog signals up to 50 kHz

The Matrix 50 series delivers broadcast quality performance
with 80 MHz ( -3 dB) video bandwidth and vertical interval
video switching. When genlocked to an external sync source

the Matrix 50 provides smooth, seamless transitions from

Vertical interval switching (seamless switching from
input to input)
RS- 232/RS -422 control

Extron's Simple Instruction SetTM for easy programming

External sync I/O BNC connectors
12 memory presets

various inputs to the display output.

Audio gain and attenuation adjustments via the front
panel controller

With 28 models available, the Matrix 50 comes in

a

2U high,

rack mountable enclosure and list prices start at $1,240.

Video bandwidth: 80 MHz ( -3 dB)

Internal 100 -240 volt switch mode power supply

Extron Electronics
800.633.9876
EXTRON ELECTRONICSIRCB SYSTEMS. INC.
1230 South Lewis Street. Anaheim. CA 92805

800.633.9876 714.491.1500 FAX 714.491.1517
U.S.A.

EXTRON ELECTRONICS. EUROPE.
Beeldschermweg 6C. 3821 AH Amersfoort
.31.33.453.4040 FAX .31.33.453.4050
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EXTRON ELF(.I RI INI(. INFORMATION
EXIRONWEB°' veww.extron.com

The Netherlands

Singapore

ECIRONFAXTM: '14.491(192
24 -hour access -worldwide:

FXIRON ELECTRONICS. ASIA
Kira Aver Road. Singapore 089003
.65.2226.011'5 FAX .65.226.019
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lay may have caused.
I always back up critical on -air systems before an upgrade and write down
any critical setup parameters that are
different from the normal installation.
This way, if it is necessary to go back
to the original distribution disks, time
isn't wasted during the setup process.
Once the upgrade is complete, be sure
to check everything before you put the
system back on the air. I have seen
instances where an upgrade fixed one
bug only to create another.
2. Desktop application maintenance.
There are two major categories of desktop maintenance. The first is installing
software upgrades and the second is reinstalling software after a crash.

-

Most software vendors have shifted
they
to a new distribution model
encourage you to purchase the software and then go to their web site for
the latest upgrade. There are several
versions of Windows95. Patches are
available at www.microsoft.com that
will upgrade systems to the current
release. There is also a major service
release called SRI for Microsoft Office97 that takes care of several prob-

lems, including the broken converter
used by Word97 to generate Word95

files. Anytime you purchase a new
application, check with the vendor to
see if there are any upgrades available.
When recovering from a software
crash, it is easy to determine that you
need to reload an application if it will
not start. What about an application
that has difficulty only occasionally? It
may be that, over time, critical parts of
the application file have been corrupted. When you run a file system integrity check and it gives you a warning
about trash on your hard disk, it could
be a code fragment from a desktop
application that has lost its home. If a
small fragment of code is involved, it
may be that the application works fine
until a seldom -used function is executed then boom, the application stops.
Reloading the application from scratch
will fix this problem. Two words of
caution: first, if possible, uninstall the
application with an uninstall program.
This will remove such items as registry
entries that will not be cleared if you
erase the files from the directory. Second, be sure to note any important

setup parameters or passwords before
you uninstall the program; then reload
the application. With luck, this will
cure the errors.

Maintaining software you have created
Ntaintaining your own software is a
topic all to itself. Writing an application and using it in your broadcast
facility is similar to having a child. It
may give a lot of pleasure to see
something doing well, but be prepared to take care of it for many years
to come.
Whatever you do, be sure to document your code relentlessly. You will
be surprised how quickly you can forget what that particularly clever piece
of code does. Also, resist the urge to
trash documentation and notes on any
application that may still be in use,
regardless of how old it is. This goes for
any assemblers or compilers you used
to create the software. It seems that
applications (or users) know when you
throw out a critical piece. As soon as
you do, you will need it.
Brad Gilmer is president of Gilmer

& Associ-

ates Inc., a technology and management firm.

Ask Dr. Di s ital

Old scopes never die!
BY STEVE EPSTEIN, TECHNICAL EDITOR

I

highlighted a
reader request concerning a modification for the Tektronix 529 waveform monitor. The modification originally appeared in Broadcast Engin the February issue, I

neering's December 1978 issue, and
concerned replacing the (then) hard to
find and expensive 7788 tubes with
transistors. Well, no sooner than the
February issue hit the streets, I received several more requests for that

supply you with fast food coupons;
hope it's not a requirement!)

No, food coupons
are not needed. I'm

more than happy to
help. The instructions
are in the mail.

Tim Stoffel at WXXI -TV, Rochester,

wrote:

modification.

I too have

bunch of 529's
to fix in my broadcast equipment collection. Is it possible to get a reprint of the
December, 1978 article describing how to replace the
:roublesome 7788 tubes with
ransistors? Thanks!

Dan Zemorah at WXYZTV in Southfield, MI, wrote:

I've

looking for the
mod for the Tek 529 WFM
for awhile. Can you send me
the info too? (I'm sorry I can't

52
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a

called Tim to
get his fax number
and it turns out he's
rebuilding quite a
few old Quads. For
those into old Quad
parts (are there any
new ones ?), check out
his web page at:
I

13,

www.servtech.com /
lionlamb /quadpark

As I was writing this, I received a
call from Doug Moon, the transmitter supervisor at KTBN, Los Angeles.
It seems he had a 529 about ready for
needing 7788s
the dumpster
when he ran across the article.
Those instructions will go out today,
Doug!

-

-

o

o
o
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Ladies And gentlemen, Start your Engines.
You already know where you want

to go. The question

is. how will you get

there -preferably with your studio and sanity intact. As you come blasting off the starting
line the first thing you're going to hit is a fork in the road: Open- System or
Closed- System. Go Open -System and you get flexibility. The flexibility to assemble your
facility piece by piece. and choose the application software you want as your budget
and needs evolve. If say. HDTV gets hot. you can turn on a dime and acjjust. So the
question isn't can you afford to start making the transition now it's can you afford not to.
Another way to get where you want to go is simply to buy everything at once.
This is the Closed-System approach and it'll cost something like the
gross national product of a developing country. Up front. And just because everything
is supposed to work together doesn't mean it always will. (Consider some
of the people you work with.) It also assumes standards won't change. Again.

'Digital Or

Ike.

Okay. so you dont have a sum equivalent to the national debt to spend on new hardware
tomorrow. With an open- systems approach you can stick closer to your
present spending levels and still build a digital facility long before you hit retirement age

Just remember that prior to deciding what kind of hardware to buy. you need to
ask yourself what that hardware is going to buy you. Because you're not
just creating an open -system. or a digital facility. You're also creating an on -air
presence. A look. An identity to compliment your broadcast strategy.

getting Out Of Neutral.
Is your strategy to wait and see how this HD vs. multi -channel thing is going to
shake out before you hit the gas? Bet the farm on HD and if the price of
new TVs doesn't drop in a hurry. it back to the pits. Bet the farm on a multi- channel
format to attract viewers and you won't be prepared for HD. And hey. what about
compression? Which type? Which standard? Will it even work at all?
Aaargh! Hit the brakes. were going to crash!
No need to panic. You can get in gear simply by following that open road. By
keeping yourself and your system open and flexible, you can accommodate

multiple channels. SD. or HD without your competition passing you by. And you can
deal with stuff that pops up down the road.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Don't Let Hardware 'Decisions 'Drive ijou Around The Send.
road ahead. you're going to hit three big hardware crossroads:
master control, servers, and routers. (Stay tuned for testing.) Let's start with the
master control. The question isn't if you'll replace yours. Its when. Not so fast. you say. rll just
do the bitstream splicing thing and avoid shelling out for a new master control altogether.
Well, this is one of those cart before the horse situations. Right now, splice points are far
from being standardized. The network feed and your regional feed doit have matching splice
points. Which means they may be totally different, which means you could end up
paying for a capability you can't even use. Besides. you doigt want to give up voice -overs
and bugs as you move to DTV Our advice: build your new system step -by -step.
using digital building blocks. This way you'll extend the life of your hardware beyond
standard definition while you're building the foundation for HDTV
Any way you look at the

'Will Von Live

If

Vomit

Server Crashes?

Central servers were a nice idea. Of course. the same could be said for bell -bottoms, disco,
and powdered orange juice. While fashions have a way of coming back in. central servers
seem to be on their way out. Distributed servers, like the Tektronix Profile' video servers.
on the other hand, are definitely the in thing." They scale up better. they're flexible,
and they're a heck of a lot more reliable. If your central server goes down. everything
goes down. If one of your distributed servers goes down, the rest of your
servers will still be up and running. The other big issue with central servers is they
force you to pay up-front for capability you may never use. Distributed servers.
on the other hand. let you add anything from edit suites to extra channels as you go.

The Easiest Route To Routers.
Well cut right to the chase: get those digital routers now. And you don't have to
buy a bunch of pricey ones that only support HD. A mix of routers that
support compressed and uncompressed signals will probably work fine. The key
to router happiness is finding balance. Grasshopper. In fact. 270 or
360 Mbits/s digital routers can already handle compressed HDTV. Just be sure to
partner with a vendor knowledgeable enough to help you reach enlightenment.

'What 'Does That Flashing Idiot Light dean?
Now you're really moving! So what's the problem? In this new digital world

signals are supposed to be perfect and you don't have to give a second thought to testing.
right? Wrong. The fact is. digital has its own unique testing challenges. So plan on
spending as much to monitor digital picture quality as you do monitoring analog. In digital,
the need for measurement doesn't change. The measurements do.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Looking over some of the other items
in the E -mail inbox, we also received
a nice pat on the back from Bob
Hammel at NAIT in Canada:

I think

"Dr. Digital" is a great piece of
work. This is the type of information
engineers like to see. I am sure that
every engineer has a situation that they
have solved that other engineers are
sweating blood over. I've come across
a few quick fixes myself that I know, by
meeting guys at conventions, would
save a lot of anguish. I've also learned
a lot from other guys that way. Would
it not he possible to set up some kind of
a database that engineers could log
their major repair techniques, like the
capstan thing, so that all could benefit?

Thanks and keep up the good articles.
Bob Hammel, Chief Engineer
Radio & Television Department

Northern Alberta Institute ()l
Technology (NAIT), Edmonton,
Alberta Canada.

The database idea is worth considering. If anyone out there is interested, let
me know, and I'll see what we can do.
If you need help finding information
or are having trouble with a piece of
equipment or a manufacturer, let me
help. Send me the pertinent details at
dr_digital @intertec.com, and I'll see
what I can do.

SAflIX®
new concept
"Capacitive- Discharge"
800Hz PULSE GENERATION

BULK ERASERS
FAST

COMPACT
EFFICIENT
RELIABLY ERASE
METAL TAPES
All Models operate on 117V at 3 Amp.
24 hour continuous duty, no heat build -up.

Steve Epstein
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In a bit of a departure this
month, I received a reader
request wanting an explanation as to whether a digital video
router can be used to route analog
video signals. So, let's look at that.
It is true, that a digital router cannot
be used to route analog video, but
there are exceptions. From the perspective of a completely digital system, such as would be used for a
reclocking router, the input /output
circuitry is not designed to pass analog signals. Virtually all digital rout rs use a receiver input circuit that is
looking for an incoming clock at
135/270MHz. Because there is no
rnergy at 135/270MHz in an analog
video signal, an analog video signal
it the input will go nowhere
fast,
effectively eliminating the use of a
ligital router for analog video.
In some cases, well-designed (wide
>andwidth) analog switchers can be
iced to pass digital signals. However, any signal degradation through
he router will impact the maximum
able lengths allowed. Additionally,

-

1

without signal conditioning done
on the input signal, the input and
output cable lengths, as well as
the effective cable length of the
router signal path, become the
total cable length. The frequency
rolloff characteristics of the various pieces must also be considered. If, for instance, the input
cable consists of 50 feet of Belden
8281, and the output cable is also 50
feet, but is a Belden equivalent with
slightly different rolloff specs, the
frequency spectrum seen by the SDI
receiver will not match a 100 foot run
of either cable type. Add in any distortions from the router, and it may
become difficult to recover the SDI
signal at the receiver.
A better approach is to use a chassis
designed to handle either analog or
digital signals and populate the chassis
with an appropriate number of cross points for each signal type. For instance, a 20x20 frame could easily he
"partitioned" for 15x15 analog and
5x5 digital today. Over time, analog
crosspoint cards could be replaced by
digital crosspoint cards. As needed the
switcher could evolve to 5x5 analog
and 15x15 digital. The analog cross point cards might even have some
trade -in value. Another approach would
be to buy a chassis large enough to
accommodate additional growth. In
this example, that might mean a 30x30
or larger chassis.
April 1998
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For BETA -CAM -SP

For D2(D1) M,
BETACAM -SP,

Digital BETACAM, MII,
VHS, Beta etc.
1/2"w METALOXIDE

Digital BETACAM,
U-matic, etc.

3/4"w1/2"w

METAL .OXIDE

5500
For D2(D1), D3,

Large and MS
3/4 "w 1/2 "w
all cassette

135

METALOXIDE
TABLE TOP MODEL

6000
For D2(D1), D3, DCT

Large and

.

A

MS

3/4 "w112 "w
all cassette
Up to "w14" reel
1

all Reel Type

METALOXIDE
MASTER ERASER

REQUEST FULL -LINE CATALOG
U.S.A.

DISTRIBUTOR

RTI- RESEARCH TECHNOLOGY INTL.
4700 CHASE AVENUE
LINCOLNWOOD, IL 60646 U.S.A.

PHONE:847- 677 -3000
FAX
:847- 677 -1311

SAIIIX CORPORATION
TOKYO, JAPAN

FAX:81 -3- 3702 -9654
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Photo: Hero Productions' operations center.
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Ince 1992, Hero
Productions, a full service TV production and international teleport, has been at
the forefront of the development of South Florida as a major production and distribution center for Spanish- and English-language programmers. Foreseeing a growing need for programming
for the Latin American and U.S. markets, Hero
Productions partners Robert Behar and Daniel Sawicki bet on
Miami becoming the U.S. entertainment gateway to Latin America
and won.
Its concept
to offer programmers and producers every possible service from pre -production
through distribution, including capacity on satellites beaming into Latin America, all in one place and with
a fully bilingual staff
was right on the money.

-

-

-
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face, SSD interface and Macintosh 9600
computer. Plug -ins include DVERB,

machine control, pitch shifter, Vocalign
and Timemod, Panasonic 4100 DAT
machine, Mackie CR1604VLZ audio
console with talkback and Tascam DA60 MKII time -code recorder.
The audio layback room with time code repair is equipped with Alesis
ADAT XT eight-channel digital recorder, Alesis BRC remote controller with

Hero Productions' control room.

Growing to fit clients' needs
The first U.S. -based Spanish -language cable networks to originate
from South Florida did so from Hero
Productions. Over the past five years,
Hero Productions has developed into
a 65,000- square -foot and growing TV
broadcast center by following a philosophy of anticipating and reinvesting according to clients' needs. Today, the facility provides programmers from all over the world with a
full array of production, post- production, mobile production, master control and transmission services.
Recently, Hero Productions launched
a language conversion division. This
area provides translation, audio recording, subtitling and layback services to a
growing number of programmers looking to enter international markets with
programming originally produced for
single -language audiences.
With its large client base of international programmers who enjoy one stop services, Hero Productions recognized a growing need for quality language conversion and felt that this was
a natural complement to its comprehensive menu of production and transmission services. To support the new
service, Hero Productions added three
audio lay -in rooms, two audio layback
rooms and four voice-over booths to its
state -of- the -art facility.

Audio lay -in rooms: equipped with
Alesis ADAT XT eight -channel digital

64
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recorders, Alesis BRC remote controllers with SMPTE time -code sync, Mackie CR1604VLZ audio mixers with talk back, DBX 1066 compressor /limiters,
Sony Beta SP PVW -2600 players with
remote control and Electro -Voice
RE27N/D mics with screen, shock mount and retractable arm.

Audio layback room: features an
XT eight -channel digital

Alesis ADAT

SMPTE time -code sync, Mackie
CR1604VLZ audio console with talk back, F22 time -code recondition and
repair, Electro -Voice RE27N/D mic,
Pentium 150MHz system with 20 -inch
monitor and audio workstation tools
Creamware software and T-DAT triple
DAT software with Wave Walker, Fire
Walker with analyzer, EQ and meters,
CD mastering tools and multitrack recording. Plug -ins include Osiris real time restoration, declicker, denoiser,
dehiss, exciter and sub -bass enhancement and Tascam DA -60 MKII time code recorder.
Voice-over booths: feature Mackie

1202 audio consoles, Panasonic
SV3800 DAT recorder/players, Crown
D -45 amplifiers, JBL 4206 monitor

Hero Productions' A/B -roll edit room

recorder, Alesis BRC remote controller
with SMPTE time -code sync, Sony Beta
SP PVW-2800, Sony Beta SP BVW-70,
Sony Beta BVW-D75 and Protools 4.01
system with eight tracks of record/playback, effect sends of UO, VSD inter-

April 1998
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speakers, DBX 1066 compressor /limiters, Electro -Voice RE27N/D mics and
Rane MS -1 mic pre-amps.

Providing clients with it all
Hero Productions' mission has al-

4:2:2/CAV

D

to

As

and

A

to

Ds

AudioDtoAsandAtoDs
4:2:2 & 4fsc Converters

Andliary Data Processors
4:2:2 Ethernet MUX/DEMUXs

Digital Video & Audio

DAs

Miranda imaging Series
Digital video & audio Interface tools
Simply said - The Smarter choice. The imaging
Series offers a wide range of thoroughly

engineered modules for a systems solution
that grows with your digital facility. Your choice
for high quality, ease of use and reliability at
an exceptional price /performance.
Ask about our ICP-S remote control software!

Frame Synchronizers

Remote Control Software

Miranda Technologies Inc.
Tel. 514.333.1772 Fax. 514.333.9828

www.miranda.com
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LOOKING FOR A WAY TO TEST

THERE'S ONLY ONE

HP ESA- 11500A

Portable Spectrum Analyzer,

Low cost, high dynamic range, spectrum
analyzer for return path and ingress

NP 95910 OAM Analyzer.
Transition smoothly to digital RF testing
with comprehensive RF, modulation and

maintenance.

data quality measurements.

HP E6277A MPEGscope DV9plus:
Real -time measurements and monitoring
of MPEG streams.

NP 9591C Cable TV Analyzer:
The industry's only one-box tester for all
non -interfering AF and video measurements.

Your subscribers depend on you -you can depend on
Hewlett- Packard. HP has dedicated itself to keeping

Be Prepared for the Interactive
Technology of the Future.

your broadband system at peak performance by
providing a complete range of test solutions for:
R & D Manufacturing Headend Field

To stay competitive, you have to be prepared for new

digital technologies -including interactive services.
And you have to know that the products you buy

ES000A

MmiOTDH.

HP 89440

Digital Video Modulation Analyzer:

a,

easy and accurate optical fiber analysis
,ng cable installation, maintenance and

Lets you characterize GAM signals on cable
systems and VS8 signals used in broadcast

'doratlon.

transmissions.

today will meet your needs well into the future. HP
gives you a unique range of products to make sure
y our cable system always delivers quality service to
our subscribers.

For more
.d1Allreiou- Packard l'o

information, call:
_ISF:

HP E448OA SONET /ATM/T- Carrier Test Set:

A field- portable test net for installation.

HP CaLan 3O1O8/H Sweep /Ingress Analyzer
Install and maintain lorward and return

qualification and maintenance of optical
networks.

paths quickly and accurately, all in the
presence of ingress.

Performance from End to End.

There's only one way to go for broadband test
products: HP. No one offers a more complete range
of test equipment to keep your entire broadband
system up and running today -and down the road.

1- 800 - 452 -4844, Ext. 5663
www.hp.com/go/caty
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PACKARD
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ways been to provide programmers
with every service they could require in
one place and to do it all better and
more efficiently than anyone else. With
more of our clients seeking to serve
other -language markets with original
programming, we decided to apply our
expertise as a full- service international production facility to
convert their programming into
other languages.
So far, Hero Productions' language conversion clients have

included Hallmark Entertainment Networks, CBS TeleNoticias and Family Channel. Behar
believes that language conversion
will be the broadcast center's largest growth area in 1998.
The language conversion division is only the latest addition to
Hero Productions complete array of quality TV production and
transmission services available in
one full- service South Florida
complex. Over the past year, the
broadcast center has continued
to expand in all directions, including facilities, services, clients,
revenues and personnel.
Last May, Hero Productions
completed a major renovation,
extending the facility to 65,000
square feet, expanding and upHero
grading its production and post
facilities to digital, completing a third
studio with control room and adding
two digital operation centers to the
teleport.
The latest renovation and upgrade of
the facility was engineered to provide
production, post -production and master control clients with the latest technology in an efficient and comfortable
working environment.
Studios: 85'x40,' 75'x40' and 35'x30'
studios are equipped with Hitachi Z2000 digital studio cameras, QTV teleprompter system, IDEA 48 -input lighting console, assorted lighting fixtures
and six -channel RTS communication
system with wireless microphones and
IFBs.

Broadcast center: state -of- the -art control rooms feature ECHOlab MVS -9 21/2 ME switcher with chroma -key and
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back -up power supply, Grass Valley
300 rotary wipe switcher with back -up
power supply/EMEM, Mackie 32 -input audio console, Chyron Max! character generator, Sony BVE -2000 editors, Abekas A -42 still- stores, Abekas
A -51 and Microtime Impact DVEs,

among its core clientele. The facility
also maintains a strong niche in production and international transmission
of live sporting events, such as the
Olympic Games and World Cup soccer.
Clients have included ABC, NBC, CBS,
CNN, CNBC, World Television News
and many other international
broadcasters worldwide.
Hero Productions' upgraded
post -production facilities provide digital and analog capabilities and include an expanded
post -production suite, a new A/
B -roll edit room, two cuts -only
edit bays and an upgraded transfer room.
Post -production suites: feature
Sony DVS -2000C digital video
production switcher with all
options, Sony DME -3000 DVE,
Sony BVE -2000 editor, Sony
DigiBeta DVW-A500, Sony Beta
SX DNW-A50, Chyron Maxine
digital character generator, Sony
MXP -3905 24-input audio console, Tektronix waveform/vectorscope, Panasonic monitors,
DAT /CD player, Crown D -75
amplifiers, JBL 4208 and 4206

monitor speakers.
Productions' language conversion booth.

Sony Beta SX DNW-30, Sony Beta SP
PVW- 2800s, Tektronix waveform/vectorscopes, Sony color monitors PVM-

1954Q, Panasonic black- and -white
monitors TR -930B, DAT/CD /cassette
players, Telos 1 and Telos link hybrids,
auto-answer couplers and Yamaha digital reverb.
The facility's production revenues more
than doubled over 1997, with regular
shows like CBS TeleNoticias' "En Directo con Jaime Bayly" and "Habla
America," United Family Communications' "Casa Club Magazine" and others joining the ranks of HTV's exclusive
music videos and TV Marti's "Perspectivas" and "Mesa Redonda," all produced in Hero Productions' facilities.
In addition, Hero Productions maintains strong niches in the electronic
news gathering and insert studio businesses, with Reuters TV and APTV
April 1998
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A/B -roll edit room: includes
Sony BVE -2000 editor, Sony Beta
SX DNW-A50, Sony Beta SP BVW-70,
ECHOIab MVS -3 component video
switcher, Sony MXP -390S 24 -input
audio console and DAT/CD player.

Upgraded digital transfer room: features Sony Beta SX DNW-A50, Sony
Beta SP BVW-70, Sony Beta SP PVW2800, Sony Beta SP PVW-2800P PAL,
video /international standards converter, Tektronix WFM /VS, Panasonic
black- and -white monitors, Sony color
monitors, VHS recorder /players and
audio and video patching.
In addition to its production facilities, Hero Productions operates a full -

-

the
service state -of- the -art teleport
only one in South Florida to offer
switched fiber-optic capabilities. The
teleport maintains long -term leases
on domestic and international tran-

sponders.

Visit us at NAB LVCC 9181
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Turnkey Solutions For:

Multi- Station Program Distribution

Network Origination

Content Distribution
Logging, Management and Browsing
Production

Teleport
Network Origination
Space Segments

Fully Digital Studios

Uplink/Downlink/Turnaround
Transponder Leasing
Digital Satellite Network

Mobile Uplink/Production
Analog Studios

Master Control & Storage
Server -based Digital Master Control
Automated or Manual Playback Control
575 Terabytes Expandable to 1.2 Petabytes
Multi -Level Content Browsing

Data Storage & Retrieval
Banking
Medical
Corporate
Government
Broadcast
-11.

it4iddikV'idootattn,
3201 Dickerson Pike

Nashville, TN 37207

(888) 828 -5833 ext. 6130 or (615) 650 -6130
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Last year, Hero Productions added teleport and production clients Hallmark Entertainment Networks, CBS TeleNoticias, Family Channel, Casa Club TV and others,
increasing its list of full -time uplinks to 24 from 17 in 1996.
Occasional -use clients include Reuters, APTV, NBC, EBU,
Gol Network, Telemundo, Univision, Embratel, Telefe,
and other domestic and international programmers.
Furthermore, Hero Productions is one of a handful of
teleports in the United States to offer master control services.
The facility uses its own comprehensive automation software to program the networks.
In another example of Hero Productions' philosophy of
reinvesting according to clients' needs, when Travel Channel Latin America first approached the broadcast center
three years ago to originate and uplink its signal, the
network's needs extended beyond the facility's current
offerings. The mission posed by Behar to his engineering
ream: add ad insertion to the mix within six months. Not
only did Hero Productions meet the challenge, but it
crafted its own automation software and customized it to
meet individual clients' specifications.
For each master control client, the PC -based proprietary
software controls a unique set -up of digital file servers, tape
machines, switchers, logo inserters and audio equipment.
Interstitial materials are stored on a series of 9GB SCSI
drives using RAID 3 technology to provide redundancy to
protect against disk failure. These drives are controlled by
the servers, which are in turn controlled by the automation
software.
PANEL ANTENNAS
FM

UHF

VHF
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JAMPRO ANTENNAS/RF SYSTEMS, INC.
P.O. Box 292880
Sacramento, CA 95829 USA
Phone (916) 383 -1177 Fax (916) 383 -1182
www.jampro.com

HELIAX

s a

E-Mail: jampro®ns.net

registered trademark of Andrew Corporation

13 master control operating centers: feature DigiBeta SP
playback VTR decks, ASC VR digital file servers and
delays, Sony DigiBeta DVW- A500s, Sony Beta SX DNWA30s, Sony Beta SP BVW-60s, Sony Beta SP BVW-70s,
Sony Beta SP PVW- 2800s, Sony Beta SP PVW- 2600s,
Chyron character generators, Soundcraft four- channel
audio consoles, QSI 908 logo inserters, Tektronix waveform /vectorscopes, Liék 800 series video and audio switch ers, Sony PVM -1340 color monitors, Panasonic TR930B
black- and -white monitors, Videotek RS-10A video /audio
switchers, Mackie 1202 audio consoles, Leitch 3211E
encoders, Leitch clean switch serial digital switcher,
Tekniche series 6000 digital audio embedding, Leitch digital
audio de- embedding, screen subtitling systems multilanguage subtitle transmission systems and audio, video and RF
patching.

Ongoing master control clients include Discovery -Latin
Latin America,
America and Iberia, Discovery Kids
Television
TeleUno,
GEMS
Travel Channel Latin America,
and HTV.

-

Teleport: equipped with 10 transmit antennas and 13
receive antennas, as well as Scientific Atlanta Power VU
digital video compression system (1:5 analog, 1:1 digital),
General Instrument SCPC encoder, General Instrument 1:6
DigiCipher II digital video compression system, Scientific
Atlanta SCPC encoder, 3.35kW C -band transmitters, 2kW
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The little grey box that

oak'

Combining character generation, paint, still store and animation,
Collage offers a wider range of graphics tools than any other on -air graphics device.

Still Store
'

Editing

1:4:4:4 image quality, fast image capture

recall, TCPAP based networking, and
liverse range of transition effects."

and

"Affordable timeline based non -linear editing
with uncompressed video clips, features 4
layers of OVE, 8 layers of 24 bit audio and all

a

the graphics tools that made Collage famous."

Character Generator

3D Animation

user friendly C.G. that renders postscript
aid true type fonts with multiple surface

"Quickly create three dimensional graphics
with true 30 bevels, extrudes, multiple light

e ige
n

and shadow styles. Collage features
mlerous real -time text animations and

types, texture and bump mapping."

arks with newsroom computer systems."

2D Animation

Paint System
"Full featured painting tools including variable
size and contoured brushes, custom brushes,

texture and opacity mapping, and VTR control
for frame capture or rotoscoping."

"Flexible keyframe animation of object
attributes makes Collage 2D a powerful
tool for creating complex layered
graphic treatments."

With over 550 systems in use worldwide the Collage family offers proven performance at surprisingly
affordable prices. There is a Collage solution to almost every broadcast or post -production problem.

To

see Collage for yourself contact Majortech at 1-

800 -461 -7814 or visit us at Sands Exhibition Hall, booth #2362

at NAB
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DISTRIBUTED BY MAJORTECH www.majortech.com

Ku -band transmitter, 1.I kW Ku -band
transmitter, 300W Ku -hand transmitter, Extensive HPA RF combining and
switching system, C -band exciters with
multiple audio subcarriers, Ku -hand

exciter with multiple audio suhcarriers, Ku -band upconvcrters and Ku -band

downconverters.
The transmit antennas include an
11.3m Intelsat B- certified step -track RSI,
a 10m Scientific Atlanta, two 9.2m Intelsat B- certified RSI, a 9.1 m Andrew, an
8.1 m Intelsat -certified Ku -hand Vertex

Ku -hand RSI, a 4.5m Andrew
and two 3.7m Miralite. Receive antennas include a 10m Scientific Atlanta, a
6m Hero, eight 5m Hero, a 4m Hero, a
2m Prodelin and a 2m RYMSA.
E -3, a 7m

To support the expansive broadcast
center, Hero Productions employs two

150kVA Liebert uninterrupted power
supplies and two 300kVA Onan diesel
generators with 500 -gallon sub -base
fuel tank.
In addition, the broadcast center offers production personnel, microwave

interconnectivity and a seven -day, 24hour operations center to monitor transmissions and provide quality control.
Hero Productions' 1997 revenues
exceeded $17 million, a more than 55 %,
increase over 1996 results. The facility
currently has more than 100 employees, more than doubly last c;ir's -4O.

TV broadcast center is located at 7291
NW 74th St., Miami. For further information on Hero Productions, call Robert Behar at 305 -887 -1 600.

Equipment List:
Alesis ADAT digital audio recorders; Sony MPX -3905 audio console, Beta

decks with full editing capabilities, DVS -2000C digital video production
switcher, DME -3000 digital video effects, BVE -2000 editor, Digi -Beta DVWA500, DNW -A50, SX DNW -30 and PVW -2800 cameras, BE 2000 editors;
Mackie consoles; Electro -Voice microphones; Tascam recorders; Hitachi Z2000 digital studio cameras; QTV teleprompters; IDEA 48 -input lighting
console; RTS intercom and wireless communication system; Crown D75
power amplifiers; ECHOIab MVS -9 and MVS -3 digital production switchers;
GVG switcher; Chyron Maxine and MAX! character generator; Abekas A -42
still-stores; Microtime Impact DVEs; ASC video servers; QSI logo inserters;
Videotek RS-10A video/audio switchers; Leitch encoders, switchers and audio
equipment; Tekniche 6000 series digital audio embedding; Tektronix monitors/test equipment; Panasonic picture monitors; Telos hybrids for live audio
feeds; Yamaha digital reverb systems; teleport equipment includes: Scientific Atlanta Power Vu digital compression and SCPC encoders; General Instrument SCPC encoders and DigiCipher II compression; Scientific -Atlanta and
Andrew satellite antennas; Liebert UPS systems.
SP

iwxt tit(1)...

l<ilc

indicating Hero Productions' commitment to client service, as well as future
growth.
The 65,000 -square -foot full- service

The ultimate high -end, cost -

effective upgrade for industry
standard broadcast analog tape
decks and CRV Laser Disk
Players

Superior image quality
STOP

00:06:13:22
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FIBRE CHANNEL now available
for faster data transfers at
rates above real time speed
(a blistering 100MB/sec)!

o

OMEGA'

DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDERS

V

fast forward video
tel: (800) 755 -8463 (714) 852 -8404
fax: (714) 852 -1226

www.ffv.com
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SERIAL DIGITAL INTERFACE

also available for high -end
facilities that demand
maximum performance

Random access playback

Motion -JPEG compression
as low as 2:1

Multi- channel versions
also available
Priced to start at

just $6995

If You Want To Appreciate The Incredible Design and

Construction of Sennheiser Lavalier Microphones, You Have To

WOK CWSEIY
ME104

The world's

smallest
true-cardioid
microphone

You don't actually need to see
a Sennheiser lavalier mic to

appreciate its benefits. That's the
point. Our mics are designed to be
visually anonymous, yet they deliver
the finest sound you can get from a lavalier.
Our MICE 2 provides outstanding sonic
accuracy in an exceptionally tiny package.
The ME 102 and 104 capsules are part of a
modular family - interchangeable components
facilitate their use for virtually any application.
Is it any wonder that EVERY major network
chooses Sennheiser for their news teams as well as
their entertainers? Or that major broadway shows
choose Sennheiser for their productions?

Stop in at your Sennheiser dealer or call us to
find out how Sennheiser can help you get the
out of your audio investment.

.best

To

Appreciate Our Incredible Fidelity and Performance

JUST LUTEN
THE EVOLUTION OF AUDIO

f®SENNHEISEIt
P.O. BON

SERMONISER ELECTRONIC CORPORATION
987, DEPT:213, O1D LYME, CT 06371 TEL: 860-434-9190 ENT: 213 FAX:860- 434 -1759 CALIFORNIA: TEL: 818-845.7366 LATIN AMERICA:TEL:525 -639 -0956
SENNNEISER CANADA: 221 LABROSSE AVE., PTE -CLAIRE, PO 119R 1A3 TEL:514-426 -3013 FAX:514.426 -3953

World Wide Web: http:/ /www.sennheiserusa.com

Manufacturing Plant: Am Labor

1,

30900 Wedemark, Germany
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Chambers
Media

deploys

new digital
technology
By Bill Harris

Three years ago, the senior management of Chambers Communications Corporation were bothered by something they saw as they

walked through the 3,000- square -foot Eugene, OR, news studio.
The sight that greeted them was an on -air suite and approximately $1
million of camera equipment sitting idle from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. There had
to be a way to turn on the equipment and increase revenue at the facility,
home to the local ABC affiliate KEZI -TV and Chambers Production

Corporation.
The cogitation of company management, chairman and CEO Carolyn
Chambers, president Scott Chambers, executive vice president Jack
Lawrence and system integrator partner Tektronix, based in Beaverton,
OR, have resulted in one of the most advanced facilities in the Pacific
Northwest. A decision to invest in a greenfield build -up of a digital
facility, instead of migrating the entire existing structure to digital, has
Photo: In 1995, Chambers Communications made the commitment to build a
common broadcast and production center using the latest technology. The
result is a new 60,000-square foot state -of- the -art broadcast and production

facility.
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Chambers Media deploys
new digital technology
enabled Chambers to be the first in the
market to go digital and tapeless and
to earn the distinction of being the
largest digital broadcast and production center between San Francisco and
Vancouver.
Chambers Communications saw a
way to migrate its broadcast and
production facilities and be in the
data transport services business.
Chambers Communications' new

60,000- square -foot media center and
two 14,000- square -foot sound stages
are situated in the Willamette Valley.
They offer products that span live and
post -production, Internet services businesses and engineering and creative
resources. The facility also serves as
headquarters for Chambers' Northwest cable systems. KEZI is now on
the air broadcasting from Chambers'
new digital facility with newscasts
starting at 6 a.m., 5 p.m., 6 p.m. and
11 p.m., with regular programming

in between.

Chambers' original studio completed in 1960 stands only 400 yards
away, and is a reminder of how far the
company has come. The new facility
includes KEZI, the Chambers Production Corporation (formerly the West corn Creative Group and Westcour
Sports Productions) for both production and post, five cable companies

with 82,000 subscribers (with

The news set relies on new lighting and graphics to create an entirely new on -air look. Philips cameras complete the

newsroom setting.
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750MHz hybrid fiber coax architecture and a new two -way cable facili-
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Contrary to popular belief.
engineers and physicists are
quite capable of celebration.
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They wait for a truly special occasion.
Like developing the finest 12 -bit digital camero on tine a.ct.

And then they really cut loose.
Our engineers designed an advanced 12 -bit Digital Signal Processor.
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Working together. they figured out how these innovations
could give you the best picture available.
And if that werent enough to cheer about.
.n w
they made our camera SDTV ready with the
flexibility and reliability you've come to expo
After you see what our new camera can do,
you'll understand what all the celebration is about.
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Auxiliary power and the problems attendant thereto
BY DON MARKLEY

urprising as it may seem, this country's electrical power distribution
system still leaves a little to be desired, even in the major markets. Stations still have a need for

tiple risers go up through the building
and are paralleled for redundancy.
There has never been a power outage
on the broadcast floors in the history of

auxiliary power genera-

a third is planning such a system. That
is what you call security.
In the middle of the spectrum are sta-

tions that either face an occasional power outage or that have a
problem with the quality
of the delivered power. Especially during storms, the
primary power can fluctuate as seen by flickering

tion, as well as power-conditioning equipment. The
need varies from an absolute necessity in areas where
lights or momentary
inclement weather may
breaks. High -power
bring down power lines for
equipment, especially of
all
the
an extended period
the solid -state variety,
way to the two belts and a
doesn'tcare much for such
pair of suspenders approach
incidents. At the least,
where the cost of off -air
transmitters will shut
be
enormous.
time can
down and recycle when
As an example of the latthese problems occur. Due
ter, the Sears Building in
to the overanxious applidowntown Chicago has a Local regulations vary regarding fuel tank installations. Check with
cation of fingers on the
utility company substation the authorities and your insurance carrier to be sure you comply with
all applicable rules and regulations.
remote, many viewers will
on one of the subterranean
floors. That substation is fed by two the building. Yet, two stations have immediately switch to another channel,
separate power company mains. Mul- standby power equipment in place and at least for awhile. This represents an
inconvenience to viewers most stations
prefer to avoid.
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interruptible power supplies (UPSs) at
the transmitter site. These units provide two functions. First, they condition the incoming power to remove
glitches and flickers (formally known
as transients), ensuring the transmitting equipment has a smooth, clean
source of power. Second, they power
the transmitters for a short period of
time while the standby power plant is
brought on -line. This means that a partial or complete failure of the primary
power will not have any effect on the
viewer's pictures. Obviously, the period of time during which these monsters
will operate a transmitter is usually
measured in single -digit minutes. However, that is plenty of time for a standby
plant to light off and accept the load.
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Standby power plants are normally set
to start upon sensing the failure of any
single phase of the three-phase incoming line. With appropriate options, they
may also be set to detect reduction of the
source voltage, such as during "brownouts" where the load on a system causes
the voltage to drop but not fail. For the
most critical cases (i.e., hospitals), the
generators will start on the loss of a
single cycle of line voltage and will be
on -line in well under one second. This
requires special facilities that are a little
extreme for most broadcast stations. The UPS eliminates the need for panic,
just concerned action. The
normal system starts on
failure as described above.
Then an adjustable delay
holds the system off-line

for

a

generator to be on -line at the same time
as primary power. The alternative is cogeneration where the on -site system
shares the load with the utility company, but that requires a much more sophisticated system; something that
doesn't offer any advantage to most
broadcasters. Following the switch back
to the primary power, the system should
he set to allow the generator to run for
a period of time to cool down. Although most generator sets never return to idle speed, removing the load

insurance carrier to check on their requirements. The front office might get
a little testy in the event of a loss if it
finds out that the new standby power
plant voided the insurance policy.
There is no single fuel choice that
stands out above all others. Gasoline is
readily available and will keep for
long periods without going bad. However, it has a big negative due to its
volatility. Any boater can tell horror
stories about gasoline fumes in confined spaces, usually involving boats

going from

a

marine

environment to fully
airborne in a few milliseconds. Still, proper-

ly controlled, stored
and isolated, gasoline
is usable. Propane or
LPG has been selected
by many stations although it is a little more
difficult to service. It
does have the advantage of being easily storable for long periods.
Finally, there is our old
friend diesel fuel. You

short time, allowing

the generator to stabilize
and warm up a little. Oil
pressure comes up and the
system is ready to accept a
load with less strain on the
machinery.
After the system is ready
won't be buying a lot
for a load, an automatic Standby generators can be reasonably self- contained, but require a
of fuel so the cost of the
transfer panel first (empha- stable mounting surface and considerable airflow.
highest -quality product
sis added and needed) disfactor. However,
shouldn't
he
a
major
keeping
system
running
cools
while
the
connects the station from the incoming
there are stubborn bacteria that love
power lines. Then, the load is switched down the alternator and the engine.
diesel fuel. These critters must be conto the generator. Some transfer panels
trolled with additives or they will plug
Design considerations
use two large circuit breakers for this
up fuel filters in minutes. A station
the
interesting
problems.
function. The second method, preferred
Now to
Standby power plant design always cannot simply buy a tank of diesel fuel
by many, consists of large switches
with the current protection provided starts with determining the generator and ignore it without having the system fail unexpectedly.
by separate breakers. When power re- size and then selecting a fuel. Most
A primary selection point is going to
everything
turns on the mains, the system should systems are sized to power
he the local requirements. Again, your
on the site needed for normal operabe set to ignore it until such time as it
tion. It usually isn't necessary to in- local dealer can guide you through
has proved to he stable. All of us have
these problems, as well as obtaining
observed the condition, especially dur- clude full power on the standby transYou
the necessary permits. A final point
can
ing storms, when the power returns for mitter for obvious reasons.
wait to work on it until regular power check the system regularly and actua few seconds only to kick back off
returns. It is necessary to include termi- ally place it on -line occasionally. This
again. These momentary problems can
nal equipment, building and tower light- is needed for any engine to maintain
be ignored if the standby system is online and running. The conventional ing and the heating and air- condition- its health and is only common sense to
ensure that the system is ready to
ing systems.
method is to set the equipment to igOnce the loads have been determined, come on -line when needed.
nore a return of service for several
Standby power plants add a degree of
minutes up to half an hour. This gives it is highly advisable to contact a qualreliability
to a modern transmitting
They
will
be
in
the
area.
ified dealer
some assurance that the power is reliknowledgeable regarding the local reg- plant. What's more, they are fun to
able, as well as giving the standby sysmess with when you get bored at the
ulations governing such systems. Regtem some exercise.
ulations, especially those concerning transmitter site.
The reverse procedure is used to return to the main power lines. Commer- fuel storage, vary widely around the Don Markley is president of D. L. Markley
cial transfer panels will not allow the country. At the same time, contact your and Associates, Peoria. 11..
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The African Rhinoceros -while defending
its young - charges after intruders at full speed,
and is utterly uncontrollable.
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are difficult to control by nature.
For more than 27 years, Leitch has led
e industry in using engineering expertise
develop products that harness and direct
signal's power. Today, the company offers
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'c of HDTV products.
Leitch's Digital Glueproducts provide
gnomical, digital interface solutions in
nple, single- function modules.
ncl DigiBusis the industry's only control
(

to giving customers tools to control the signal.
Leitch products are recognized for their
unmatched quality, flexibility and reliability
in signal distribution, processing and control.
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Digital Glue"
platform that allows broadcasters to customize

their systems, giving them complete control
of signal conversion, synchronization and
compression. The ongoing development of
innovative products like BO/S7 eitch's
unified Broadcast Operating System for the
DigiBus frame, proves Leitch's commitment

The company's unrivaled customer service
and breadth of product offering provides
integrated solutions that extend beyond
managing signals, to mastering them for
optimal performance.
By providing powerful and comprehensive
digital solutions, Leitch is leading the charge in the signal
control industry.
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Java ain't coffee
BY BRAD DICK, EDITOR

you've been asleep for the
last two years, Java means some-

Unless

dor to add value without significant
extra product development cost.
That doesn't mean there are thousands of Java programmers working
on new graphics or new applications,
rather it means that putting a graphic
on the screen, rotating it or making an
object jump through a hoop on the
screen can be programmed in Java
and easily ported to almost any platform, computer or device. The objects
(we'll cover them later) don't care
what kind of computer, phone, television, paint or editing system they run
on. They work on any Java- compatible platform, which can now be just
about anything.
This also means that if you want the

thing other than a cup of coffee. You've
probably used Java and maybe didn't
even know it.
Java has been the darling of the
Internet set for more than two years.
Originally developed from C + +, Java
is a programming language designed
to solve many of the problems common to C + +. Developed by Sun Microsystems, Java started out as a part
of a larger project to develop advanced software for consumer electronics. Today, we're seeing only the
beginning of what could make Java as
common as Windows.
One relatively new development has
been the use of Java professional applications.
JAVA is designed to be
The post and production
communities were wowed portable. This means

with a different set of options. Each
button describes a behavior or set of
things that need to happen. It shouldn't
matter whether you're working on a
MAC or UNIX system, clicking on the
file button could cause the same set of

things to happen. That's how objects
work. Given enough objects, you could
model just about anything.
Java is designed to be neutral and
portable. This means that its applications can be distributed and easily used
over work environments. For instance,
in a TV station, this could include a
networked Avid newsroom editing system, a Chyron CG and Quantel Hal,
all interconnected to a Louth automation system and a Columbine traffic
system. (This is an example only and does not indiand
cate that these particular
products support Java.)
Networked systems can
last year by Quantel's anshare the Java applications
nouncement that it would
and
can be
without regard to the type
support Java. It was that
of computer the actual apused over
support that placed an
plication (program) evenof
industry stamp approvtually ends up on.
al on Java for professionspecific look and feel of one manufacal applications. Since that time, other
Architecture neutral
companies have jumped aboard the turer's product (for example a CG) on
product),
Because Java was designed from the
(or
other
your
paint
system
writing,
just
Java train. As of this
to be used on networks, it is
beginning
you can have it.
before NAB, Newsmaker Systems and
architecture neutral. Networks are
Sony announced support for Java in
composed of a variety of systems,
various products. Chyron is currently Object- oriented code
often using a variety of CPU and
Java is an object -oriented language.
developing a range of applications
when
operating systems. Java applications
that rely on Java. Other companies Just what the heck are "objects"
providing professional graphics and it comes to programming? Objects can be executed anywhere on the
control systems are expected to an- represent other things tasks or rules/ network because the compiler generates an architecture- neutral object file
nounce Java products at this year's steps. Programmers consider them
format. The complied code is executand
designs
collections of analysis,
NAB show.
programming methodologies that fo- able on a variety of processors, as
long as they have a Java run -time
cus design on modeling the characterWhy use Java?
syssystem. This means it doesn't care
of
real
-world
behavior
new
istics
or
interest
in
a
why
the
sudden
So
what computer you're using. The same
objects
are
proother
words,
computer language for production and tems. In
Java applet could work on a remote
broadcast equipment? In short, third - gramming models.
For instance, your word processor control, a set -top box or an SGI Onyx,
party support. Hundreds of thousands
all equally well.
has
a toolbar with buttons that cause
are
and
solutions
of Java applications
Click
on
the
to
happen.
being developed and manufacturers certain things
And it's free
realize that being able to use those file button and a window opens and a
If you're into programming, the best
set of options is displayed. Click on
resources can be a marketing advanpart
is still to come. Java is free. (Hear
opens
a
window
button
and
a
venthe
format
allows
tage. Such compatibility

applications
easily

neutral

that its
distributed
work environments.

-
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Taking remote control to a higher level.
Forget remote control...think facilities management. Gentner's GSC3000 is one step beyond remote control. New
augmented macros make the GSC3000 the smartest, most powerful site control system in the industry Not only
is it as accurate as an engineer, it will make the same evaluations and judgement decisions as
one...24 hours a day.

With the addition of Vice Interface, it can even talk too.

Gentner
800.723.4075
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tir
that Microsoft!) For a copy of HotJava check out the Sun Microsystems
Java web site at www.javasoft.com /
docs/index.html. The site contains all
you need to get started programming
with Java.
Even if you never write a line of

top software developers, but more
importantly, they would be free to do
whatever they wanted. All they had to
do was develop something "cool."

code, Java will soon become as common and familiar as that Windows 95
screen. Or, for DOS types, the comforting "C: \" prompt. Java's icon
"Duke" could become as familiar as
Windows, and best of all might even
make your life a bit less complex.

"Green" was created. The team

Brewing up Java

Ever wonder where Java really began and how the name came into
being? Well, in case you did, here's the
answer.
In 1990, one of Sun Microsystems
engineer's Patrick Naughton became
so frustrated with his company's need
to support the hundreds of combinations of software application- specific
interfaces (APIs) used within the company, he decided it was time to quit
and move to NeXT. In fact, he told
Sun CEO and personal friend Scott
McNealy of these plans. While Naughton thought nothing of his decision to
quit, McNealy decided that Patrick
was too good to loose. Before he made
the final decision to change employers, McNealy ask Naughton to create
a list of complaints and corresponding
set of solutions. In addition, he wanted
to know how Naughton would go
about solving those problems "if [he]
were God."
With little to lose and a personal
invite to get some things off his chest,
Naughton created a long list of suggestions. Foremost among his suggestions was that Sun should scrap its
development of its proprietary NeWS
software architecture.
Armed with Naughton's complaints
and suggestions, McNealy routed the
information to other software engineers. Their responses were forwarded to Naughton. Much to his surprise,
many of his own concerns were shared
by other software engineers.
On the day Naughton was to leave
for NeXT, McNealy made him a
unique counter offer. If he would stay,
the company would form a team of

104
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Green team
A team of six engineers code named

worked in self-imposed exile. Armed
with a refrigerator full of Cokes and
Dove bars, the team embarked on a
plan to build a better software platform. They began by disassembling
and examining products ranging from
Nintendos to set -top boxes and even
TV remote controls. The focus behind
this seemingly unsoftware -like task
was to look for ways these and other
electronic appliances could talk to
each other in a common language.
As any hardware engineer could have
told them, the diversity of consumer
products was supported by a far-ranging set of CPUs and custom software.
About the only thing in common between these devices was their incompatibility. The team quickly realized
that the addition of new features and
functions to most devices was impossible without having to replace the CPU
and its hardwired programming. Also,
it was clear that the CPUs used in these
devices had a limited amount of memory available. The Green team quickly
recognized that this was an important
design bottleneck. However, because
they had no control over the actual
design of the CPUs and, therefore, the
amount of on -board RAM, they needed
to find a way to cram more code into
the same space. What they needed was
a new language.
First effort

-

Oak

The team's first attempt was an object- oriented computer language called
Oak. Loosely based on C + +, it was
actually named for a tree outside one
of the team member's office window.
Oak was initially a subset of C ++ with
many features removed.
Now that they had an efficient software language, they could build a
product. The team's first actual product was a hand -held, remote-control
device called *7 (Star Seven). Using a
visual interface, it featured an animated character Duke. Duke was the
April 1998

visual icon used to guide users through
the device's graphical interface. Duke
later became Java's mascot.
With the software in place, the team
was turned into a wholly owned company called First Person. Development
began on products for what at the time
was a hot topic
interactive television. Two projects were announced: a
set -top box interface for Time -Warner
and a graphical interface for 3DO.
Both products failed for different reasons. Fortunately, an even more exciting development was surfacing.

-

Web is born

In 1993 the National Center for Supercomputing Applications announced
that Mosaic and the World Wide Web
were born. By early 1994, the First
Person team recognized an opportunity here and began focusing on a software system for on -line multimedia.
The next step was to position Oak as
a "language -based operating system.
It was Naughton who suggested giving the software source code away on
the Internet. Thus Oak moved from
being an internal development tool
for other products to an actual product
itself. Software engineer Arthur van
Hoff wrote an Oak compiler entirely
in Oak instead of C. The first Oak ready browser was called WebRunner. The first applet used with the
browser WebRunner over the Internet
showed the icon Duke waving back to
its developers.
Sun backed the decision to give the
language away, but only after it was
renamed Java. Once the software became freely available, it was quickly
adopted by the Internet community.
Netscape was among the first to support Java. The success of Java is becoming legendary. Now, with literally
millions of Java -enabled browsers out
there, Team One and their mascot
Duke need never look back.

Bibliography: The Java Language: An overview, http: //java.sun.com /docs/overviews/

javaljava- overview-1. html
Acknowledgment: Thanks to Bob Pank, technical communications manager, Quante) for
his help in preparing this article.
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Control room for Encore, Starz -1, -2 and
feeds
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premium movie services. This room runs four channels, as well as some West Coast

.

utomation systems have been around for quite
a few years and are common in call -letter
stations. The National Digital Television Center (NDTC) is the headquarter's facility for
TCI's cable operations. Because of this, our
needs are complex, requiring a robust master control
automation system.
Up -front considerations
Our principal business is master control playback for a
variety of clients, including Encore, Animal Planet,
Ovation, FoxNet and Odyssey. Currently, more than 60
channels originate at TCI's NDTC in Englewood, CO. At
present, there is really no limitation on the number of
channels possible. The system is extensible, based on
client needs.
The NDTC is literally a one -stop shop. In addition to
master control playback, facilities include production, postproduction and digital compression. These include four
fully equipped digital studios, with insert stages for production of commercials, movie intros, promos and wraparounds.
Uplinking services are available, using either the client's
transponder or our own, and facilities exist for uplinking
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and monitoring TCI's Head -end In The Sky (HITS) service.
Although the NDTC is not a direct broadcast satellite
service, uplinking and downlinking for the Primestar DBS
service is provided.
The original headquarter's facility concept was developed about six or seven years ago, with the understanding
that master control operations would have to he automated. A major consideration was staffing. Enough people
must be on -board to be effective, but it's too expensive to
staff a manual, 24-hour, seven -day -per-week operation.
With automation, each operator can accomplish a lot
more, running feeds and master control, as well as other
tasks, all at the same time.
However, the multichannel facility being planned presented additional challenges. For example, the desire was
for each of the master control rooms to be able to run five
to 10 channels, depending on programming types. At that
time, a big consideration was the need to run pay -per-view
(PPV) movies from tape. Because PPV doesn't require
commercial spots, only interstitial material, it was felt that
one operator could effectively run 10 channels. With more
commercial- intensive channels, the number of channels
per operator is limited to about five. Currently, a dozen

master control rooms are used. One
room even has two automation systems in it running side -by -side.
Among the other challenges needing
to be addressed was the sheer number

of switchers and VTRs to

be con-

trolled. This required extremely robust software to accommodate the
number of operators working on the
system at any given time, as well as
managing the large number of events
taking place.
A variety of technical considerations
need to be weighed when selecting an
automation ystem, some of which
will be discussed later. First, let's
consider the matter of your on -air
look, something that concerns every
TV programming distributor. Frame accuracy is critical, and just about
any automation system these days
can provide that. Beyond that, versatility is important. For example, automating control of our master control switchers allows us to control
chaining and voice-over functions, as
well as fades and other transitions
that were once done manually. In
many of our multichannel rooms
where the router is used as the prima
ry switcher, GPI controls are used to
handle things like logos coming in
and out or serial control of voice overs are tied with GPIs to do audio
ducking and audio overs.
Automation can greatly enhance your
on -air look. And, as we all know, a
sharp on -air look can have a positive
effect on revenues.

Video servers and automation
Video servers have already had a big
impact on our operation and promise
even more benefits in the future. Currently, our commercial insertion systems are being migrated to file server
systems across the board. Most of the
60 -plus channels delivered by the facility are commercial- intensive, making it fairly obvious how important
servers
and automation control of
them
can be. Servers make life a
lot easier, primarily by allowing spots
to be changed quickly. We are now so
committed to servers that there is no
longer a single cart machine operating in the facility.
In the near future, servers will be

--

for other functions such as archiving. Our goal is to move spots
around and get them into an on -line
storage area faster. In addition, reducing required operator input will
give them more time to deal with
other items. At present, each operator
in each room needs to input data. In
used

the future, using fiber channel, spot
storage will be centralized, then dis-

tributed to individual rooms.
Eventually, file servers will he used

for net delay. We run

a

lot of West

playback will also he MPEG -2, because more data can be stored in less
space and the data can be moved around
a lot faster. Compression technology is
also used for uplinking, for the same
technical and economic reasons.

Selecting an automation system
With more than six years of experience using automation to run our
master control operations, a lot has
been learned. For anyone planning a
multichannel cable or DBS delivery

Master control room for request pay -per -view movies. This room runs five channels,
sending feeds in both C -band and Ku -band for uplinking.

Coast feeds for multiple movie channels, and servers are used for handling
the three -hour delays for each of those.
At present, more than 30 servers, including mains and backups, are used.
Tape -based feeds go to a server and
three hours later out comes the West
Coast feed. Servers can also he used

for quick turnaround feeds.
Because servers are now such a vital
part of our operations, the automation
system must he able to effectively
interface to the servers. For automated multichannel systems, the importance of an effective server interface
cannot be overemphasized.
The move to servers has necessitated
the use of compression technology. All
the commercial insertion done on our
file servers is Motion -JPEG- based.
Movies for PPV are compressed using
MPEG -2. In the future, a lot of spot

system, several key points need to be
considered. Of course, these points
are basic and need to be applied in the
context of your system configuration,
but every attribute is important.

Scaleability and upgrade potential.
Whether you start out large or small,
almost any multichannel facility plans
to expand in the future. It should be
easy to add channels without having to
modify or replace the basic automation
system. Ask your potential suppliers
what the real upper limit is on how
many channels they can support, as
well as how many devices they can
control. The same principal applies to
software upgrades. Every supplier is
constantly tinkering with its software
in response to customer inputs. Make
sure you can install upgrades easily
without disrupting the basic system.
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Automating master
control for
multichannel
Modularity and reliability. A modular or building -block approach to software organization certainly plays a
role in your ability to expand and
upgrade the system, but it's also imreliabilportant for another reason
ity. Multichannel automation is necessarily complex, but you don't want a
problem in one part of the software to
pull down the entire system.

-

Application-specific operational softa way, this is another aspect
of modularity. A basic automation
system will handle such tasks as router switching and machine control, but
depending on your configuration and
growth, items such as automated da-

than we begin to expect more. Real
time may mean seconds to some people
and microseconds to others. Hard pressed operators will soon let you
know if your system is holding them
back, so find out in advance how fast
the system really is.

Multiple users. Systems must be
able to support multiple users, as well
multiple channels. There's often
too much work for one master control
operator to handle, requiring others
as

The move to servers has necessitated the
use of compression technology.

ware. In

tabase management, satellite resource
management, time shift delay and

breakaway channel capability for
varying regional content may be needed. These functions should be in separate software modules so they can be
added if and when needed.

to attend to routine tasks such as data
entry, dubbing, remote viewing and
editing lists. Two, three or even more
users need to be able to access the
same system and do different things
at the same time. Password protection is important, because it will allow you to restrict the ability to make
changes to only certain authorized
users.

Real-time operation. Although this
almost falls into the "obvious" category, there's a corollary here between
automation and almost any other kind
of computer processing: No sooner do
we get used to one speed of operation

Machine interfaces. As you review
various automation systems, determine how well they truly interface
with a wide variety of broadcast devices, including routing and production switchers, VTRs, servers, cart
machines and even still- stores and
character generators. This is important whether you are automating an
existing facility or designing a new
one. In the former case, you'll want to
avoid expensive re- equipping dictated by limitations of the automation

Handling multiple users and multiple tasks is largely a function of the
operating system software. There are
several operating systems currently
used with automation products and
some are distinctly superior to others.

system; in the latter case, you don't

want to be constrained as to what you
design into your system, either now
or in the future.
Dynamic resource allocation. This
term describes the ability to treat all
broadcast resources such as digital
video servers, VTRs and other machines as a common pool of devices
that can be automatically assigned by
the automation system to any channel,
greatly simplifying the operator's job.
In our operation there are rooms with
40 to 50 machines tied to a router and
any machine can be assigned to any
channel.

Automatic conflict resolution. In
busy operations, conflicting requests
for the same commercial or other
material are possible when a play list is being created, loaded, edited
or during a traffic system download. When that happens, the automation system should alert the operator immediately and/or automatically resolve the conflict. A
method of precluding conflicts is to
assign unique user bits to each program, commercial or promo. This
works quite well in our operation.

Eight -channel control room for Your Choice TV. Note servers in left background.
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Interfaces to third-party software. This is definitely a big consideration now and in the future,
so the more dynamic you can be,
the better. The principal concern

agement function tracks tape usage and machine hours. We can
even program the points at which
we want the system to alert us. In
the future, more dynamic utilities,
such as automatic paging, are possible. In a large facility with a
limited number of technicians, that
could be helpful.

Remote diagnostics and world-

Cigital pay -per -view control room for TCI's Head-end In The Sky (HITS) service. At
present, the room runs 27 channels, but is capable of handling 36 channels.

how the automation system interfaces to the traffic system, preferably
through a network. The automation
system should be able to convert data
from a traffic schedule to an automation system playlist, then provide traffic with an as -run log for billing
purposes. Ideally, this is done seamlessly with no operator intervention
or physical transfer of disk files. This
allows you to accommodate last minute changes to the on -air log, based
on client requests. Most automation
systems will now interface to the most
popular traffic systems, but new traffic systems appear from time to time,
s.) look into this aspect thoroughly.
is

Database management. Keeping
track of all the programs, commercials, promos, IDs and other material
in your library is a huge task, especally since the inventory is constant changing. In our system, this function is done on dedicated computers
installed in each master control room.
The database management system
should also keep track of how many
times each tape segment has been
played so that a new dub can be
nade before the old one wears out.
Our system also keeps track of the
h:)urs of operation on each tape
n achine so we can schedule maintenance accordingly.

I

In the future, I would like to see
automation systems keep track of databases in a more transparent fashion. For example, if a master control
room needs a spot or promo that
doesn't happen to be in on -line storage in the room, the system would be
smart enough to search for it on a
content server. If it's not there, the
system would send an archival stor-

wide manufacturer support. No
automation system should be without this feature. For instance, it's
the middle of a holiday weekend
and your master control operator
runs up against a problem with the
automation system. It's reassuring
to know they can dial up the
manufacturer and get a call back
within minutes by a qualified technician or software engineer. The
manufacturer's technician should
also be able to dial into your system's
diagnostic files, analyze the problem
quickly and send a fix by modem, all
while you're still on the air. You can't
afford anything less.
Master control automation is much
too important within a multichannel
environment to make a snap decision
when choosing a system. It's a long-

Master control automation is much too
important within a multichannel
environment to make a snap decision
when choosing a system.
unit to find the spot and load it
a server, where it would be fiberchanneled back to master control.
age

onto

Error monitoring. Operators can
all of the help they can get in early
detection of glitches. Our system softuse

ware monitors the main and backup
automation computers constantly so
corrective action can be taken if it is
necessary.

Maintenance alerts. As mentioned,
the automation system's database man-

term investment with a lot of ramifications. Take your time to analyze
each manufacturer's product, then do
what you'd normally do when looking at any product
talk to other
users. Although no automation system is perfect, and it may not yet have
all the features you'd like, if it's easily
upgradable and flexible you'll be able
to make the best choice for your

-

needs.
Peter Douglas is senior vice president, operations dr engineering at the National Digital

Television Center, Englewood, CO.
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Planning, controIIín9
and automating
multichannel digital
broadcasting
With all of the possibilities, maintaining
control will be a challenge.
B y Michael Ledwich,
B Sc. BE. Ph.D.

The move to DTV has presented TV stations with an almost staggering array of new
broadcasting possibilities. What started as a proposal to broadcast in HDTV has

branched into proposals for dividing the digital bandwidth into multiple channels,
and even proposals for variable channel configurations. Add to this an array of possible
ancillary services such as electronic program guides, selectable audio tracks and subtitles,
as well as conditional access programming, and it becomes clear that previous broadcasting paradigms no longer apply.
Whichever route a broadcaster chooses, the move to digital television will create a new
set of operational challenges that must be addressed. First, there are a variety of new
viewer information services that can be supported. Second, the implicit bandwidth
flexibility provides opportunities and headaches for planning and delivery. Third, there
are more participating modules from multiple vendors to be synchronized in the
transmission room. The fundamental questions that must be addressed involve advance
planning of the digital broadcast and control and coordination of all processes and devices
involved. New systems will require a higher degree of integration and will include more
robust traffic system interfaces and multichannel master control automation that are
linked through a central transmission database. Only by centralizing control, will stations
be able to coordinate all of the equipment in the subsystems of a digital facility and be able
to efficiently manage a more complex operation with minimal staff.

A new work flew fer digital delivery
To broadcast DTV, a great deal of equipment and control software will need to be
coordinated. Increasing the number of channels increases the complexity in itself, but also

consider that the channel lineup may vary during the course of the broadcast day and any
number of ancillary services may be added to the standard programming. Looking at the
digital workflow outlined in Figure 1, it is easy to see the changes that will be required
Photo: The MSNBC control room shown at right is capable of handling 86 simultaneous
remotes, 54 satellite receivers, all feeding 24 VTRs and multiple output channels all at once.
Although local stations won't need that large of a capability, they will need to be able to source
and control six or more channels during non -HDTV broadcast time. This will require the use
of sophisticated automation software.
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ro move from conventional broadcasting to digital broadcasting.
A major difference between traditional analog broadcasting and what we
will face in digital broadcasting is the
need to plan the transmission. Planning
broadcasts in advance has always been
important, but in the analog world
stations could always shuffle material
at the last minute. That sort of flexibility with digital will still be available,
but it will require a coordinated control system to change all of the related
digital parameters on all the channels

-

being broadcast for example
bit
rate, system information (SI), electronic program guides, conditional
access and subtitles.
With digital broadcasting, stations
will have 6MHz and 19.4Mb /s of
bandwidth that can be allocated as
required. Stations may decide to broadcast three or four channels at all times
or they might, on occasion, combine
the bandwidth of two or three channels to broadcast HDTV. There are a
number of possibilities, but in all cases, the bitstream allocation will have

M
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to be carefully planned to assure that
all channels have sufficient bandwidth
to deliver the proper quality. The
planning of the quality and the other
related digital parameters should occur with the choice of the material
many months in advance.
The first step when putting together
a DTV broadcast is to plan the number of channels, the periods during the
week that they will operate and the
general services that will be provided
for each of those channels. Service levels include the resolution, the bit rate

Engineering the

computerbased facility

Providing support for computer -based
operations requires a new set of skills.
By Skip Pizzi
niess you've been enjoying an extended sabbatical on another planet, you've
probably noticed that broadcasting has become a computer -based enterprise.

Increasingly, elements of production and program assembly are created on
computer platforms, as the administrative and control elements of broadcast
operations have been for some time. Computer networks are now tying these diverse elements
into a cohesive whole, and it won't be long before the bulk of a broadcast facility's entire
operation will take place within a single, large computer system.
With such a marked transformation in the tools used to produce TV programming, it stands
to reason that the nature of technical support required by broadcast facilities is also changing.
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Much of today's
and most of tomorrow's
broadcast engineering skills
will be centered on designing, installing and maintaining computer-based
systems.
The computer engineer

Most businesses employ or contract
technicians who are specifically
skilled in computer maintenance.
Many large broadcast companies already have an Information Services
(IS) director and/or department, whose

duties are largely concerned with administrative

operations.

Naturally, the RF engineer who also
has solid computer maintenance skills
will be a critical asset on any broadcaster's staff. But the RF environment
is also undergoing radical change with
the conversion to ATV, so the learning
curve is doubly steep for broadcast
engineers who want to stay current
and viable in these areas.
This gives new meaning to the term
"continuing education." Although it's
often a difficult sell, smart managers
will invest in their best technical staff
Downtime
20%

Support
24%

As the reliance on computers grows into the actual production side of the
broadcast facility, the need

for application- specific

computer maintenance
raises its head. This is

End.user IS costs
18%

ance between development of improved computer and RF understanding. Television will remain a business
equally concerned with production
and delivery.
Software vs. hardware
Perhaps the toughest transition for
the broadcast engineer to manage is
the shift from hardware to software or
from "real" to "virtual" domains. Of
course, the computer environment is
one where both elements apply. Familiarity with hardware based operations is one skill
that can allow broadcast
engineers to excel beyond
many IS staff members.
The computer tech's world
is often so laden with layers of code that the physical layer is not given adeManagement
quate attention. The expe19%
rienced broadcast engineer
will recognize the operation's need for reliability
and stressing this can help

where the hybrid "broadCommunications
cast engineer of the future"
Hardware d Software
2%
Development
has a key role to play. Yet
11%
6%
at this early stage, it is not
clear just what the skill set Figure 1. Total cost of operations (TCO) analysis for Windows- strengthen the facility's
based systems, as reported in a recent study. Cross -hatched secof this person should be or tions are indirect costs, while solid sections are direct costs. (Source: computer systems.
how duties should be di- Interpose, Inc., and Microsoft Corporation.)
This issue can also bevided among a broadcast
come a point of contention
facility's technical staff.
and allow (or encourage) them to between IS and broadcast engineers or
Clearly, there are some common improve their skills through orga- between technical and financial parareas between broadcast computing nized training. Broadcasters should ties, so managers may be called upon
and general computing for which a take advantage of every opportunity to make difficult decisions on how
skilled IS person can provide great to hone new technologies. This in- much computer hardware reliability
service. "Bits is bits" as the saying cludes short courses at colleges and is enough.
goes. But in other more specialized universities, as well as sessions preBeyond this, however, broadcast encomputer-based areas of broadcast op- sented by trade groups and journals gineers must become familiar with
erations, general IS staff is not well - or manufacturers. Engineers should the process of managing the virtual
equipped to help. It is in these crossover bring such opportunities to their man- environment. This includes elements
zones where it is often easier and more agement's attention. Management of system design, such as making sure
successful to have the traditional broad- should appropriate funds to this effort that platform and network perforcast engineer learn about computer - and expend them appropriately.
mances are adequate for the applicabased systems rather than the opposite
Broadcast engineers also bear some tions intended and that workstations
development path.
responsibility to manage their own are ergonomically, yet robustly conJust how the nexus between IS and ongoing learning in these areas. As structed. It also involves creating roubroadcast engineering takes shape will "digital immigrants," today's engi- tine maintenance schedules for comvary with each facility and its staff, but neers will be largely self- taught on puter hardware and software. These
there is no doubt that general and broad- many new technologies. The key to are tough judgment calls for which
cast- specific computer engineering re- success in this area lies in not being little or no tradition or resource base
sources will be required.
overwhelmed by the volume and pace exists.
Perhaps most important, the broadof new information, but rather in
IS vs. RF
taking a measured approach. Every cast/computer engineer's work inAnother key element of traditional new item learned makes an engineer volves maintaining the facility's softbroadcast engineering that will con- more valuable and learning never ware
a process that can easily
tinue to require technical expertise is ends. Also important to the broadcast become a full -time job. This includes
maintaining the operation's RF side. engineer is keeping the proper bal- installing new software and upgrades

-
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Engineering the

computerbased facility
(and the subsequent debugging that is
often necessary), plus establishing and
upkeeping a software inventory for
the facility. The latter can be an
extremely tedious exercise, but it is a
critically important new duty. Only
by scrupulously tracking the various
versions of software installed throughout a facility can a computer -based
operation run smoothly. Simple exchange of files between users via
LAN can become a nightmare without such care.
Of course, computer hardware upgrades are also part of the job, but
these are easier to cope with in that
they are physical assets and usually
stay in the place and form of their
installation by engineers. Software,
on the other hand, is subject to all
sorts of user intervention, from well intentioned tweaking to outright vandalism. Aggressive users may also
install their own "rogue" software on
the facility's platforms, often creating
havoc with other applications on the
network. A little knowledge is truly a
dangerous thing in the computer -based
facility.
A final element of concern is virtual
security. This refers to preserving
proprietary data for competitive reasons, as well as protecting computer-

machine (i.e., what undocumented
reconfigurations or installations have
been made by non -engineers)?
To minimize problems, it's important to establish an in -house policy
for staff that prohibits the installation
of any software (or at least any that
does not appear on an approved list).
The allowable level of platform reconfiguration by users should be specified, as well. It may also be helpful
for the troubleshooter to know who
used the problematic computer or
system last before it failed. Often, a
brief interview with this user can
provide clues about the source of the
problem. Because this is generally
not the person who reports the problem, an accurate scheduling program
can help the engineer track the previous user down.
This implies that the computer engineer or department may have to play
"cop" from time to time. Ideally, however, these problems are better addressed through proper user training
and feelings of mutual respect among
staff.
The truly computer -savvy facility
will use the station's LAN as a reporting mechanism for technical problems. Users can report technical problems via E -mail or open a discrepancy report on the maintenance page of
the facility's intranet. The latter will
allow users to see if the problem has
already been reported and note what
repair action has been taken to date.

Broadcast engineers must become familiar with the
process of managing the virtual environment.
based assets from infection by viruses
and other corruption.

Virtual troubleshooting
All of this takes place in an environment where engineers are still called
upon to put out fires at a moment's
notice. New acuity in assessing problems on computer -based systems is,
therefore, another requisite skill. Is it
a hardware or a software bug? Is it on
the platform or the network? What's
the real maintenance history on this
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Engineers can report their activity
related to the problem on the page, as
well as track a device's repair history.
The system could also be set up to
automatically send E -mail to the
user(s) who reported the problem once
repair has been completed or to all
affected staff. (Of course, the one
problem that you can't report on such
a system is a complete computer system crash
but engineers probably
won't need a discrepancy report to
find out about that.)

-
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Multilingual support
Another challenge in some broadcast facilities is the need to support
multiple platforms and operating systems. It's not uncommon for administrative and on- air/automation operations to run on Windows -based PCs
while non -linear production takes
place on Mac -based and/or SGI systems. There may also be some engineering PCs running DOS or even
UNIX. Keeping all of these systems
running smoothly and interoperating
where necessary requires great breadth
in the engineering department.
Often, this is best handled by having
specialists in each system. Interoperation can be handled by teams. But station management should realize that
support costs increase significantly with
each new platform or OS introduced to
the facility. You'll either have to pay
more for a multisystem tech (if you can
find/keep one) or you'll need a somewhat larger staff with individual system specialists.
Keeping the number of platforms and
OSs to a minimum is recommended.
Although a single OS is ideal, this may
not be possible at many facilities. A
maximum of two (e.g., Windows and
Mac or Windows and SGI) may be a
more practical goal.
Archival management
The broadcast computer engineer
must also maintain the facility's digital archive. The job description is
part janitor and part librarian. Keeping the servers from becoming permanent file cabinets is the janitorial
part. This includes frequent attempts
to have users clear out old files or
move them to off -line storage. It is the
bane of any IS department's existence
and no less so in broadcasting, where
uncompressed media files are typically quite large and numerous saved
versions of each file are likely to have
accumulated on servers.
On the other hand, the archive must
also be useful in terms of its search
capabilities. If the facility has no dedicated research staff, engineering may
be called upon to install and maintain
the system's search engine. If there are
dedicated researchers on hand, engineers will need to work closely with

them to develop and expand the search
software. In either case, engineering
will be responsible for keeping close
watch on the removable media and
drives used for off-line storage.
A related responsibility is establishing the computer system's backup policy. This includes determining which
tiles will be backed up, the frequency
of backup (hourly, daily, weekly, etc.),
what media will be used and the
recycling schedule of this media.

for 11% of TCO. Not surprisingly, the
single biggest item (at 24% of TCO)
was spent on support. Combined with
system management (at 19% of TCO),
this shows that nearly half of a company's computer costs
or more than
four times its hardware/software ex-

-

-

go to the personnel, either
inside or outside the firm, who keep
the computer system running.
The report tributes 20% of TCO to
penses

costs are not substantially greater than
those expended for traditional equip-

ment, broadcasters come out ahead.
Productivity is increased and costs are
reduced in the bargain.
What this rosy conclusion doesn't
address is the interim process of conversion between traditional and computer -based operations. This can be a
rocky and expensive proposition, involving the acquisition of much new

A team effort
Successful broadcast computer systems require cooperation between spe-

cialists in numerous disciplines. Involvement of an experienced broadcast computing specialist is critical at every stage
of the process, from initial design
through procurement and installation,
and then to design and execution of the
system's maintenance, support and upgrade operations.
One of the broadcast specialist's most
important responsibilities is to emphasize the mission -critical nature of any
production and on -air components of
the facility's computer system and the
extremely stressful conditions and high
duty cycles under which these systems
operate. Platforms in these areas should
he of industrial design, not off -theshelf desktop systems. Servers should
be particularly robust and implemented with adequate redundancy
and hot -swappable drive capability
e.g., RAID 3 or higher).
Other points worth stressing during
the design phase is scalability and a
smart migration path for future development, along with plenty of storage for large media files (including

redundancy).
Total cost of operation (TCO)
One of the hottest topics in the computer industry today is TCO. It is defined as the amount that a company
will spend on a computer system across
its useful lifetime. The usual metric is
based on a single desktop PC, for which
one recent report indicates that the
average company spends in the neighborhood of $7,250 per year.
Figure 1 shows how this cost is broken
down. The initial purchase price of
hardware and software only accounts

Unfortunately, Moore's Law does not apply
to support personnel.

the indirect cost of lost productivity
from system downtime. Nearly the
same amount (18 %) is ascribed to
another indirect expense called end user IS costs or "user downtime."
This refers to situations in which the
system is up, but users can't do their
jobs due to lack of training or understanding of the computer system's
proper operation. So, they spend time
unproductively by "futzing" with
their PCs. In some cases, this is the
fault of poor user-interface design or
steep learning curves, while in others
it stems from insufficient support
either from the software vendor or the

-

computer owner's IS department (notwithstanding the steep costs paid for
such support).
A conclusion of this analysis for
general administrative operations is
that computer systems are expensive
to operate and that unless there is
some substantial improvement in performance, a business would likely be
better off with typewriters and adding
machines. Of course, most businesses
believe that this improvement comes
in the form of greater productivity,
quality and creativity that computerbased operations allow and encourage.
But for broadcast operations, the
comparative analysis differs. The
computer systems used for production and program- stream assembly
are often substantially less expensive
than equivalent traditional equipment,
so broadcasters are in a positive position from the start. As long as support

equipment and probably also new
support personnel. These ostensible
start -up costs are not just one -time
issues. Moore's Law (i.e., computer
performance doubles every 18 months
at the same price point) practically
mandates that hardware will need to
be replaced frequently.
Unfortunately, Moore's Law does
not apply to support personnel. If
anything, the same support levels cost
more rather than less over time. Good
computer support staff are highly
prized and hanging on to your best
people can get expensive. The more
they know, the more valuable they
become
to you and to everyone else
looking for competent support staff.
Like almost everything else in broadcasting, human resources are the most
pivotal elements in any operation's
success and you get what you pay for.
The computer-based broadcast facility cannot function without proper support. Its most appropriate provider is
the broadcast computer specialist, an
emerging job title that combines elements of IS and broadcast engineering.
Becoming such an asset will virtually
guarantee job security for broadcast
technologists well into the future. Having such quality staff on board will
assure broadcast owners that their substantial capital investments in future
facilities are well -protected and operating at peak performance.

-

Skip Pizzi is editor in chief of BE Radio,
Broadcast Engineering's sister publication.
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Tower
augmentation
Some

relief for the industry.

By Henry J. McGinnis, P.E.

The base portion of a small 18 -inch face tower on which the augmentation process has been completed.
The new larger augmented foundation is an indication of the load this tower is now prepared to carry. Also
shown is the coaxial cable mounting members extending outward from the tower face. (See Figure 2.)
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tower owners are now
becoming concerned about the location of their
DTV antennae. Although the engineering and fabrication requirements will represent an awesome expenditure of manpower to meet the expected demands, these
requirements can be accommodated. The question of manpower required to build these structures has also been a
source of concern within the industry for quite some time.
Landmark Tower Corporation has found a way to relieve
the demand on labor to a considerable extent. Relief is by
way of a more efficient and less labor and time -consuming
patented process of in -place tower enhancement.
There is a consensus in the industry that a shortage of
experienced manpower may exacerbate safety problems.
Several years ago, Landmark was called upon to construct
in Cincinnati a self- supporting tower that was 954 feet in
height. Because of the short time line, at one point there were
85 tower climbers working on the project. It was soon
learned that many men working together on a project can be
a potential hazard because of the lack of experience of
working together as a team. Because of these kinds of
problems, new solutions must be developed to help the
broadcasters meet their DTV schedules.
The rush is on! Broadcast

for new towers
Landmark Tower Corporation has developed a patent pending solution that should greatly relieve many tower
construction problems. This solution grows out of a similar
need in the wireless industry.
The problems associated with the wireless industry are
similar to those beginning to manifest themselves in the
broadcasting industry. The proliferation of cellular and
personal communications systems (PCS) industries has nearly
brought about a revolution within some cities, causing many
of them to declare a moratorium on the construction of new
towers.
Although the demand for tower space has never been
greater, unfortunately, most existing towers are already
overloaded.
The need

A case study
There is an axiom in the tower business that towers attract
antennae. One of our towers was located in a popular location
and quickly reached the point of overloading. The potential
for continued loading was still growing and something innovative needed to be done to bring the tower into compliance
with the EIA code requirements.
At first, the task seemed impossible and we sought to build
a new tower. However, land was not available, and even if it
was to become available, the chance of obtaining a building
permit was unlikely.
The next plan was to construct a new tower beside the
existing tower. The idea was once again frustrated because
the space was too small. The original tower was less than
50% guyed and it stood immediately adjacent to a highway.
The tower topped out at 500 feet and if it was to collapse, it
could fall across the interstate. Because the guy lines would
have to be interlaced, this only added to the complexity and

The tower in its completed augmented state. The antennae mounts
are standing a sufficient distance away from the tower face to allow
passage of the multitude of coax up the face of the tower. (See
Figure 2.) Note the triple guy line set, consisting of the two
augmentation guy lines along with the original, relocated guy line.
The corner -mounted climbing steps with associated anti -fall device are visible on the left side of the tower.

increased the possibility of collapsing an already overloaded
structure. Finally, the tower was already heavily loaded and
moving existing transmission lines and antennae onto an
adjacent structure was not only expensive, but there was the
chance for damage to the antennas and transmission lines,
especially those that were older.

Adding "U" shapes
The solution was to design the required U shape and place
the formed leg member around the existing leg member in
such a way as to construct a tower around a tower. (See
Figure 1.) The towers are constructed with a U- shaped
member. Because many of our towers are large, the ability to
nest several of these shapes into ever increasing thicknesses
of composite members allows any loading problem to be
solved. For example, one proposed design of a 1,149 -foot,
self- support tower planned for the Far East, resulted in leg
sections 24 "x24 "x24" by three inches thick. This required
four layers of U shapes nested and stitch- bolted together.
This new solution solves many problems. The new leg and
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Tower augmentation
lacing members are placed in a manner
that would shield the existing members
from wind load. In doing so, the tower
windloading is greatly reduced. The
technique creates another benefit referred to as the (Ad2) effect. Here, the
total of the structural benefits of the
composite shape is much greater than
the sum of the individual parts. When
you consider the composite load-carry'u

tween successive vertical sections.
Therefore, the compressive effect will
always allow the proper alignment of
the shear bracing of the new tower
lacing steel to coincide with the existing
tower lacing members, thus maintaining proper shielding.
With respect to the clamping mechanism, while the lightweight clamp is
usually sufficient for small towers, the
clamp interconnecting large members
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until the tower is completely stacked.
The new tower compresses, due to
added weight from being stacked. In
order not to place additional loading
on the old tower, the clamps are final
torqued when the new steel is in place.
Because the objective is to completely
shield all existing members with new
members to minimize windloading, the
new steel is detailed with splice plates
of different gap lengths that vary be-

would require fabrication from a heavy
structural plate to apply sufficient
clamping strength to effect the structural transfer.

Figure 1. Basic design for tower augmentation. A formed U -shape leg member is attached to each leg of the existing tower.

ing capacity of the built -up cross section consisting of the old leg working in
conjunction with the new leg, the resulting cross -section structural capacities show a staggering increase.
The actual benefit of the above is
further realized when you consider that
the contribution to the composite cross
section may be factored to allow for
deficiencies in the existing leg member,
due to deterioration. Many tower inspectors have found towers with pipe
legs that have rusted from the inside,
thus rendering them dangerously close
to collapse. In cases like these, the
existing leg is contributing nothing to
the strength of the cross section, and
the new U -shape member is increased
in size or thickness to carry the extra
load.
The old and new leg members are
clamped together as frequently as needed to effect the transfer of forces to
ensure that the legs will work together
in the appropriate sharing of forces.
However, the clamps are not tightened
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Handling transmission lines
Because the new U- shaped legs must
be open to fit around the flanged connection of the existing legs, the coaxial
transmission lines are moved onto the
tower face at the flange intersections.
(See Figure 2.) In most cases, the transmission lines are already on the tower
faces and the new tower steel is configured to pass over the transmission lines,
which remain undisturbed. In some cases, it is desirable to configure the new
augmentation steel much closer to the
existing steel. This is accomplished by
loosening the coaxial transmission lines
from the existing tower over a distance
of approximately 40 feet above and
below the panel where the new steel is
being worked, and sliding the new lacing member in behind the coax. The new
lacing steel is thus connected to the
tower legs and the coax is fastened to the
new steel as work progresses upward.
Because many of the towers to be
augmented have narrow face widths,
it's often necessary to use small bars
that extend out perpendicular from the
tower face in order to gain sufficient
space to allow for the large quantity of
coaxial lines to be deployed. (See Figure 2 on this page and the photo on
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Figure 2. Any feedlines must be moved off
the tower leg and onto the tower face. This
can usually be done without cutting any of
the coax lines.

page 121.) The bars may be configured to use the popular snap -in coax
mounting devices or any other mounting device requested by the customer.
Because most waveguides are mounted inside the tower structures, they are
seldom a problem.
On towers with small face widths, a
new climbing device is mounted on the
heel of the outside corner surface of the
new U -shape leg. In most cases, the
coax will be mounted so closely and
densely that climbing the tower by any
other means is impossible.
The antenna stand-off mounting de-
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Figure 3. Attaching the new guy lines requires new guy attachment plates on the
tower and new anchor footings. The new
anchor plate footings fora 1,500 -foot tower
are shown in the photos on page 123.

vices are configured in such a way as to

facilitate extending the existing antennae mounting structures at a sufficient
distance from the tower face to clear the
stack of new coaxial lines running up
the faces of the tower. The new stand -off
brackets are configured to allow the
existing antenna mounting arm to be
unbolted from the existing tower leg
and swung outward from the tower face
while suspended by a cable sling from
a hove. The new tower steel is passed
behind the mounting arm and it is attached to its new stand -off bracket with
the same hardware originally used. The
new antennae to be mounted to the
t.>wer also use the antenna stand -off
brackets to allow clear passage of the
coaxial lines up the face of the tower.

t andling guy wires
The augmentation tower steel

:

.

ing bracket and placed on the new
hardware. This existing guy line is then
retensioned on the existing footing and
the stacking process continues.
There are many advantages to be
realized by the augmentation system:
Towers that are badly deteriorated
may be kept in service.
Pay load capacities of existing towers
may be increased by many times the

original capacity.
In most cases, the customer does not

process reaches the height of the original structure and the process is simply
continued with the new steel to the
desired height.
A computer model establishes the
condition of the augmented tower. This
model can be used to monitor and
maintain future management of the

structure.
The overall cost of augmentation is
usually less than the cost of building a
new tower.

s-

is

---

_-

The inner and outer guy line foundations for

stacked to an elevation approximatetwo to five feet below existing guy
line elevation. At this point, plates A
and B (see Figure 3) are installed
along with the associated hardware
and steel shown. The new augmenting
guy lines are attached to plates A and
B. Once guy lines A and B are attached to their new augmentation footings, the lines are tensioned to ensure
the vertical alignment of the new con struction to this elevation. Having
done so, the original existing guy line
is removed from the original mount-

a

1,535 -foot broadcast tower.

have to be taken off the air, even for a

short duration.
In many cases, a building permit for
augmentation is not required.
There is no requirement for additional land.

The method is simple and safe because no gin pole is required. The lift
line is rigged from an appropriate point
on the existing tower.
At no time is the original or new
structure vulnerable.
Should an increase in height be required, a gin pole is installed as the

The augmentation is done in a
manner to allow for future augmentation of the augmentation.
Only that portion of an affected
structure need be augmented to a desired elevation.
Dual guying provides a system of
redundancy that allows safe simple
maintenance of tower and footings.
A simple system of obtaining field
data allows an accurate computer model
to be configured.
Augmentation is a new way to extend
the life and load- bearing capacity of
towers. Although it may not solve every
TV station's need for a new DTV tower,
it certainly is worth considering for those
who want to maintain their current location for NTSC and DTV transmissions. It may also offer the answer for
tower owners who want to increase the
structure's capacity in order to rent that
"vertical real estate."
Henry McGinnis is president of Landmark
Tower Corporation, Ft. Worth, TX.
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Selecting
a DTV

antenna
Choosing the best solution
for your system.
By Larry Bloomfield

Now that the FCC has approved channel and

power allocations for broadcasters, stations
can get on with the business of buying transmitters and antennas. However, getting on the
air involves more than just hanging a new antenna from a
tower. Although some of the questions looked at here will
apply to other areas of the transmitter facility, we will
concentrate on the transmission system.

What's the difference?
If a TV antenna is cut for either a specific frequency or a
broad band of frequencies and is flat over its designed range,
there is no difference between an NTSC antenna and one
used in the digital TV service. The RF does not know the
difference and the electrical principles apply equally to both.
Most DTV assignments are in the UHF band (Channels
14 through 69). There are about 124 VHF assignments out
of the nearly 1,700 for DTV. It would be wise to approach
this duality in paralleled operation, where your station
will be operating DTV and NTSC, with the concept that
it could run for as long as another 15 years.
Keep two things in mind. One, each antenna site is different
and a single solution won't meet all needs. Two, some long range decisions have to be made. Here are the scenarios:
your NTSC and DTV are both VHF channels;
your NTSC is VHF, but your DTV will be UHF;
your NTSC is UHF and your DTV will be VHF; and
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your NTSC and DTV frequencies are UHF.

Addressing all the issues
Crossband situations will require two antennas, but inband situations can be simple to resolve by using one of
several well- designed broadband antennas. If there are
several stations sharing a tower and they are in -band, they
may be able to share a common transmission system through
the use of a combiner network. That's what they're doing at
Mt. Sutro in San Francisco.
Remember that you only get to keep one of these two
frequencies when this is all over. Are you going to stay with
the new DTV assignment and give up the NTSC channel or
are you going to convert your DTV over to your old NTSC
frequency? Generally, it is best to keep the lowest frequency
or channel of the two. However, there may be situations
where a station would keep a low UHF channel as opposed
to a VHF channel. If all the stations in your market are in the
direction of your antenna site were to be UHF over the long
term, it would be worth considering. The decision, however,
may not be yours to make. If either your NTSC or DTV
allocation is outside the designated core spectrum of Channels 2 through 51, you will have to surrender your Channel
52 through 69 allocation. (Editor's note: For a complete
discussion of this rule, see the FCC's Sixth Report & Order
"Decision" section, paragraph 55 and 56.)
The next step is where are you going to locate your
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An optimum installation for stations would be a top- mounted omnidirectional antenna.
Shown here is an Andrew UHF TRASAR at WPME -TV.

tntenna? Most stations will try to make use of their existing
rowers. Of course, this raises a number of questions about
the structural integrity of the tower. In some instances, the
DTV facility will not be co- located with the NTSC facility.
Two things need to be done initially. First, conduct a
preliminary RF study. Examine your channel assignment,
ERP and licensed transmitter power. Second, select an
example transmission line and type of antenna. Also, do an
nventory of the equipment already on your tower. You'd be
.tmazed at how much extra stuff is on some towers that has
been forgotten or no one knew existed.
With the RF study and your inventory done, it's time to
review your findings and do a structural tower analysis. A
reputable structural engineering firm with an established
track record should do the structural study. The company
will need to know what kind of antenna you want, where to
locate it and how you plan to feed it. They can give you
Information about windloading, reinforcing the tower and
other considerations. They will also tell you if your tower is
worth upgrading or if it should be replaced.

Don't forget to tell the company about any tenants (FM
or other TV stations), STL, TSL, IRL or ENG antennas that
you may need to install on the tower at a future date. With
all of this information, the structural boys will be able to
tell you if you're on track or if you have to go back to the
drawing board.
Always keep your long -range plans in mind. It is not good
engineering or economic practice to be penny wise and
dollar foolish at this point. Investing the extra now may save
you a bundle down the road.
First, the transmission line
Before addressing the antenna, let's talk about the transmission line. There are two basic options:
1. install an additional transmission line; and
2. replace the old NTSC with a new DTV line where one
transmission line handles both signals.
There are three types of transmission line: rigid coaxial,
semiflex coaxial (both cables) and waveguide. The semiflex
becomes more rigid as its size increases. Transmission lines
April 1998
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Selecting a DTV

antenna

will have a dramatic impact on the
impedance of the transmission line at
that particular point. Transmission line
is like a chain; it is only as good as its
weakest link. Any discontinuity will be
seen as either inductive or capacitive
reactance and will reflect power back

-

isotropic device
is a sphere like a
round balloon. The outer edge of the
come in either 5012 or 7552 impedballoon can be compared to a given
ance. There are exceptions, however.
signal level; its cross- sectional pattern
All things being equal, all three types
would be a circle.
of feedline will work for DTV just as
Because there is no such thing as a
well as for NTSC. There are trade-offs,
perfect or point source radiator; the next
however. The larger the size, the great- to the transmitter.
best thing is the dipole
an antenna
er the power-handling capability and
Use a time -domain reflectometer to with two poles. If you are standing and
the higher the efficiency, but the greater ensure that you do not have any looking at the tower some distance
the windloading. Windloading is the problems with your transmission line. away with its dipole on top, its cross main problem with waveguide. Tow- It will tell you if you have any discon- sectional pattern will look like two
ers may not be able to handle the tinuities, what kind they are and where circles on each side of the antenna; sort
additional loading when
of like a donut had been
compared to coaxial cable.
dropped down onto the tower
Also, the frequencies of opand cut, top to bottom. This is
eration can impose some limthe horizontal plane.
itations when it comes to
Most TV stations radiate in
using coaxial cable. Large the horizontal plane. This is
size transmission line has an
called a horizontally polarized
upper usable channel limit
signal. Antennas can also be
before it starts to support highmade to radiate vertically, eler-order modes, which is not
liptically or with circularly pogood. For example, an 8;/r6larized signals. If you were to
inch 7511 line can be used
step on the balloon from on
successfully up to Channel 52,
top, this once perfect sphere
but is not suitable for higher
would bulge out in the horichannels of operation.
zontal plane equally in all diField trials have demonrections eventually taking on
strated that the DTV signal
the shape of a pancake. If diis robust. In coaxial lines,
poles are added by stacking
them in elevation, it will have
there is no group delay, as a
function of frequency, so this
this exact same effect on the
is not an issue. In waveguide,
pattern. The more dipoles, the
flatter the pattern and the more
the group delay slightly varies with frequency. Howevenergy that is directed into
what becomes the main beam.
er, this figure is constant,
This has the effect of conusually negligible and can
be corrected if it is a probcentrating the power into a
given direction and is mealem. The transmission line's
For many stations, a second DTV antenna will need to be
sured in effective radiated
job is to deliver as much mounted near their current NTSC antenna. Shown here is an
power (ERP). This is how we
power to the antenna as the Andrew ALP -series UHF (right side of tower) for WRAL -HD in
get a 5kW transmitter to aptransmitter is putting out. Raleigh, NC. An Andrew TRASAR for WRAZ-TV is shown on the
left side of the tower.
pear to transmit 132kW. One
Ideally, the only losses will
disadvantage
to having multiple arbe resistive. To achieve this, impedanc- they are located in the transmission
line. All discontinuities should be rays (dipoles) is if you're on a high
es must be matched. To help understand how this plays a role, remember corrected before the system is put into mountain and you've got too much
that the surge impedance of air- dielec- service. A reverse wattmeter will in- gain in your antenna you could shoot
tric coaxial transmission line is deter- dicate any reflected power, but it right over the tops of the homes in the
won't tell you where the discontinuity nearby foothills. Yet, on the other
mined by the equation:
is. (For a review of transmission line - hand, viewers some distance away
Z =138 log (dl =d2)
To state this equation, the log of the matching techniques, see "Transmis- will get a better picture.
There is one other feature that may or
inside diameter of the shield (dl) is sion & Distribution" in the February
may
not be advantageous or desirable
1998 issue.)
divided by the outside diameter (d2) of the
with respect to your antenna pattern
center conductor; times the constant 138,
On to antennas
and that is electrical down tilt also
therefore, equals Z or the impedance.
First, some theory. The pattern from called electrical beam tilt. With some
Any change in this relationship (dents,
an
electrical down tilt, perhaps those folks
couplings and improper connections) a perfect or point source antenna

-
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at the bottom of the hill will get your
signal when they would otherwise not
get it without the electrical down tilt.
Just remember, the flatter the pattern,
'he more you will probably need some
down tilt. There are also situations
where mechanical beam tilt is appropriate. But remember, while electrical
beam tilt is the same all around the
izimuth pattern, mechanical beam tilt
s set in only one direction.
One other problem with multipleeAement antennas is that this tends to
create nulls in the signal for viewers
within a few miles of the transmitter
site. Basically, a null is a lack of signal
hat can be caused by any number
,f factors. The higher the gain, the
more nulls. The higher the gain,
the further out from the antenna the
nulls will extend. NTSC systems
having high gain antennas create
poor reception and possible ghosting to close-in viewers. This is not
much of a problem if the transmitter site is located outside of town in
unpopulated areas. However, if the
transmitter site is in town, this
could be a serious problem.
Despite all of this, typically NTSC
'ull -power VHF antennas have from
dBd to 12dBd gain and NTSC UHF
have even more. An NTSC UHF
antenna with 20dBd to 25dBd is
considered to have relatively low
gain. Because DTV has lower ERP

daily_business /1998/db980223/
fcc98024.txt.
Typical NTSC antennas will also work
NTSC and DTV. Single -channel antennas, such as the slotted coaxial cylinder, also known as the pylon, are not
suited to solve today's problem of doubling the number of stations at the same
locations. Broadband panel -type antennas have the ability to accommodate two or more DTV stations or
combinations of DTV and NTSC.
The slot antenna gets its gain from
the layers of slots. Increasing the slots
at predetermined locations increases
the gain. Panel antennas are usually

low, so a multiple array of vertically
stacked panels is usually used, interconnected in much the same way the
internal wiring of each panel is done.
A desirable advantage of the panel
antenna is its broadband characteristics. One panel can cover the UHF

frequency band from 470MHz to
800MHz. The trick is keeping the
gain constant over the bandwidth.
Relatively Flat gain characteristics are
important in DTV applications.
Of the two basic types of antennas
that are used for broadcast service, the
most common type in UHF is a slot
antenna. It can be resonant (standing
wave) or non-resonant (traveling
wave). The other variety employs
a dipole radiator. These are most
commonly configured as batwing
antennas and panel antennas. Generally, slotted antennas are used
in high -band VHF and UHF service where the need is confined to
one or two adjacent channels that
must be transmitted. If there is a
requirement to broadcast more
than one non -adjacent channel,
from a single antenna, then the
best choice may be a batwing
antenna if both channels are high band VHF or a broadband panel
antenna for UHF.
When comparing a panel antenna with slot -type designs for UHF,
bear in mind the following:
Panel antennas have lower power- handling capability than a slot
antenna with the same peak gain.
A single -panel antenna will probably not handle two full -power
(5,000kW) NTSC UHF broadcast

-equirements, it is not difficult to
understand why one manufacturer
-ecommends a maximum vertical
plane antenna gain of 28dBd for
DTV situations.
The FCC made one important
change when it clarified its report
facilities.
A stacked antenna solution is used by stations'
and order; it allowed UHF DTV
KROE, Channel 13 (top) and KASY -TV. Channel
The interpanel cabling will reitations to increase power up to 50 (side). Both antennas are from Andrew. Note quire occasional inspection and
the two riggers working at the base of the top 200kW or modify their antenna mounted antenna.
repair. In comparison, a modern
-might, as long as they don't inslot-type UHF antenna, particularcrease interference to another station's
two- or four-dipole elements at a fixed ly if it is fully radome enclosed, is often
service area where it would affect more
distance from a reflecting screen inmaintenance free for its useful life.
:han 10% of the population. Now, side a protective covering like a raThe pattern (azimuth and elevation)
within the service area, the station can dome. The dipoles are connected to- for a single UHF panel antenna sysncrease ERP up to 1MW, but in those gether with internal wiring and phastem will perform differently for each
cases what the station must do is ining harnesses. The purpose of the channel that it broadcasts. This is becrease its electrical beam tilt such that
screen is to reflect or direct the energy
cause the fixed panel spacing has differ:he fringe radiation does not exceed the
back out in the direction of the dipoles
ent electrical lengths, depending on
comparable 200kW limit. For fur- and to reduce the inter- reaction of the the channel broadcast. When reviewther clarification see the FCC's web dipoles with the mounting structures. ing operating specifications, the manpage at www.fcc.gov /daily_releases /
The gain of one panel is relatively
ufacturer generally only specifies gain

.,
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a DTV

LOOK AT WHY.

LeBLANC is one of few companies in the world who have the
experience and capabilities to design, manufacture, install and
erect integrated broadcast communication systems. This is our
business...and has been...for over 30 years.
Our new television group LeBLANC Broadcast Inc., (LB» is a
member of the LeBLANC Group. We are uniquely positioned to
offer turnkey services ranging from tower construction to antenna installation and
testing for analog and DTV systems. We form teams of highly trained professionals
from our staff of 2400. They work directly with your staff and consulting engineers
to nail down tight specifications and cost effective solutions.
LeBLANC's specialty is designing, constructing and installing towers up to 2000 feet.
Starting with a thorough structural feasibility study of the existing tower...and working
with our LARCAN teammates...we provide comprehensive DTV solutions to ensure
your tower, transmitter, waveguide and antenna requirements are met...and to your
complete satisfaction.
You are always concerned about quality and safety. So is LeBLANC. No other company
has achieved the myriad of certifications in as many jurisdictions for our products and
services as LeBLANC.

;°-'4/11111!-%

For all your tower solutions...
Look At LeBLANC Broadcast Inc.

AA
/M

LeBLANC BF
Corporate Offices: Dallas: Bob Groothand. President 972.664.1817
Special Projects: New York: Joe Nigro, Vice Pres. 973.790.4778

LOOK AT
WHAT'S HAPPENING
AT w:"

rlN

pioneered high -power solid-state VHF transmitter
technology and is a recognized leader worldwide.
With the advent of Digital TV we contributed to its development and in 1993 LARCAN supplied the VHF solid -state
transmitter for ACATS `air' tests in Charlotte, North Carolina.
At NAB '97 our new LANDMARK Series DTV transmitter
demonstrated the Zenith DTV 8 -VSB exciter...live...an industry first.
In January 1997 we assisted KOMO -HD to transmit the first HDTV signal west of
the Mississippi. In early 1998 we delivered a LANDMARK UHF digital transmitter
LARCAN

to KOMO -HD.

These LARCAN pioneering successes translate into major LANDMARK features
and benefits for your DTV Transition, and include...
LARCAN/Zenith exciters ensure ATSC compliance.
Microprocessor control
ensures complete system stability. Touch screen controllers and fiber optic
LAN control.
Solid -State LDMOS Class AB Broadband Driver ensures
exceptional linearity. LARCAN conservative power ratings in 8kW to 25kW
IOT socket modules...up to 100kW. Our Quality Assurance System has
attained ISO 9001 registration.
For all your transmitter solutions...
Look At LeBLANC Broadcast Inc.

DADCAST INC.
gegional Offices: Providence: Bob Palmer 401.461.0999
Minneapolis: Jeff Clarine 507.332.6703

San Francisco: Dave Hill 650.574.4600
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Ready to change for the better?
BY KARE ANDERSON

veryone thinks of changing the
world, but no one thinks of
changing himself," wrote Leo Tolstoy.
There is a Tibetan saying, "If you want
to know your future, look at what you
are doing in this moment." I find it
easiest to make a change by picturing a
specific reward for the change. What
new experience will I get to have? Conversely, what boring, unpleasant or fear provoking task or person will I experience in a more comfortable light or no
longer have to experience at all? The
more specific, vivid and deadline- related you make your goal, the more likely
that you will achieve it.
I know a broadcast engineer who is
going for all his major rewards in 1998.
On his own time, he is learning how to
take his organization on -line for better
customer service and value -added new
ways to offer their information, thus
creating new profit centers. He plans to
propose that he be in charge of this
expanded area of the company.
He also plans to stop smoking by the
time his first child is born and will
reward himself by learning to scuba
dive. He's surrounded himself with
reminders to his commitments: posting messages on the bathroom mirror
and car dashboard, telling his friends
and colleagues and penning a cigarette image, crossed out, on his palm
for the first week of his new life.
As Beverly Sills once told a reporter,
"You may be disappointed if you fail,
but you are doomed if you don't try."

turing the experience of your success
when you are tempted to fall back. As
Soren Kierke -gaard, the 19th century

Find your "true north"
There is a Thai word, "sanuk," which
means whatever you do, you should
enjoy it. Be clear about choosing a
habit- changing goal that is valuable
to you. Why put effort in an "ought to
do" goal based on others' wishes for
you, when you can go for the one that
you'll find most satisfying? Keep pic-

How do you get detoured?
"The hardest thing to learn in life is
which bridge to cross and which to
burn," wrote David Russell. Notice your
pattern for avoiding your course to-
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Danish theologian said, "People celebrate achievements and spotlight heroes, but the truly heroic act is not the
outcome but in starting out and not
knowing if you will succeed." "A vivid imagination," wrote Aristotle,
"compels the whole body to obey it."
Emile Couce wrote in Willing, "It is
the imagination and not the will that is
the dominating faculty of man. It is a
serious mistake to advise people to
train their wills; they should learn to
control and direct their imaginations."
Rather than talking about what you
are giving up or how you might fail,
think and talk about your goal as the
inevitable future.
Use your homing device

Look inside for your "homing device," your powerful motivation or
passionate interest that can be related
to your goal. As Dr. Beverly Potter
wrote in her book, Finding a Path With
a Heart: How to Go From Burnout to
Bliss, "When we pay attention to our
homing devices and follow their guidance, we invariably feel right about
ourselves and in perfect harmony with
people and activities in which we are
involved in the moment... Not all
targets (goals) are the same. Some are
easier to hit. Some are more fun. Compelling targets have a magnetic force

that pulls you toward them."

ward your goal. What activities do you
use to get sidetracked? What time of day
or day of the week is it most likely to
happen? What else happens that can
April 1998
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numb you into avoidance? What colleagues and friends help or hinder you?
Discover these patterns and you will be
more productive toward this and all the
next goals you set for yourself. But don't
be too hard on yourself when you're not
perfect. As Charles Garfield wrote in
Peak Performance, "On course doesn't
mean perfect. On course means that
even when things don't go perfectly, you
are in the right direction."
Confirm that you're on the right path
Look at what happens to you as you
are moving toward a change. What
new experiences happen? As Jean
Shinoda Bolen wrote in The Tao of
Psychology, "Synchronistic events can
assure us when we are on the right life
path; and advise us when we are not;
at the most profound level, they assure us that we are not mere observers, but always participants in an
interconnected cosmic web." See how
the changes you make affect your
self -image and your relationships with
others. Simply speaking, do you enjoy your life more?
Be your best

Those who gain the most professional
satisfaction in an increasingly changing and competitive world will be
those who get good at one single skill.
In broadcast engineering, it might be
the combination of a technical skill for
a certain kind of organization serving
a certain kind of market.
Before you start a new habit, plan
how you will celebrate when you meet
your goal. The bigger the change, the
larger the reward you deserve. Let
others who supported you, savor it
with you. You might be just the inspiration to help them make their own big
life change.
Kare Anderson is a speaker and author. Visit
her web site at www.sayitbetter.com.
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University of North Carolina upgrades statewide
microwave system
BY WAYNE ESTABROOKS

The University of

North Carolina

UNC -TV operates a statewide public TV broadcast system consisting of
11 full -service transmitter stations, 23

translators and a statewide video microwave system to provide program
delivery. The video microwave system
Performance at a glance
Digital ready
Digital or analog video

Modulation
Simplex, full -duplex and hot
standby
SMART network management
system
Overall on -site monitoring and

Previously when a failure occurred, it
could take considerable time to locate a

problem. For example, power would
fail and the system would continue on
battery power without our knowledge
until the low- voltage cutout was activated. Technicians would then travel to
sites along the system until
the failed site was located. It
would have been advantageous to have had a warning.
We felt that a fault- reporting
remote monitoring system was
a necessity.
We asked two microwave
equipment manufacturers that
submitted bids for the equip-

wave Radio Communication' (MRC)
equipment was superior in the digital
bit error rate tests. After 24 hours, the
MRC FLH -DAR equipment was making less than 10 to 12 bit errors, which
is essentially errorless. Inserting path
attenuation between the transmitter
and receiver being tested until the
receive carrier level was -82dBm RCL
did not result in a significant bit error
rate increase. Based on these tests and
other criteria, such as mechanical construction, front -panel metering for
power supplies and direct- reading dBm
metering for receive carrier level or
transmit power, power -on indicator
and a comprehensive remote monitor-

equipment configuration
Time stamping, recording and
display of alarm events

1,000 miles of terrestrial paths and is mostly one -way.
Over the past few years the audio has
been upgraded using the MRC DigiPro digital audio system.
In 1996, funds became available to
purchase new microwave equipment
to replace some portions of the statewide microwave system and to extend
the system to a new station. In September 1996 we placed the order and in
March 1997 we took delivery and began installation.
has approximately

The makings of an upgrade

With DTV looming on the horizon,
one of the most important criteria was
to purchase equipment that could be
used in the future to carry digital signals. We included the requirement for
45Mb/s digital capability in our purchase specifications.
Another important requirement was
for some type of fault -reporting system.
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Microwave Radio Communications' digital- analog heterodyne microwave radio.

ment to provide sample equipment to
be tested. Fortunately, we had access
to a 70MHz digital modem made by
Farinon and a Hewlett- Packard 3782B
bit -error -rate test set. Henry Morrow,
microwave supervisor for UNC-TV,
performed analog and digital tests on
the vendors' equipment. The MicroApril 1998
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ing system, MRC was awarded the
bid for microwave transmitters, receivers and repeaters and the Smart
Control System for 13 sites in the
UNC -TV system.
A smart system

UNC -TV shares a statewide 600 chan-

Whether the requirement is in a corporate video facility
or large broadcast operation, the new AVM 510
Automated Video Monitor is the economical solution for

THE NEXT

GENERATION
IN VIDEO

MONITORING

video signal error detection,
reporting and equipment set
up in all facets of production. It
is an advanced,
multistandard /multiformat,
measurement system with all
the traditional waveform/
vector displays you would expect and more. Choose
from an array of measurement sets with easy to read
graphic displays and numeric
m1
read outs on key video signal
parameters. When a problem
occurs, the operator is alerted
with an onscreen display flag
for the specific error.
Performance reports can also
be generated with a PC or printer which indicate each
error occurance with a time/date stamp or time code.

Contact Magni for additional
information on our full line of
Automated Video Monitors
Waveform & Vector Monitors
Test Signal Generators
VITS Inserters
Multimedia products.

MAGNI®
Magni Systems, Inc.

22965 NW Evergreen Parkway
Hillsboro, OR 97124 USA
(800) 237 -5964 USA toll free

(503) 615 -1900 voice
(503) 615-1999 fax
http: / /www.magnisystems.com
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FOR THE I3ULD-NVISIDN Receives

High Marks

for its

eNVoy

New

Universal Digital Routing Switches
As a long time leader in the digital
audio market, NVISION is bringing its 'customer driven' formula
for success to the video market
with the ENVOY series of digital
video routers. Since 1989, this
Grass Valley. California company
has earned a solid reputation for
providing high quality/high value
digital audio, time code and data
routers to the television industry.
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Input and output modules include
SDI (143. 177, 270 & 360 Mbits)
and HD -SDI 11.5 Gbits) modules.
Different I /Os can be included in
the same switch. as can dual references to allow simultaneous dual
standard 59.94 and 50Hz vertical
interval switching. Output options
include dual connectors for each
destination, to minimize DA
requirements.

NVISION's proprietary technology
makes this universal digital video

eNVoy- swiss Routing Switch, Block Diagram

switch a reality. and at a remarkably low cost. In addition to these

NVISION routers typically solve
problems that have been ignored
by other manufacturers. As proof
of this statement. NVISION routing switches can be found in
almost all of the Hollywood post production facilities, as well as in
major network operation centers
around the world, with the majority
of these switches operating under
other manufacturers' control systems - and the ENVOY should
prove to be no exception.

Series of

new technologies,

At the heart of this new router
family is a high speed crosspoint
architecture that will handle data
rates in excess of 1.5 Gigabits.
This structure is combined with
various I/O modules to accommodate several data rates. ENVOY
users will be able to route any
standard rate SDI and HD -SDI
signals, within the same switch at the same time.

This fact, combined with the ability to control the switch from an
existing control system, provides
incredible power and flexibility.

NVISION has developed unique
circuits for data reclocking, high

With the ENVOY series. digital

This new router series will enable
users to purchase an expandable
SDI router that can also have 1.5
Gbit HD added incrementally, as

video routing is available at competitive pricing and a compact
size: a 128 x 128 frame with dual
outputs fits in a mere 16 rack

speed internal interconnect, and
cable driving. See Fig L

and when required.

units.

ENVOY Series

With 1998 seeing the start of DTV
transmissions to the home, broadcasting organizations need to build
systems that can include multichannel NTSC, HDTV and sur-

F.N6064
Il RU frame to
accommodate up to 64 x 64
with dual outputs

round sound. To accommodate
these immediate requirements, the

industry needs equipment that has
the flexibility to fit today's needs,
without being outgrown tomorrow.

EN6128

I6RU frame to
accommodate up to 128 x 128
with dual outputs

.rief.,.

NVISION has anticipated this
need for operational flexibility and
has designed the

with this in mind.

NVISION =
resolution
independence

Figure

product

Several CD
mastenng
facilities adopt
NV4448 as defecto
standard for
sample rate
conversion

Delivers first
large multi

equipment
released

1.5Gbit data output after 75 feet of cable

New catalog of products with application
notes - received as educational standard
as it focused on the 'how Ió aspect of
system design. rather than product

NV5500
Dual Standard

master SPG
released
NV3512
Expandable

AES 8 Time
Code router
released

Patent granted
for mixed ECL &

darnel

4/90 10/90

1. ENVOY

NV1000 se ries
of terminal

NV3064

mid-size
routers
released

NAB.
NV5500
receives
pick of show
award
NV3128
data router
introduced 128
ports with new

CMOS designs

transmission
system

1989

EN6256 23RU frame to
accommodate up to 256 x 128
with dual outputs

ENVOY series

NVISION, Inc.
formed to develop
HDTV 8 digital
audio equipment
Company name
developed from
NVISION's NAB
formula:
debut. shows
n = any number,
NV2000
vision = number
multi-channel
N lines,
transmission

5/91

Routers

12/91

Digital Audio
Process ng Suite

(DAPS) ntroduced

2nd

generation
20 bit
A to D and

Patent for
Time Code
processing
gran ed

D to A

released

'Dynamic Pod'

Patent for
one shot

architecture

circuit

Patent
issued.

granted

1
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7/94

NV3256 data router
released at NAB.
A new design
providing a max of
256 dynamic da a pods

Dynamic port
architecture

8/94
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CBS

for

Selects ENVOY

HD -SDI

eNVy

Green With

Routing

total 6 GUI
Control nodes

New Control Technology

CBS Network operations center in New York
has purchased NVISION equipment for HD -SDI

routing and distribution.

for the Next Millenium

10 Mbltf sec House Ethernet Bachnone

128 x 128 router frame and the 4000 series

ENVY, the new router control system under
development by NVISION, advances router control to
the next generation by providing interfaces and features
that will supercede currently available systems. ENVY is
being designed to replace

1.5 Gbit fiber optic transmission equipment.

current routing control

The ENVOY router has been chosen to provide

systems for users who require far greater flexibility
and operational ease than
existing systems provide.

Scheduled for installation in September 1998,

the initial package includes the ENVOY series

the network operations center with an HD -SDI

total
8 panels

Courra

Control
Panel

Control
Panel

Panel

I

ì

oral

routers

f NVy Router Control System (Minimum Requirements)

routing layer that will be controlled by a local
NVISION panel network. This router is initially
loaded as 322 and is expandable to 1282 in

Incorporates:

ENVY

Sierra Design Labs uses

increments of

Easy to understand GUI for configuration using industry
standard database.

sources via coax with longer runs being distrib-

Intuitive GUI for control allowing different modes for
control and status.

8 inputs and 8 outputs. The
router will be connected to local HD -SDI

uted over 1300nm fiber optic cable.

NVISION HD -SDI at NAB 'BB
Sierra Design Labs (SDL), a lead-

ing manufacturer of video and
audio disk recorders, will utilize

Easy to use, operator friendly hardware control panels.
New 4000 series fiber optic transmitter and

NVISION routing at NAB. SDL will

Intelligent routing and conversion through automatic

receiver modules have been included in this

be demonstrating new compressed

tie lines.

purchase to provide an affordable method of

Standard hardware using Pentium PC technology.

The ENVOY series will provide CBS with room

Standard operating and networking system using Microsoft
Windows NT(:).

for expansion as well as the ability to add extra

The selection of these new NVISION products
provides CBS with an affordable and flexible

disk

SDI machines.

At the show, they will use an

NVISION universal video router
to switch HD -SDI ano SDI sig-

ES -Bus serial port for connection to most automation

nals around the booth. This new

systems.

NVISION router has the unique
ability to allow all SDI data rates

Easily expandable for more routers and control interfaces.

layer that is easily expanded as

needs grow.

HD

recorders, as well as their existing

Controls all NVISION routers and will control many other
manufacturers' installed routers.

SDI layers within the same switch, if desired.

HD -SDI

uncompressed

and

HD -SDI connectivity throughout the facility.

Virtually unlimited router sizes, 2048 inputs

x 2048 outputs.

and 1.5 Gigabit HD -SDI to be
managed within the same switch.
NVISION will also provide a 1.5

Minimum switch size

8x8

Gigabit fiber optic link between

Input expansion increment
Output expansion increment
1/0 options

8
8

the SDL booth and their own

(x2)
SDI input module
HD 1.5 Gbit input module
SDI output module
HD 1.5 Gbit output module

(both located at the Sands).

For more information,

contact: 800 -719 -1900

www.nvision1.com
Control System Compatibility

NVISION
NVISION ENVY
Tektronix SMS7000

N VilXilC)H°
selldin

Philips BTS ES Bus

Idefutlen

Pesa

Utah Scientific

EN6256

EN6664

EN6128

See NVISION at

NAB'98

Booth #S2987 at the Sands.

The f irst
NVISION
guide book.
The Video
Engineers
Glade to
Dig ta /Audio,
published

Mapr
broadcaster
selects
NVISION
synchronous
audio routers
for 96' Summer
Olympics

5/95

THE BOOK.
An Engineers
Guide To The
Digital
Transition.
released at NAB

New ASIC
chipset
developed for
AES audio
synchronization and reframing
First routers
delivered with
Patent issued.
SMS7000
phase

comparator
circuit for brphaseooded
signals

8/95 10/95

11/95

THE BOOK
supplied as

reference material
to UCLA. Utah
State and

Northwestern
University

NVX64SA.
synchro-

roder

controller

introduced
at NAB

3/96
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4/96

Precision

Patent

Broadcast
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Time Cale
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processing
design

nous AES

node

Awarded contract
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routing system
for government
agency Switch
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2048 512
and 1024 z 1024
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nel voice and data MUX microwave
system with the North Carolina State
Highway Patrol. This system would be
used to provide the communications
paths for the SCS-32 remote monitoring system. We presently use it for

transmitter remote -control telemetry,
telephone and data circuits.
The Smart System (SCS32) consists of
a master computer terminal that communicates with all of the newly purchased microwave receivers and transmitters in the system over a common

four -wire radio circuit. Additionally, separate remote terminal units were purchased as part of the package to monitor
several of the older microwave repeater
sites in the state that were critical sites
on the backbone of the system. The
master terminal records all alarms events
with date and time stamp. The software
permits sorting of the history and the
data can be analyzed to see where the
most attention is needed. We have
learned a lot about the statewide system
with the Smart monitoring.

The equipment was installed and
checked out by the staff of UNC -TV,
which presently consists of the microwave supervisor and one technician.
We are monitoring 16 sites with the
Smart System. Some of the items we
monitor include the battery charger

alarm, waveguide pressure, utility
power, tower light operation and failure, indoor and outdoor temperature,
as well as the several alarms and
metering points incorporated into the
FLH -DAR radios including transmit
power and receive carrier level. The
functions and capabilities of the Smart
control system are too numerous to be
covered in this article. We recently
obtained a software upgrade that permitted us to have paging capability
with the Smart System. With the paging
capability, sites and alarms can be programmed to call a designated technician. The technician can then call the
Smart System from a remote home
computer or laptop using the remote
access software and observe where

"Very
things
happen at
the r gru

urne.
ñd t

Wayne Estabrooks is chief engineer of transmission at the University of North Carolina
Center for Public Television.

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive
Broadcast Engineering feature for broadcasters. Each report is prepared by well-qualified
staff at a broadcast, production or consulting
company.
The reports are performed by the industry,
for the industry. Manufacturer's support is
limited to providing loan equipment and to
aiding the author if requested.
It is the responsibility of Broadcast Engineering to publish the results of any device
tested, positive or negative. No reports should
be considered an endorsement or disapproval
by Broadcast Engineering magazine.

'The Time is Right For DTV
make DTV happen for you, it's critical you
find an experienced supplier with proven
products and services ready to satisfy your
unique DTV challenges. lt's time you talked to
Andrew. We're experts at delivering the
custom solutions you'll need for DTV. Take
tower loading, for example. To cut windload
for Phoenix's KTVW-TV, Andrew recently
supplied a new pressurized, slot covered
TRASAR® antenna and our new 5" HJ9HP -50
high power HEL1AX® transmission line.
These design innovations significantly
reduced tower loading: 32% lower weight,
14% lower windload. Time and time again,
we deliver the right answer, at the right time.
Don't wait. Call today for more information.
To

Wt._

rest don't Ifr
happen

at all..."

and what the alarm specifically is and
then travel to that site to take necessary action. As I was writing this, my
pager went off. I called the system and
observed that there was a tower light
alarm at our Wendell microwave site.
We verified that one of the beacon bulbs
had burned out and scheduled the tower
for relamping. We are delighted to
have the remote monitoring capability
and it has made our life better.

Andrew Corporation
10500 W 153rd Street
Orland Park, IL 60462
Visit our Web Site at
http://www.andrew.com

1-800-D1AL-4-RF
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Communicating World.
Andrew Is Everywhere

!.. expect a

high today

of -60°C,

with winds

gusting to 160 kph. We'll be
back with sports right after this..:'

HP MediaStream Video Servers. Who knows what

you'll end up broadcasting with them?

When it comes to digital video, Hewlett -Packard offers something we think

you'll find reassuring

in the days, years and decades ahead: A future.

Our MediaStream family of broadcast servers have

a six -year

headstart on MPEG technologies, including

MPEG 4:2:2. They also come with integrated RAID, capabilities like MPEG jog-shuttle and trim, and a four-

year track record of on -air reliability. And of course, they're the only servers on Earth (or anywhere else,

for that matter) with HP's proven capabilities in computing, networking, and customer support.
To And out more, stop by booth

S5426 at NAB. And for

a free

white paper on HP's vision of the digital

broadcast future, just call 1- 800-452 -4844, Ext. 5773, or visit our Web site at www.hp.com /go /broadcast.

b

aHEWLETT®
PACKARD

Expanding Possibilities

©1998 Hewlen- Packard Co.TMVID812 /NABBE
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DON'T WORRY

IF YOU

CAN'T FIND ALL THE

PROBLEMS IN YOUR DIGITAL VIDEO SYSTEM.

THEY'LL SHOW UP EVENTUALLY.
TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES
PLEASE STAND BY

When implementing, evaluating or trouble-

bandwidth,

shooting digital video systems, you have to be

error-triggered

confident you've found all the problems, even

capture and

the ones buried deep in the implementation.

comprehensive

Fortunately, HP has developed a complete

post analysis to pinpoint every problem.

set of tools for digital video testing from

In fact, the MPEGScope Plus is so proficient

RF and cable transmission to system and

with MPEG, DVB and ATSC, it was awarded

protocol verification. One of these tools,

1997 Test Equipment of the Year by

the MPEGScope Plus, provides everything

tional Broadcasting magazine. Not surpris-

you need to make sure your MPEG system

ing when you consider HP's reputation for

works, including:

innovation, quality and years of experience

supporting engineers implementing

Visualization of every detail from DVB

and ATSC tables to video elementary

MPEG 2

stream analysis, including MPEG 4:2:2.

4:2:2

The most complete, fully automated

software on the market with
852 tests.

digital communication systems.

The HP MPEGScope Plus: the right tool
DVB

compliance verfication test

Interna-

ATSC

for the future. For a demonstration or

more information, call 1 -800- 452 -4844,

Ext. 5771 *. Or visit our Web site at
http//:www.hp.com/go /videotest.

There is a better way.

Real -time analysis such as

'1n Canada rall 14400-387-3154, program number TMtI380.
O MIS IlewlemParkard Co. TMNSTD807JBE

ETR -290, PCR jitter and PID
HP MPEGScope Plus

[ha
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Rosco: Distributed power and control systems
BY JIM CROOKS

KRON -TV (Chronicle Broadcasting)
is the NBC affiliate in San Francisco. The station has two production
studios housed in a purpose -built facility. Studio design and equipment were
"state -of- the -art" when the building
opened more than 20 years ago. Cameras and other portable equipment have

age made them a maintenance headache.

Parts and service were difficult to find.

More important, the needs of the
station had changed. KRON -TV
couldn't use its SCR dimmers to power
or control new fluorescent lighting,
automated lighting, monitors and other grid -mounted studio equipment. The

Performance at a glance
Ability to reconfigure the studio quickly
with minimum labor.
Ability to identify and resolve equipment
problems quickly.
No need to compensate for dimmer,
lamp and harmonic noise problems.
No need to construct a dimmer
equipment room.
No net contribution of the dimming
system to HVAC loading.
Less wire and termination required;
lower electrical installation costs.
Distributed system architecture makes
catastrophic failure rare by eliminating
choke points.
Consistent lumen output and color
temperature are supplied throughout
the studio.
Control of voltage and current flow are
provided.

been updated over the years. The lighting control systems and other fixed
equipment were, until recently, little
changed.

station was also obliged
to compensate for buzzing, RFI and harmonic
noise generated by the
dimming system. Frequent use of wireless audio gear made this a particular concern. Finally,
KRON -TV management
wanted to minimize production costs to the greatest extent possible. The
SCR dimming systems
made poor use of three
expensive resources: studio setup labor, stage/

yt.titi}ti
Lbtititititi -

concerns. With the assistance of lighting designer Bill Holshevnikoff, installation of a new IPS distributed power
and control system was recently completed in KRON -TV studio B.
Distributed controls locate IPS dimmers within the studio itself, usually in
close proximity to the loads controlled.
The new dimmers are silent, lightweight,
compact and portable. Thus, the size
and configuration of the control system
can he easily changed in response to
changing needs.
Installation of this system was simple.
The studio B patch panel and dimmer
rack were removed and standard circuit breaker panels installed in their
place. Large parts of the old load conduit system were reused. New wiring
devices now distribute raw power
throughout the studio. Portable IPS

dimmers, fixtures, studio monitors,
chain motors and other gear can all he
hung where they're needed and plugged

1aglIr.,
aa.P°72:i

Updating the lighting control system
Dimming systems, like most, were
designed to control incandescent and
quartz -halogen lighting loads only.
Design of these systems are familiar to
most
lighting loads on a pipe grid fed
by fixed connector strips, in turn fed by
a cross connect (patch) panel and a
silicon -controlled rectifier (SCR) dimmer rack. Both the patch panel and the
dimmer rack were installed in equipment alcoves, adjacent to each studio.
These dimming systems had served
KRON -TV well. However, advancing

-

eoia

_..

....

Horizon Windows 95 compatible lighting control system.

studio lamps and electric power.
Choosing and installing the right

system

KRON -TV operations manager, Larry Shenosky, chose the Intelligent Power System (IPS) to address all of these
April 1998

into the closest power outlet with a
flexible cord and connector.
Control of these devices is also simple. USITT DMX512 compatible control outlets are spaced throughout the
studio. Powered devices are interconnected locally by a DMX daisy -chain
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tion time is a function of software,
the microprocessor and the power
devices. IGBT dimmers are free of
magnetics and vibration; they're lightweight (1.5 pounds/dimmer); they're

control cable then plugged into a nearby outlet. The USITT DMX512 protocol is a standard in the entertainment
lighting industry. Virtually all newer
studio lighting products are compatible with this protocol.

gently

respond

to

changes detected in incoming power, load size,

Dimmer technology

What makes this distributed control system
practical is the onset of
silent insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBTI
dimmer technology. Use
of IGBTs to control
lighting is relatively new
(less than eight years).
Motor controls are the
better known application. By contrast, SCR
dimmer technology is
ancient and little
changed from its introduction in 1959.
IPS -DS -2403,
A microprocessor and
two power devices are used in each
IGBT dimmer to control a wide range
of load types. No passive filter
chokes are needed, as voltage transi-

3x2.4kW 800µs dimmer bar.

compact (half the size of a VHS
tape); and they're efficient <2.5V
drop across an 800µs dimmer set at
full). SCR dimmer noise, which
(

Manfrott6
We Can Take The Heat
3141.510 Video Tripod
Whether you're covering a three alarm
fire, or a heated political debate, you
need equipment that can

stand up to a rigorous pace.
Made of lightweight high tensile aluminum alloy, the

//li

r-:r4

2 -stage 3141

Professional

Video Tripod equipped with

Th

the Manfrotto 510 Video

,R7

Head can withstand the
rigors of everyday filming
no matter how hot it gets.

AV,/ A
3141 Professional Video Tripod- ught.eigM 2.stage
high- tensile alumrxm alla and nigh strength plastic composite

For complete information

weight sangs up to 30-, versus ordinary aluminum tnpods.
Complete with 100mm bowl. spoked feet and spreader

510 Video Head - de ad,unced 3.step drag system. nero freewheel setting and a return to center
anable balance spnng admstment. 360 pan and * 75 ro 70 tin cobol with effortless starts and
stops. themghs 8 lbs. and can handle cameras up to 191bs. Model 510) or 23 tbs. ,Model 510d0í.

see your dealer, contact us

or visit our web site.

LLcLaivc-La

Bogen Tripods
are now branded under

the manufacturer's name...

Manfrotto
(201)818.9500

Fax:

Bogen Prato Corp., 565 East Crescent Avenue. Ramsey. NJ 07446 -0506
web: nuw.bogenphoto.com
e mail: ink @bogenphoto.com

'201,818.9177
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would normally necessitate a remote
dimmer room and heavy dimmer
filtering is eliminated.
The microprocessor on each IPS
dimmer allows it to sense and intelli-

Broadcast Engineering
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load type, temperature
and other conditions.
For this reason, IPS dimmers can power or control inductive and other
odd load types without
difficulty. Furthermore,
the microprocessor enables each dimmer to
diagnose problems and
report dimmer and load
status to the system operator via the DMX
control line. This important feature is called
IPS TalkbackTM.
The manufacturer of
IPS dimmers also offers a wide range
of DMX512 compatible control products. The most powerful of these integrates control of dimmers, automated
lighting and other loads. This system
is based on the PC computer hardware
platform and MS Windows 95 -compliant software. Use of standard hardware and software makes the IPS control system scaleable, easy to operate
and maintain.
The Intelligent Power System equipment installed at KRON -TV was manufactured by ROSCO/Entertainment
Technology Inc. of Portland, OR.
Additional information about this
equipment is available at: www.roscoet.com.
Jim Crooks is vice president ofmarketing, Rosco/
Entertainment Technology, Deephaven, MN.

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive
Broadcast Engineering feature for broadcasters. Each report is prepared by well- qualified
staff at a broadcast, production or consulting
company.
The reports are performed by the industry, for
the industry. Manufacturer's support is limited
to providing loan equipment and to aiding the
author if requested.
It is the responsibility of Broadcast Engineering to publish the results of any device
tested, positive or negative. No reports should
be considered an endorsement or disapproval
by Broadcast Engineering magazine.

You'll Be Blown Away

By Their Performance.

Not Their Price.

ASSISTED INTERNAI FOCUS

NIGH RESOLUTION

You're

right in the middle

of the digital revolution.
At the crossroads where
high performance and
coq efficiency collide head -on. With Angenieux's new
high Resolution (FIR) Series lenses, you get the best of
both... without compromise.

Angenieuxs IIR Series features advanced high resolu
Lion optics to deliver the closest video quality you can
get to film. Its the performance you would expect from
.the world leader in film lens technology'l'ogether. with
Assisted Internal Focusing (AIF) -- the first sophisticated
zoom -focusing system available -- they deliver unsurpassed picture quality and performance for today's
high resolution VIA/ formats.

And our new

AIFHR is rapidly redefining the
parameters for general purpose E\'G applications. The
closer you look, the clearer you'll see that nothing else
comes close.
15)(8.3

Checkout Angenieuxs new FIR Series lenses. Hut hold-on
tight -- yoci II he blown away by their perfonìioixe. \ot
their price. For more information call 973- 812-3858
wivIvangeniex.com e-mail angenieu@tctus.com

ide uperZoom
12X5.3 AIFHR
1.

15X8.3 AIFHR

'l'he new

AIFIIR Wide Super Zoom is the perfect
example. Its 12X All zoom capability is clearly
the hest in its class.
12X5.3

angenieux
Circle (55) on Free Info Card

You've Built the Br

Now Expand Your

Breakthrough in
ProfessionaFI'V
Networking

A

ECI Telecom's Hi -TV is a broadband

AIM

service multiplexer and network

access terminal, optimized for switched high -quality TV telecommunications

over standard broadband networks. In a single box, Hi -TV handles multiple
channels of TV and performs video compression, MPEG multiplexing, ATM

adaptation and network termination, providing the cost benefits and

operating advantages of

compact, fully- integrated solution.

a

Hi -TV enables Network Service Providers to offer

a

range of TV

communications services with unsurpassed video quality, in real -time and
file -transfer modes

-

for TV production, post -production, remote review,

archival, backhauling, contribution and distribution. With Hi -TV, the

N4%

broadband network becomes

?roductióñ

a

productivity tool for TV professionals,

replacing travel, courier delivery and occasional communications links.
Using plug -in boards, Hi -TV supports

standard and High -Definition TV

-

a

broad range of capabilities for

including MPEG -2 42:2Profile

compression, ATSC 19.4Mb/s and 38.8Mb/s Transport Streams, SDI, DVB,
SDTI, IP and ATM studio interfaces, and DS -3, E-3, OC -3 and STM -1

network interfaces.

you can cost -effectively configure each Hi -TV for

So

current requirements, field -upgrade

as

needs grow, and...

You're in the advanced digital TV telecommunications era

-

now!
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Fluorescent light fixtures in the film
and TV industries are frequently used.
You can imagine an instrument such as
a light reflector, which is broadly used
in film production, made out of EL that
can be placed as close as two inches
away or around the subjects. Cool -Lux
uses this EL technology to enable a
cameraperson to literally wrap the subject. There is no heat or eye discomfort.

EL up to 22 inches in width with continuous runs to 1,500 feet. It can also be
sliced and/or customized to any width.
Pana -Tek offers the product in any
length and widths of one, three, five, 12

and 22 inches. The lighting system
comes with power supply, ballast, control panel, connectors and adapters.
The control panel allows the user to
adjust the brightness level from a brilliant glow to a soft light. This system
can be dimmed and can also he traced
or chased with computer programming.
The light is available in two colors, a
sky blue or a white. When the unit is not
lit, the sky blue panel looks white and
the white panel looks salmon. It can he

Exclusivity
Although other companies may have
the capability to produce a predesigned
stamped EL panel of one square foot or
less, Pana -Tek is licensed for the worldwide patent process of manufacturing

overlaid with any color gel or an inkjet
printer to create any desired image on
its surface.
Where light could never be used
before
just cut the Pan -EL -Lite with a pair of
scissors to any size and put it where

-

better light is needed. From creative to
film, stage and TV lighting
difficult
requirements are easily satisfied as a
result of EL in this form. Pan -EL -Lite
will he sold in reels, much the same as
film.
George Panagiotou is president of Pana -Tek,
Inc.

Routing switchers
BY THE BE STAFF
F.1Rilities have

are more common today, and the
future is likely to bring in even more
audio and video signal types as we
transition to DTV.
Replacing or augmenting an existing routing switcher is a task many
would prefer to avoid because most
are central to facility operations. Careful planning is required to replace a
routing switcher without disrupting
normal operations. One of the first
steps in the planning phase is to chose
a router and determine whether it will

always had to deal

with multiple signals and signal
types. For most, the answer has been
a routing switcher. Today, facilities
are faced with the challenge of handling not only composite analog video, but also analog component video,
as well as component and possibly
composite digital video. Audio in both
digital and analog formats must he
routed throughout facilities and data
and control signal routing has also
become common. Compressed signals
Mir

Model

Small maids alas

Larve matrix site

Expansion

possibilities

Mel

Video
Systems

Various

16x16

512x512.

32

In groups of 16x16

levels

0280
AutoPatch

8V -%L

8x8

256x256

0281

replace an existing system or simply
be used to expand the existing routing
infrastructure. The ability to control
several different routers with a single
control system makes operation simpler and less error- prone.
Vendors of routing switchers were
contacted about the size, flexibility
and control of their routers. Their
responses are summarized in the following table. For more information,
use the Reader Service numbers shown
in the first column.

Rack space required
(RU)

Signal types

Control systems

Support other
vendors control
systems,

32 lrames-2RU.
64
trames -7RU. 128
fames -12RU

Analog audmoMdeo.
digital audio/video

SC -2 and SC-3

Pro-bel. NVision,

Pourer

Horizon

Supplies/Control
Systems

6

Composite. V/C, Audio.
RGB Digital

AMX. Crestron. Piast

None

In increments of 8
inputs or 8 outputs

Local/remote XY

Redundant systems

panels, single bus
remote panels.

Windows software

02600/D2800

Datatek

32x8

102401024

Corporation 0282

Mendias 5875

Di-Tech

32x16

64x64

Sources and
destinations

Larger than 64x64

Coax and RS-232/422

No

Control and Power

budding blocks

Video. audio. digital
video. digital audio.
time code, data

6for 64x64

SDI digital /analog

Graphical virtual matrix

Sony

Power Supplies

1. 2

and 11RU

0283

)ndeo/DS3

Exlron Electronics
0284

MAY 1616 Series

Extron Electronics
0285

CrossPoint 1616

Knox Video

Various

16x16

16x16

16x16

None

16x16

2

None

6

Series

4x1

64x64

Technologies

Insertion cards. 8.8 up
10 64x64

2

and 8

Composite video
and/or 2 Ch. audio

Front panel.
RS- 232/422 and
Windows software

Power supply

Various models can
handle ROBS. RGBfIV.
Composite. S -Video
and 2 Ch. audio

Front panel.
RS-232'422 and
Windows software

Power supply

NISC/PAL. V/C, RGB

Windows driver, front
panel keypad, remote
keypad (hand held and
rackmount)

AMX. Crestron.

Composite. V/C. YUV
and RGBS

RS -232. Manual.

Yes. by custom

Microprocessor

software

Serial digital video.
analog Men. analog
audio. AES audio

Local or remote
panels. RS- 232/422

Yes

286
Kramer

Leitch

154

0287

0288

2516

%press

16x16

16x16

1:'.:

Broadcast Engineering

96096

12x1

None

2

1
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(optional)

(optional)

Control and Power

Leghtronix

Protocol

None

01rIre YS
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Bridge Over Troubled Waters.
The switch from analog to compressed digital will continue to make waves well

into the millennium.
Smooth sailing into the world of digital can be accomplished if the equipment you
choose is ready for digital and conforms to all compliance requirements. Our

encoder

is DVB

compliant

(ETR -154, ETR -211, ETS- 300468) and has

Argus'

helped Vela remain

at the forefront in developing products that support MPEG -2 MPaa ML and the
MPEG -2 4:2:2 Profile a ML.
The voyage into 4:2:2 digital video continues as we introduce products like CineView

--

Pro.'" CineView Pro is Vela's MPEG -2 4:2:2
_

To stay on course, check

and genlock. There's

a sea

ProfileuML decoder which supports

SDI

of information on making the switch from analog to digital.

out our website, or call and ask for

a

product brochure.

We'll help you bridge the gap between analog and digital...and when you get to the other side...it's going to be

smooth sailing.

We/a Research

www.vela.com
813.572.1230
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Mgr

Model

Small matrix size

VIA32

32x16

Leach
+290

Xplus

4x1 and 4x4

Leitch
+291

Integrator

+289

Leitch

Metawave

+292

MX 32

Large matrix size

Support other
vendor's control
systems?

Redundant systems

64x32 or 32x64

2

Serial digital video,
analog video. analog
audio. AES audio

All current Leitch
control systems

Yes

Pourer Supplies

Serial digital video.
analog video. analog
audio, AES audio

M current

Yes

Pourer Supplies

Serial digital video.
analog video. analog
audio

All current Leitch

143, 177. 270.

RS-2321422

No

Control and Power

4096x1

and 16x16

128x64

32x32

Control systems

Expansion

32x32

641

Rack space required
IRO)

Signal types

possibilities

To 128x64

32x32

4x4

or 2

1

4. 6 and 8 RU

None

2

Leach

control systems

Yes

360Mb/s
RS -422

Pro -bel. Utah. BTS.
Horizon

Control and Power
Supply

143. 177. 270.

RS -422

Pro-bel Utah. BTS.
Horizon

Control and Power
Supply

RS -422

Pro-bel. Utah. BTS.
Horizon

Control and Power
Supply

422

and 4fs 1143.
177. 270. 360Mbis1

RS -422

No

None

4.2 .2 and 41st 1743.
177, 270. 360Mb/sl

RS -422

No

None

1RU for 16x2 and 8x8

Analog.drgital. audio
and video. telecom

RS -232. MIDI

AMX Crestron

Power supply
(optional)

-4

Analog/digital video

Software control

None

MXA 256

32x32

256x256

Slave Chassis

Metawave
+294

MX 64

16x16

64,64

Can be plugged into

11

Metawave

MX 256

+293

360Mb/s

our 128x128

3202

102401024

Extra Chassis

11U for 128x128

143. 177. 270.

360Mb /s

0295
Miranda

496

SEL -1604

16x4

16x4

None

Miranda

+297

SEL -402i

4x2

4x2

None

Network
Electronics 498

Various

160 and 80

16x16 and 32x32

16x2 expandable to

Nova System

Novagouter

1

4

in a

single RU

128x2

Up to 32x32

32x32

8x8

1

499

(Composite. VC.
component. SDI).
ballunbat. analog
audio. digital audio

PESA Switching
Systems
*300

Tiger

Philips
+307

Triton

Naps

Supply

AES 3

11U tor 128x128

Metawave

+302

144044 per

8x16

512x512

12 (video) 8 (audio)

16x16

None

1

24x8

None

1

frame

Mars

8x8, 16x16,

24x8

160

control. remote
software. AFV or

XY

alloys flexible support

Breakaway

Power Supplies and
Controller

Composite
analog/digital video.
2ch analog or 2 heels
of asyncronous
AES/EBU audio

PESA 3500 controller

Analog video/audio.
digital video all bit
rates). digital audio
(75 110 ohm),
telecom data from
34Mb/s to 155Mó /s

Local and. r remote
panels Optional
connection to Jupiter
Control System

Yes

Analog wdeaiaudio.
digital video (all bit
rates). digital audio

Jupiter control system
supports a vide range
of control types

Yes

Jupiter control system
supports a wide range
of control types.

Yes

Jupiter control system
supports a wide range
of control types.

Yes

(75 /110 ohm).
telecom data Imm

0303

Venus Gigabit
Router

16x16

Venus

32x32

16x16

None

Digital video up to

2

1.5Gbs HDTV

Power supplies

Power

supplies/System
controller.
Auto-switching for
redundant signal

34Mb/s to 155Mb's

Mips

Power

Supplies/Control
Systems

control systems

paths.
Power

supplies/System
controller,
Auto-switching for
redundant signal
paths.

+307

Fnhps

+305

Pro -Del

Freeway

16x16

1024x1024

Unlimited flexibility up
to 1024x1024

Up to 64x64 in 16x16

64064

increments

11RU for 6464
or 9606

VÊLA

3 (includes built -in
control system 8 dual

power supplies)

Sierra Video

Systems

Manzanita

5x1

32x4

None

1

+306

Analog wdeo'audio.
digital video (all bit
rates). Mortal audio
)75 /110 ohm),
telecom data from
34Mb!s to 155Mb/s
Serial digital/analog
video. AES/EBU and
stereo analog audio
Any combination can
be mixed in a frame.

Component.
composite, sync

Power

supplies/System
controller.

Auto -switching for
redundant signal
paths.
Bum -in. Pro -bels

System 2.3 or Proton

Digital logic

Through a
general- purpose

protocol

Control module and
poorer supply
(optional)

AMX Crestron,

None

Leigldronix

pulses and balanced
audio
Sierra Video
Systems

Tahoe series

16x16

32x128 and 48x48

From 16x16 to 16x48,
troth 320 to 32x128

3 -18

+307

Sierra Video
Systems

Shasta series

8x8

Up to 128x128

128x128

4 -8

e308

Sierra Video

Ponderosa series

64x64

1024,0024

Up to 1024x1024

19 -205

Systems
+309

Sigma Electronics
+310

Various

404

Tektronix
+311

SMS 7000

16x16

Videotek

SUR Senes

4x4

128x128

1024x1024

16x16

312

156
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From 4x4 to 16x16:
from 16x16 to
128x128

In

groups of 16 inputs
and 16 outputs

Inputs, Outputs.
Levels and Depths
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1

-24

Depends on pre -wired
matrix size

1

Component.
composite. sync.

TTL

RS -485 control panel.

AMX. Crestron.

Power Supply

RS- 232/422 serial

Leightronix

(optional)

Dual Power Supply

and balanced audio

control

143, 177. 270,

RS -485 control panel.

AMX. Crestron

360Mtss. 8-and
10-bit sens) digital
video and digital audio

RS- 232/422 serial

Leightroni.

143 177. 270.
360Mbs to 2Gb/s 8and 10 -04 serial digital
video and digital audio

RS -485 control panel.
RS- 232422 serial

Composite, CAV ROB,
RGBS. RGBHV. Digital
video and
analogtlgital stereo
audio

RS -232 422

Analog video/audio,
digital video (all bit
rates). HDTV digital
video 11.506.51. AES
audio. RS-422 data

Serial control with
open architecture to
other manufacturers

Composite.
component. SDI video.
and Stereo. AESEBU
audio

control

AMX. Crestron.

Power, Control. Signal

Letghtronix

path

AMX. Crestron.

Power Supply
(optional)

control

Leightronie

Pro-sel and AVS
Omnibus

All power supplies and

Lighthouse

None

control systems

control systems

Internal. External
Panels. External PC

Back in the days when the .(dot)
was known as a period, you had to
actually visit
the NAB convention in Las Vegas
to get the latest news.
cool

Now you can get there
with the click
of a mouse.

Broadcast Engineering is going beyond the printed page
to bring you direct coverage from the NAB show floor.
Visit our homepage at www.broadcastengineering.com for

your link to the 1998 NAB Internet Show Daily.

Broadcast Engineering's editorial staff

is

doing the leg work to

bring you up -to- the -minute updates from NAB...all on -line.

With

a

click of your mouse you can stroll through the convention

centers at your own pace. Check out the new product releases.

-Sit in on

a press conference or two.

Catch up on the latest

industry news.
Just because you're not going to the show, doesn't mean you
have to miss the show. Log on to www.broadcastengineering.com
for complete coverage from the NAB show floor.

Contact your marketing manager for advertising opportunities
on the Internet Show Daily.

Broadcast

www.broadcastengineering.com
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New Products

FILM CONSOLE

FULLY DIGITAL

Solid State Logic Avant: this multioperator, all-digital system offers up to
three motion control panels, three monitor panels and multiple joy sticks;
dynamic and snapshot automation of
functions are provided with write
operations possible at any speed, onor off -line; frame sizes include 48, 56,

CAMCORDER

JVC DY -90: this camcorder

weighs 15.4 pounds loaded
with typical lens, viewfinder,
battery and tape; features
include 4:2:2 digital signal
processing, four channels of
audio, superior sensitivity
(F11 at 2,000 lux) and 7/3inch CCDs; Full Auto Shooting Mode (FAS) with
continuous automatic white
balance allows automatic
shooting from four to 24,000

64, 72, 80, 88 and 96 channels; all

offer control surface layering,
allowing 192 inputs to be controlled;
the control surface channels offer
fully automated, four-band EQ
accessing a library of different EQ
curves, fully automated dynamics
section, automated 48 digital delays
and 24 reverbs assignable to any
channel, automated bus routing and
eight auxiliary sends per input
channel, configurable as mono or
sizes

lux; 800 -JVC-5825;

www.jvcpro.com
Circle (253) on Free Info Card

stereo; 212 -315-1111; fax 212- 315-0251
Circle (250) on Free Info Card

ENG AND STUDIO -STYLE
HDTV LENSES
Canon HDTV lenses: these lenses
incorporate Internal Focus (IF)
technology for superior optics,
reduced chromatic aberrations and

TALLY EXPANSION UNIT
Videoframe Systems' VF100/Tally32:

a tally expansion
unit that can be configured with a variety of switchers
including the Tektronix M2100; it offers 32 dry closures and
16 opto- isolated inputs in a compact 1RU format; setup
and configuration are accomplished with a Windows 95
application provided with the unit; 530-477 -2000; fax 530-

higher MTF performance; models
include the H115X8B IRS /IAS
standard zoom lens, HJ18X7.8B IRS/
IAS long zoom lens, HJ9X5.5B IRS/
IAS wide -angle zoom lens, UJ20X7B
HDTV studio lens and UJ65X9.5B
HDTV field zoom lens; 800 -321 -4388
or 201 -816 -2900; fax 201 -816 -9702;
www.usa.canon.com;
bctv@cusa.canon.com

478 -0212
Circle (271) on Free Into Card

DIGITAL VIDEO NETWORK

Circle (254) on Free Info Card

SYSTEM

DiviCom MediaView 5.0: a new system
for implementing digital head -end
operations that support DVB- compliant

HIGH-PERFORMANCE

AUTOMATION SYSTEM
Sundance Digital Inc. TimeLiner: a low-cost, high performance automation system designed for tasks
where timed machine and router control are needed;
the Windows-based system controls up to eight Sony
protocol RS-422 machines, 16 GPIs and a router; the
base system ships with a Pesa 16x2 router or it can be
customized to work with your existing router; TimeLiner also provides clip-based control of Odetic's protocol
digital disk recorders such as the Tektronix Profile and
the ASC VR -300; 972 -444-8442; fax 972 -444-8450;
www.sundig.com

interfaces, and includes an ATSC- compliant encoder, simplified software upgrades and improved network management capabilities; a state -of-the -art
system controller enables automated
redundancy in multivendor systems and
allows rapid software upgrades to take
advantage of software -added enhancements; 408-944-6700; fax 408 -944 -6705;

www.divi.com

Circle (259) on Free Info Card
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Circle (255) on Free Info Card
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In video, living with your work takes on new meaning. At Quantegy, we're dedicated to the manufacturin
Some people wake up
and go to work.
You wake up and you're

of professional media, so we share the very same passion that you do for your craft. From our precisio

still at work.
mechanisms to our patented formulations, we examine every detail of the manufacturing process t

deliver consistent, unmatched performance.

Yes,

we're probably both

a

bit obsessed with our product.

IANTEGY
But the way we look at it, our job is to help you keep your mind on work. And not on your tape.

Call 1.800.'52.0732

Fax 1.800.529.0535

+VNN.Quantegy.00

Circle (54) on Free Info Card
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THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE FOR PHOTO,
FOR ORDERS CALL:

800 -947 -9003

212 -444 -5028

212 -444 -5001

i

J15ax8B

,;

Excellent loe ENG sports and production the J20aX8B
IRS IAS lets you squeeze in shots horn 8mm and still
lake you all the way out to 320mm truth its built -ln extender Incorporates all IF features plus is the only lens
(besides the J9aX5 2B IRS IASI with aVamPolar lens
hood enabling rotation of attached fillers

Dunn

cimate Pe fly tot 1.),'T, multi-coated
.mots to achieve r 600 lines of nonzontal resolution
addition lo the standard 161 lens there is an optional 3%
:. de-angle lens
a 16 %extender and an EF to XL mount adapter
-eneloro the potential local range of the %L1 in 35mm camera
from extreme vide to super telephoto
mwalents
R 24mm
visit

16

1

rc

leime

!n

Photo Mode) Frame Movie mode continuousl, -a serrind a -d ehe- .:.I: ,i.m,nm,r motion

-

e

al taon, and man.
speed rout! n
a One-push auto-focus button
OP.rat im -,nP gad -sz -n

.perO.b qe

Sachtler Too.'. r

leak proof tlmd

using the

-

CCD

rhudde
...Mel, u' Sruutiny pus dulls it add Ion to the normal
side grip Inc handle includes an addrfional ide stop switch and
n shooting Alsm rant for low-angle
;,lose brace enhances the snrtuor
,le sers and ensuring maximum

Sachtler CADDY systems

.ry dung to prevent over exposure ana
accurate coon display doing monitor Set-up
Autore
omatic and manual white balance. gain (live preset levels
-' 3' 12del and ex0 asure lock
Ptime code sur
well as data code - date time
-- and exposure settings. The information remains
--a
n -e
Selected tor display
Co " i
S -Video 8 DV IEEE 1394) output CondControl L terminal
Slow speed mutter 11 t 15 and 1130 01 a second
LP Mode extends recording
ing time of tape by i S times
Digital lanes and wide screen
effect
Headphone lack with level adjustment
meme
Remote control with log shuttle dial

nevi

t

!i

micron CCDs deliver a 40B improvement in sensmvey
ertcal smear from bright light sis also dramatically reduced
Throe Digital Aedio Modes
' 'nee digital audio modes (16 bit and two 12 bit modes) and
multaneous recording of tour separate tracks You can also out.
-st each signal independently.
(aid inputs with Independent level controls include one stereo
nu-ack and two pairs vil stereo RCA backs The optional MA -100
'.rlcrophone Adapter :Shoulder Pad allows use of two XLR-type
.OS. plus il makes shoulder mounted shooting possible
ange 172

' leer

.fie.

SONY

UVW-1 OOB
3CCD Betacam
then

SP

Camcorder

acier, ,el and doesn't require

moving to another motion
al m, ç,nle or qm. +l.

MILLER

The silky smooth action of each Miner Flu
environment They are engineering master.r
and
and their mechanisms are protecle'.:

Miller 20 -Series

:

-

.
Misture

-

+601-Lightweight Tripod
Weighs

Fluid Head

Power NAD CEO

non

t2 -inch

IT

Intemne
Transleru Power HAD
n
with 380 000 pixels attain incredible sensitivity of
CCD
Ft t al 2000 lux low light Is 4 lux at 11 4 ..180B). S N mho of
600B and and 700 lines of resolution Improved the structure of
re IT CCD pixels also drastically reduces vertical smear so' you

i.e more beedom when shooing a highlighted subject
Selectable Muter Gals
finder poor lighting, you can adlusl the output level with the masgain selector to obtain brighter pictures Gain -up value can be
.'es el In tdB steps from 1dB to 18dB
Intellipnt Palo Iris
subject is framed In a backlit situation or very bright
doting against a dark background. the soblect is shown rather
fink or too bright using the conventional auto iris Intelligent
Auto Ins delects the lighting condemns and adlusts the lens iris
'.r the proper exposure
Total level Control System
en it the incoming light exceeds the limit of the automatic ins
-.nirol the UVW -1008 offers proper picture brightness by using
ins control in combination vis its AGC Auto Exposure and
.lelligent Auto Iris functions
Clear Stan
ear Scan records computer monitors without horizontal bands
foss the screen Shutter speed in 183 steps wain a range Ot
n3 4 to 200 3 Hz can be set to match the monitors scanning tre
100 to
re y Also has a variable high speed shutter from
of a second
1Vitt -tit Time Con Geneonr
SrAPTE longitudinal LTCb time code and User-bit generator and
wader Functions such as Rec Run, Free Run Preset Regen are
For
l
arnera operation time code genlock to an
-lowly sle time code is provided
Mho System
cording Inputs to the Iwo longitudinal audio tracks are via OLA
mentors Iwlth supplied on-camera me or through rear
Recording level for each track is adjustable and noise
can be Swncned m

-

-.

-

-

1

Gang

independent pan and till
bubble level dual pan handle
r and integrated 75mm ball

nla

Genl00k input for synchronizing won other professional cameras
Also has a bulrn color bar generator
2$-pin VTR Interlace
With the 26.pin VTR interlace the USW400B can feed component
composite and SVideo signals 10 another VTR for simultaneous
recording Functions such as start slop are controlled through the
26.pin interface External VTR status, such as Rec Tally and Alarm
will be shown in the viewfinder
DXF -601 Viweender
Made of arecast aluminum the ergonomic 1 5-inch DXF -601
viewfinder a rugged and durable yet ensures comfortable and easy
operation :inae providing a remarkable 600 fines of resolution
Large diameter eye cup reduces eye strain and simplifies locus mg Diopter adlustments I.3 to 01 compensates for differences in
eye sight
Zebra level indicators safety zone and center marker generator
Shows tape remaining and audio levels

Optional VA 310 Moped Adaptor
Color picture playback Is available in the field by connecting
the optional VA -300 playback adapter to the 20-pm interlace of
the UVW- 008 The VA -300 provides composite output and VHF
Unit
reviewing
signal
optional
the recordd pictures
monitor
00 is also
equipped :oils two audio channels
Full

LCD MoMple Dhpley
-dgit LCD display Indicates lime data warning indications
and video status Battery status and Iwo-channel audio level are
also shown in a bar graph meter and In the record mode remaining tape quantity is shown
An 8

Interactive With Anton/Baser
Bauer Digital Batteries the amount of remaining batpower is accurately displayed on the LCD panel and through

Win Anton
ter¡

the viewfinder Using Anton Bauer s UL-2 Ultralighl lighting power
Is turned on and on according to Irre VTR Strait Stop function

Cement, LlBMwelAM and Well Belasced
Weighs
ben

II

euth the viewfinder sanely cassette and
n :';ell balanced with a low center of gravity Shoulder pad
maintain optimum balance when using differ
6 9 kg 11510 3071

atteris
FOR

FREE MO

T

OG

i

Fluid Head

nger -tip camer balance for ENG camcorders. Industrial CCD
as or small studio cameras

Vision SD 12

System 201338- Miller 20 Head.
On Ground Spreader
System 20 ENG 1839- Miller 20
On Ground Spreader
Syroem 251510 -Miller 25 Head.
On Ground Spreader
Seem 25 ENG 1502 -Miller 25
On Ground Spreader

Pan and Tilt Head with Serial Drag

Patented spring- assisted counter-balance system permits perfect
'handsott camera balance over full t80° of tin
Instant drag system breakaway and recovery overcome inertia
and friction for excellent "whip pans
Consistent drag levels in both pan and tilt axis
Flick On. hick oft pan and tilt caliper disc brakes
Greater control precision flembrlly and -touch
Touch actwated. time delayed Illuminated level bubble
Working conditions from as low as -40° up to .60°C
SD 12 weighs 6.6 lbs and supports up to 35 lbs

SD

-120 System

SD-12 pan and ml head

3513.3 Twostage ENG
tripod wiM 100nnm bowl
3314 -3 Heavy-duty
calibrated floor spreader

212- 444.6633

OR

KIM Tripod.

Head. 649 2 -Slade Aluminum
611 Lightweight Trpod
Head. 641 2 -Stage Aluminum

Vision Two Stage ENG and
Carbon Fibre ENG Tripods

LT

-

able with dumb -'
lighter. axially 8
-.!
35231 They monpu- 8 sell- adlustrng leg clamps

win:

WRITE

,a1-

:Ind,'

ad

Torque Sale requires no adlustment Its unique design aou..'
itself When required eliminating manual adlustment and ma w.
nance and making for a much more reliable clamping systen
New hip IOrn1 eliminates play and adds rigidity
t.l:.' o a co,
They both feature 100mm levelling bowl to
Pact 28 - and support 45 lbs
om 52
3513 weighs 65 lbs +3523 CF (Carom'

VIN -5ST and VIN -10ST

Vision 12 Systems

Vision 12 systems include 33643 SD 12 dual fluid 8 lubricated
Inchon drag pan/let head. single telescoping pan bar 8 clamp
with 100mm ball base

SD-12A System

601 Ugh

Vinten

The Vmon SD '2 head leat Wes 'Sena, Drag Dan you hit s. stem
System consists of a unique permanently-sealed fluid drag and an
advanced lubricated friction drag You achieve Me smoothest pans
and Alts regardless 01 speed drag setting and ambient temperature

www.americanradiohistory.com

as sell

I

II

Robust lag .eight. low profile design
camera platform Weighs 7105 -handles up to 25 lbs
imp fluid drag system and inlegraled counterbalance sysrovrde ultra- smooth repeatable an-and-tot fluid control

CALL 800- 947 -69

'

-

High torsronai rigidity no pan backlash
Weighs 661ós supports 50 lbs
Very portable folds to 27
includes 75mm 13 pall levelling bo,ul

head

SD-12 pan and lilt head
3518-3 Single stage ENG
tripod with 100mm bowl
3363 -3 Lightweight
calibrated floor spreader

'

Tripod

'

Three

51ós

Two extension sections on each leg Operates at low levels
as normal heights w shout the use Of mini legs

c

Miller 25- Series

4

Minimum heugm. tic'.
Folds down to 33
Engine, a.
oimast alloy and hard anoih.'eit lid
Fast one turn captive leg locks
includes 75mm 13 I ball levelling bo

3e

.elquid

,i.

II

Dynamic fluid drag control
$Ilaing quick release camera platform
Weighs 4 lbs - handles up to 22 lbs
Counterbalance system compensates
se heavy or tail heavy camera
¡orations and permits fingertip
01 the camera throughout the

""ei

1

any

it can be darned by vis

SP 100

Fluid Heads and Tripods

Betacam SP one -piece camcorders are slid
n Ot the nem soi
Os
rs.
_:V,' B
exception An enhanced -e
extends performance and tunctionalrty Equipped wen Sony s slate-or-Me eel Power HAD CCD
sensors the camera virtually eliminates vertical smear it /10 mat of the UVW-1001 and
'eves much higher sensitive, F1 t at 2000 lux And while more affordable Ivan ever. the
y;- 1008 also otters 700 lines of resolution. 60á0 S N ratio 26 -pm VTR interlace compact
design and ease 01 operation -making rl ideal for field 5h00110g applications

¡L.:.

The elevation

!'also

.

I

Stngle-Slaps ENG Carbon Fiber System:
ENG Single-Stage Carbon Fiber Tripod
Lightweight Spreader Transport Cover 100
CAD 2A 2-Stege ENG Carbon Fiber Syroern
CADDY Fluid Head ENG 2-Stage Carbon Fiber Tripod
SP 100 Lightweight Spreader Son padded ONNG 81:
CADDY Fluid Head

-iti

-

Zeve pin....',

tome video signal it also tavoraoy affects nuage quality at
-t s dlgdal zoom (sharper diagonal lines and reduced more
mernsl when extended magnification is required
e %L

J

CAD 01

:

allows you to shoot
close range to short es.

Image Sensor with Pixel Shilling Technique

ergs

ENG TWO -STAGE TRIPOD SERIES

..

HOT POD TRIPOD
SERIES

Additional Features
3

damti'

evels 01 drag
Unless vemcal 8 horizons.:
nuhhl, for lion :onial

Unique Design 8 Dual Action Carrying Handle

S

r sachtler

VIDEO 14/100 FLUID HEAD
I

Optical Zoom with Supergange Image Stabilizer

n , n.ne:

t_

'nbqaled suney LJ'ev.
[
m, igihened dynamic counterbalance

o

control options and

i

x

llnee Recadnlg racde

Lens Mount System

Camcorder

,n. -' a...,.
750 lines of horizontal resolution. S N ratio of 6008 and se ^situ':.:, at t8 a
20001w Additionally the Frame Interline Transfer IFITI CCD5 minimize y
al smear even in very bright illumination
J qual Signal Processing circuitry provides four valuable benefits
' Consistently reliable up-to -spec performance
'y Fine adlusinee of a wide range of parameters
3) Memory storage and instant recall of specee settings
d) More flexible and higher quality image processing easier mainlenanc
Two Hall stereo audio channels well a dynamic range of 80 aI
der IIImnunatron as
detail v -0 color balance
as well as two linear audio channels with Dolby NR
allows
shooting 01 computer
a 26-pm connector for convenient backup recordings u°'.
VCR equipped vutn a 26 or 14 pin connector
nutter Increments can be set variably
an add,
add
beñnlrr
I
253 of a second
an be supplied to an optional mil Power
sw.!_'
o prevent battery dram when not In use
Built -in Internal time code generator lets you record with
SMPTE LTCNITC ILorgutodunalNertical Interval) lume code

Ilrtkeriree

3 -CCD DV Camcorder with
Interchangeable Lens Mount System

XL

°ííi

d:"

NEW! XL -1

Interchangeable

the Weh: http://www.bhphotovideo.com

S -VHS 3CCO Digital Signal Processing
Three'0db- censay 380000 plain CDs;.'..

J20ax8B IRS /IAS

generation internal focusing lens with the shortest MOD and widest
standard lens. IM Jt5a)(BB IRSnAS n a standard ENG lens that
you shoot in tight or restricted areas at the closest mrmimum oblecl dis
ever possible and capture more of the subject It incorporates all the
-at features of If .lenses including a built-in 2% extender high MTF pertor'nce. HI -UD glass square lens hood and Canons Ergonomic Grip

On

Broadcast &Television Systems

Canons IF. family of lenses are engineered to "
meeting the standards of today Besides having :vie : Jot :.
dug -l-us adatix r
have wider angles at shorter M 0 D. (Minimum Obled Distance, provide higher MTF performance and
orporate HrUD glass for reduced chromatic aberration In addition to superb optics they re all desgnrn
w!in Canon s -Ergonomic Grip for latrgue-free shooting over an extended time IF. lenses are your asso
.e 01 unsurpassed quality and performance for today and tomorrow

Pe of any

Store & Mail Order Hours:
Sunday 10 -5
Monday thru Thursday 9 -7
Friday 9 -1 Saturday Closed

L7 Panasonic
AG-DP800H ; [ JPE.7 GPM
Tl

IF+ Series 1/2-inch & 2/3 -inch Zoom Lenses

'

(24 HOURS):

800 -947 -9928

Canon

!xt

FAX

OR

Provide total stability and dura-

ne -piece camcorders
Compatible :vlth all Vision

bAlty wen payloads up to 33 lbs

accessories

and quant'

VIN -SST Includes Vision 5LF head single stage toggle clamp
tripod spreader and soft case
VIM-105T includes Vision COIF head single stage toggle c;rinq
tripod spreader and son

cc'

TO INQUIRE ABOUT YOUR ORDER:

New Address:

-5743 212 239 -7765

800 221

420 Ninth Ave. (Bet. 33rd & 34th
New York, N.Y. 10001
947 -2215.212 239 -7549
OR FAX 24 HOURS:

800

SONY
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DSR -200

PHOTO

rude ag
initiole generations wen no loss rr
Cedes

St'
loom

om59to
onlinui
in

Super StealySnol
Super Steady

compromising
rd ummal motion sett.
:owning moving (even
light conditions

Shutter
Speed Ins d
shoot IOU k
.oil
Records Dud, rl ii -L" : i' "'t'. ".
read either as RC trine code or as SMPTE note code

Digital Ellesto

pinch B8W

PLUSMultiple Cutputs

mutton am
a
era can
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ad riaiSe r+
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:le

diet

an RS -422

99'a..,r99 A..5 DSP;

421 Interlope

seni

9-pin

e.are

n

:,owded for
satile editing
'roller; can ife used includ-

A

S

1

"AD and

_

'ulier5

Automatic ft
audio yam tie.
VU meter
X.
Since audio airs
tape you can add audio tracks later and omen-edit video
affecting Pie original audio Hack

::dune balance Iris
it role in 1210..
Futter from t J op
ix pla secant
308 to 18dß inBStow
PIIIern Indicator ',r ,n,i .i nin.1 ,nutter speed & exposure
n Preset function lets you preset store and recall custom
n as for eOlor radish, white paai if rein ,nri

They provide Iwo types of component output through three BNC
connectors or a Betacam 12-pin dub connector The component
signal interlace allows full advantace lo be taken Of the super.,
performance of the Betacam SP loimal They also Output cam po51le and 5-Video The UVW -180a features composite S-Video
component and 12-pin dub inputs Is well
UVW-1104 Only
When connected to an RS -422 ego peed edit controller. Inc 00W
1800 functions as an editing redonner for assemble or insert edit
ing Frame accurate editing is assn ed thanks to the sophistical
ed servo control and budan time code generator/reader In the
insert mole of the OATSVW 1800 viliw audio channel
audio
channel 2 a'
be in vend indeperidei n
or in any

time Code
Ilse Betacam SP buri nai has an independent time code track so
II¡ audio track doesn't have lo be sacnhced for time code Frame
oi serate A B roll editing is achieved with LTC time code
uri eons like Drop Fronte Non -Drop Frame FREE- RUN /REC-RUN
ae d5i/ selected h1 the setup menu ke IS on the sub-control

1

°Oral

I

the UVW-12001400A

IBC
dole to the

..

.

Direct,' dy ca-- se s+

Exposure

121111

e.

Digital Audio
Records 16 -bit 48kHt audio on one stereo track or 12-bit 3:
wan ma pairs Or sterns tracks 11 R
L2 R21. so you ca'
stereo music or narration
One-DOmr stereo electret condense nee 101 dear stereo sepan;

+tap and Slow Shutter In

did

01

+

even in lows
lion sue pane
and other cam

.cling scene dissolves to
'+' n is possible to record
',a?:' Srronalke effect
doe from 0 2 to 2 seconds

-

e

d

_he all its excellent virtues

All the lealures

Prolessional Viewfinder

.¡a

'

PRO AUDIO

-

¡'rr kicks
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Betacam SP Editing Recorder

Ille JVVJ- t USO editing player and DAN 1800 Edging Playenflecorder are the
other hall of the UAW serles They provide the true superiority al the Betacam SP
normal wilt, sophisticated editing features They are equipped with RS-022 9 -pin
interface have bulbb in TBC s and Time Code operation A variety of inputs and
outputs including Rey B-Y component. S-Video and Composite are provided as
.._
yp.... r.. :,AlinU brim r' edit - antrI'nr :tit.' RS 422 capability. the UVW'

Camera System

Optical 200 Digital

VIDEO

UVW- 1600 /UVW -1800
Betacam SP Editing Player

3 CCD

-

SONY

Digital (DVCAM) Camcorder

3 -CCD

St.)

combine, er'

PVW- 2600 /PVW- 2650 /PVW -2800
BETACAM SP 2000 PRO SERIES

DSR'200 Field Package:
DSR -200 Camcorder NPA4000B Battery Case Adapter
NP-F93018 7 2v 4000 roAH Bannes

3

AC-V900 BAC Adapter Triple Battery Charger
VCT-U14 Tripod Adapter LC- 2000CP System Case

DSR -30

DVCAM Digital VCR

bined'wo i vbn reuuene; FM connus wr each track pro. iding -cry wale baaiowlolns for both the lumina, ce and
chrominance signals. The result al all this is that detailed luminance and chrominance information is supe'bty reproduce
chwactenstocs which create the excellent multi generation pmmlure performance at ide Betacam SP formal
Performance is tonner enhanced with the use of metal particle
An easy to use set-up menu allo -vs many lunctional parameter,.
tape The PVW -2800 uses metal particle tapes exclusively for
to be preset The imlial setup me lu is scrolled and modified by
recording In playback all three can use both metal pdnICle and
the search dial mole being monitored via video or monitor out
mule tape assuring compatibility with BIM broadcast sennes
RS.422 ¡9 -pmt serial interlaces for versatile eating and flexible
Betacam SP VCRs
system control
Tayo longitudinal audio channels with Dolby C
type NR deliver
Plclure search provides recognix. bee monochrome pictures at iic
high quaity audio'.vOh a vole dynamic range minimum distorr
to 24% normal speed in torneato : nd reverse Reproduced in
i and excellent S'N ratio
color at speeds up to 10%
Badon TBC s mode stable pictures and eliminate the need lot
The PVW'2600 and PVW 2650 br th provide two types of campo
adhumwl correction Dlgdal dropout compensation also ensures
item output three BNC Connemns or a Betacam 12 -pin dub cor
listent picture performance
motor Tone PVW'2800 provides t -vo sets (for input and Output.
Remote TBC adlustments can also be done using the optional
The PVW.2600 and PVW 2650 a so have composite and S'Vde':
B' /R-50 TBC Remote Controller connected via a 0 sub 15-pin
outputs The PVW-2800 has
and output of composite ana
cable lo the rear panel connector
S-Video
The PVW-2600 PVW -2650 and NW 2800 ¡generates as well)
Comprehensive selodiagnostcs tar easy maintenance and set
read VITC and LTC time code as mil as UserBlls LTC can be
vicing A digital houx meter indicates accumulated time of pov:e
autornaGCall/ recorded on the dedicated time code track Eat'lnt
on drum rotation tape running andnumber of
tune code. Regen Preset or Rec -Runt FreeRun selections are
threading unthreading operations
available on the sub control panel
their control panels can be feted at up to
or be detached
Bu11tin character generator :vrth output superimposed on the
from the machine With optional 3KW-2010 Control Panel
video or monitor output It displays time code NITC /LTC U-BIT.
Extension Cut and BB 803 Contra Panel Case otters remote Con
or CTL data VTR function status can also be displayed by
trot from up to 15 feet away
accessing the setup menu Charade, display Is On Off Swachable
Opllonal RMM -410 Rack Mount as allow mounting into a 19'
from the sub control panel
rack without taking off the Side panels
1

Dual Cassette Mechanism

S,ette mecnan
e. r °ithoul a'i

-

...mconnecl

Digital Audio
Code l:
-bit 2 chap
where an .m
S y recorded I¡

Clear Frame Poture
Using Frame Inter: , at
CSP -30 can let
nnnun bel,een tn,'eiil. :rtt, a hall, and rumpensate
fur picture blur providing a clear frame picture even Porn

i;se
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!Outing Capaminie

Bullt-n

Edit Control Unit
and edit
e
onlytheDSOa

, l,l, -2 "rii..,' :: nor t.awg' IS LAIIC interlace
Backward and
Compatible
mio and video inpuVautputs make fully cornIh nomdlgital equipment Playback compatibdrty
DV tapes allows you to work with footage
n coesmnergrade equipment Tapes recorded
nc
ahu compatitile :yon SoaVs nigh-end
i
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minioer

Audio Lock

['c'
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'ugh

quality pertorrnance

TBC :nth high quality digital dropout compensator
Optional BVR -50 provides remote control of the TBC
,TC VITCiUser Bis reader and character generator
Jser tnendly dial menu operation enhanced serviceability with pulp

waaarrllwt'

r

hd'.1 IU:

I

rr

00M

Ires of resolution to match DV DVCAM

141.421.1

The

I
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sophisticated applications

g
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I

playback from -I to .3 tomes

MY-21100
MY-21100
Built-in comprehensne editing facrbties
Dynamic Motion Consol with memory provides SIOU
motion editing capabi try
More than 90 mound of playback and record lime
using I. sue metal cr oxide (Playback on y7 cassenes
Built-in LTCNITC'Use' Bits Reader and generator.
Y-R n5 .Y Componed output via BNC or f2-pin
Betacam DUB connec-ars also equipped with S -Vide1

self

-

component signal outputs via BNC

Y B -Y

on

12-pin DUB connectors

arme

UHF WIRELESS MICROPHONE SYSTEM

19.inch null

TONTO Only

env.-

.410 recording capabilities
rent Feadback for colon temperature.
(handle lour dotld:yrde Corr system.. ?CSC
ltd SECAM
di speaker fm smart andrer es without the

-nn

Dynamic Tracking ID
normal speed

1'agnosl¢s

:

and

Owl Faisan:

Sent,
PLL Phase Locked LOOpI synthesized system controls the transmission and
reception frequencies allowing slabaiy and easy access to multiple channels
faemory back -up recalls the last frequency used when powered up
To ensure accurate audio reproduction The System is eQulpoed wan tone squelch
A

'pot

'

','S,

nT ^ne

a

,

Designed with a sfurdv metal came lot s
t. o .'abiut.
mounting The 13-I1.

r

for

More Ivan 90 minutes nl playback m e using 1-512e metal or oxide cassettes
High-speed picture search provides recognizable color pictures at up to 10%
mal speed in forward ano reverse also 24% normal speed in monochrome,
Tr' o longitudinal audio channels with Dolby C -type NR
Equipped with RS -422 9-pin serial interface

13" & 19" Presentation Monitors

sent. io monitors are ideal for
The. se Sony S legendary Trmnro LAI and
Bea- ;grant Feedback Count for nigh resoluton
f 5
I bues as -yell as stable color reproduclmn
The liso accept :vnrldwwide video signals have a
brit speaker and are rack mountable Four
Me PVM.14Ni U 201111U ae designed tot
picture and ono, the PVM -14N2U and
2011:.: dd NOB Input and smtcnable aspen ratio

or

n

PVM- 14N1U/14N2U & 20N1U/20N2U
Will

lita

eo

of an

IVM- 14M2U/14M4U

pie.nasik selected arpui and

\á'n11

;roe

can

current uiput

IM, PVM'1415[2 and PYM- 20112U Series the aspect

20M2U/20M4U

&

circuitry control
Wifeless channels are preset in each tuner for use in a mulllthannel operation at
rte 'cation There are 6 channel plans with up to 19 channels for simultaneous
nupnoperatron use

13" & 19" Production Monitors
a

test production month
m:n¡'e gaahly. east
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synchrOmzation weh oll.'
..li autornaticall. 5:':'-'

WRT -810A UHF Handheld

WRT -830A UHF Handheld

9300

Wireless Microphone

Wireless Microphone

'

nit

HR Trfntboe CRT ruspla, techn,.soy mw
nuts instead of P22
uTies the PVM -t4M4U and 20M4U to dis'
'. cO
800 lines of ho Zonal resolution: The OWE?Li and 20M2U use an aperture grille dot pitch of 0 25mnn
"er 600 enes of resolution M4 models also use SMOTE-C
p lours for the most critical evaluation of any I.ulor subiect
ha for a higher contrast rallo (black to .vhlte1 and crispen
nr looking edges
ene Feadback Clrcun
4 3 16 9 switchahle Asnecl ',WO
das two composite ( Stuc. uI e S-Video and component input
8-Y analog ROSI for flenbrkly For more accurate calor rep%
0. the component level cante causen according to pre input
IT ()phone!
nal ser al digital Interlwe kit B0M -1010 looted and
102 laudml for SMPTE 2591.1 component serial digital noel
ouhn- 5ystem moniOrs the, are ennmperl tu handle funr
stet
PUS, 'IT'
Ai
aii.
1' un.1
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SLacbI,c

temp 6500K rbiaadcasti
User Diesel 3200K to I0000K
cunar

lure
Ur /erscan and H'J ileN, capeb Illy

In ianderscan

entire active picture area is displayed allowing au t y :e..
entire dodge and check the picture edges MN delay allow:.
ing of trie blanking area and sync burst timing
Using color bits as ,I reference Cnromn Phase setup mole
tacilnales
complex delicate procedure of montor adllisl
Especially convenient when used with compller-base tl
elel t
Onscreen menus fur monitor all ustrnentoperallon
Parallel remote conio! and Tall; .tin 20 -pin connector
Sub un true made allows f no onscreen ad usimenl of the cet'delete .slue at the contrast tightness cmorna and phase tPVM -14M2Ú MOO mount in a 19-inch rack with the MB-50.ii
Rack Mincit PT., eel The JOM211 Id4U moni ira dimrrtl si n
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AA

orai

for vocals al
ni production and
broadcasting stations
On Off switch is located onside the body
to prevent accidental turnoff
PLL Synthesized Control or easy access

rlRF oz

10mle dFendinf of
di
one transmission
vnnnmenon
distance and opmdnat e0CD dosel
Faso to-read
read Illuminated LCD display of
ur

te
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WRR -820A and WRR -840A

1

7IQT9:F+.IL37n1
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C

Circle (63) on Free Info Card
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I

wdouts of -60aß -aidé or'20dB for meerrar.
audio devices. such;, mixers recorders or amos
.ontrol insures stability and easy
access to 94 frequencies.
-

SUN e recephurl at greaten distances
SI. n,itln
-onfiouratilins are factor -preset
I

Transmitter
Accepts all Sony lavalier muds
In ECV'166BC ECM 44SC .'BC i.'d
CM-66 SCIBC and ECM 7.
SC /BC
SC/BC NRT-820A can also be used for
wireless guitar applications using the
optional 84161 Instrument cable
Backlit .CD nlormapon display
8 ors of operation with 2 AA barter es

Sythensized Diversity Single and Dual Reception Systems

-

I

WRT 820A UHF BELT PACK

el

PLL synthesized tuning

in the

tuners for
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THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE FOR PHOTO,
FAX

FOR ORDERS CALL:

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

c.1 Ih nIH,1:

800 -947 -9928

800 -947 -9003

212 -444 -5028

212 - 444 -5001

MOST ORDERS SHIPPED
WITHIN 24 HOURS
OVERNIGHT SERVICE AVAILABLE
On

the Web: http: / /www.bhphotovideo.com

Panasonic

PROFESSIONAL VIDEO TAPES

WJ -MX50

V -16 AND V-20

Digital A/V Mixer
jT

Professional Camera Stabilization Systems

Prolessnonal Grade VHS
2.79

a

Supertor Grade Double Coaled VHS
3.39
3.99

M221 Hi

B

4.49

Double Coated
7.49

11471S S-VHS

6.99

7.99

Double Coated

Metal Evaporated

Metal Particles

8.39

obi', .i'

The Glidecam Support Vest

r input Switcher and any two sources can be routed tc
tile program busses
0-channel digital frame synchronization permits specia
.'tects in each AB bus
-ombrnation 01 7 basic patterns and other eltects creates
:87 wipe patterns
itemal edit control input for RS 232 or RS -422 serial cur
Mils Also has Gel input
fripe boundary effects soft/bolder (bold. 8 background r.
Is available)
Jolla! effects strobe, still. mosaic. negative. positive, pan:
monochrome. strobe. trail. and AV synchro
1:31-Time compression - entire source Image is comet
pressed inside a wipe pattern
Scene Grabber" - move a pattern while upholding the
Rally trimmed -in picture integrity
lino Additive Mix (NAM) selects between A and B source
passing only the Signal with the highest luminance value
ade -in and fade -out video audio titles individually or son
hmnously fatted
Down stream Neyer with selectable sources Porn character
leneralor or external Camera
phi separate memories enable instant recall of frequenti.
used effects
3 preset effects including. Mosaic Mir, Position Stream
.arkscrew. Bounce. Flip. Shutter. Vibrate. and Satellite
:oxlip mining capab lrf:n ,
(mu,
per re
n dluStments

a

I

flow

actuated to fit a rude range
h
;mrcn can nord spier .
For safety,

.

notes- powered Oy AC or DC Mount one olio cames
rt Snr"e ViPs Iealure adjustable bean)
U''
^tri. ri ,ogled

V -light

nnmCrossovem beam
Croce ul optmnai giro
Rim.
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Built -in timer
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DIGITAL

'349

3

VO -SO
VLT-50

VLTSOPC

RLT50
T50 -50
SCT-50
SAO -50

-

Man 00 Tape

AJ-PI2M IMed .

849

9.99

AJ-P33M
AJ-P641 rta'L
AD-P123(

1349

22.99

24.99

34 99

SONY

Professional Metal Video Cassettes
4.59
^ 30 HMEX
6.59
=d60 H1dEx
P6120HMPX
'6-120HME
8.89
11I-8 Metal Evaporated Editor INMEA01

P630 Wal'

7.99

P6-60 HMPn

1149

E6-30

H!ÆA:

30PP

14.89
20.19
Series Professional Grade VHS
2.59
-

2.39

-

,

'

.

'

2.79

-

BA Series Premier Hi-Grade Broadcast VHS can Noel
4 .79
3.59
3.99
-

applications

51111

i

"oh. :: on
bai e- m .
nology el m nane the problems that crappie "miss,
12' .on O de.m eroe hatter,es The orolassronai
in

.

Master Quality

MO

7.49

.

BBá 3/4" u mat

c

Va0ST-30..
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DIGITAI TRIMPAC 14 LOGIC SERIES HICOS BATTERY

PRO PAC 13 LOGIC SERIES NIGAB BATTERY

KCS-10 BRS or
KCA.lO BRS.
KCA-30 BPS

b uHO Un Noel

..

7.99

Broadcast Standard
8.29
a
B^
8.19
9.69

0.39

'

u

In

Ball
8.99
8.69
13.39

CA -20 B

CÁ-60 B^

Broadcast Motu can Box)
8.79
:.S'20 %BR inenil
9.29
1A-20 XBR

-. fii

KCS -t.

KCA-1

1-

KCA-30

hourscn'

Two- Position Power /Chargers
2u:.

i"

It
(SP

sleek

NSP -1:

KSP3'.

SP

i.A60

OBIS

Broadcast tie Su)
-S20 mind
r

-

-

_.

-

20001er.i -_ -d,
OC camera output ano LCD

display. The DUAL 2701 will
charge any Gold Mount battery

12.29
15.99

'

c_I -191.1 nKT-30M

..
24.95
E..'
21 49
Mini 0V Tap
M 60EXM wiCnip._.
15.99
:
DVM -31í
.'.1 ECEY H^ :5i0
12.99
DOM -30Es '.
:5
9.99
DVM -30PR ria
Full Sire IN Tape with Memory Chip
29.95
DV120MEM
.1

one pour. Irae DUAL 2401

charges ProPac badenes in two I,
compact lrC .:.erg ^' packer, ce-

PDVM 12ME Ih'

PDVM-32ME 'r.''
PDV -64ME Stan
PDV -124ME Sts
i

-

Video. Prices are valid seined to sa plie( pr ices. Not

www.americanradiohistory.com

11.09
11.59
16.99
13.99
16.49
37.99

19.95
14.99
12.99
34.95

PVD Series Prolesslonal OVCAM Tape

1

Oscilloscope Line Trigger and Generator

10.19
10.69
15.69

BCT Metal Beiacam SP Broadcast Master (Box

:.

all the

1

U.matic
9.59

-

BCT30L'

Powe'

tb. Add 75e for each additional tb. For im. add 50c per St 00.1-) 1998 NAN Photo

99

10.09
12.99

BC1-201.'

et

4

3

KSP -S-

BCT-51.1

Safe Area. Convergence Pattern and

NI) $6.95, op to

15.49

T-30BA

The

11

44 99

1168

Iealure riiu

Four -Position Power/Chargers

Generator/Inserter
GeneretordnsederlSearcn Speed Reader
Has all of the above plus RS -232 control.
VIsC Generator. LTC-VITC Translator
1/ITC-To-LTC Translator
VITC-Toi7C Translator . RS.232 Control
Hit (EV0-9800r98501TC to LTC Translator
NTSC Test Signal Generator
Serial Control Tiller "Industrial" LG.
Time-Dale Stamp. Time Code Captioning

Mlelmom Shipping USA (Emept A9

11.99

DOCPRO

PM Series Premier Grade Professional VHS

InterActive 2000 Power /Chargers
Dual 2702/2401
QUAD 2702/2401

INCLUDING:
TRO -50
TRO -50PC

18.75
46.45

nut 3,4" Omalic

Window Dub Inserter

TO50

.

tu

WE STOCK THE FULL LINE
OF HORITA PRODUCTS
WO -50

890ML SP

999

PR

DIGITAL PRO PAC 14 LOGIC SERIES NICHO BATTERY

1

B2OMSP

7.19
17.49

i

T

relive long life
se conditions
camcorders

Keane

c, colorblack Iblackburst) video output.

klo

no-yoke tilling
120 volts
-.nnps not included,

DIGITAL TRIMPAC
.r all

-

Beiacam SP
17.75
''
29.75

Ay DVM-30

.L

DIGITAL PRO PACS

c 'aleck alter
ands Easy and convenient lut producing tape leaders and
striping lapes with color haro and black
f rant panel selection of tull4leld or SMPTE color bar patte'

'OA

er the

rl B2 BD

8.39

15.75
20.75

I;0'

battery power

r'

7.39

r

m 9P the

roch DIGITAL battery h
a built al n uioprocessorr t'
tirili+' rrealmu svnohr riot new be
," Bauer InterActhe

r

PS

,

,aa'.

baderyi dusty

2.19
2.99

Broadcast Quality VMS Most
5.49
6.19
'-120 BO.
BO Prolessnonal SVHS gn Opal
7.19
' 62 BO

T-30 BC

When used with its
fill or side 11451 It
cur n,mg range and a large cool -

7/O%aueP

CSG -50

2.09

269

r,SO7.120 Plus

2.69

-

Logic Series DIGITAL
unt
GBatteries

Color Bar / Sync/Tone Generator

Plus

BO

owerlul key backlight

'

T -90

T-160 Plus

Panasonic

ws

n

'

WO
1.91

6.09
7.99

HGXT -160 Pius

650 watt moticlud
'.. 1Wmp5 not mtluded

1

nit HM BO

NCX -PLUS VHS (Sen)

HGXT -60 Plus

ntme

-mg 650

Metal Particle

n

-60 Plus

T

2.19

BSMSP
B3OMSP

.

ognn lgnnnq kin and amassorrat in alaO... Call

'269

t

NIB

PA PLUS

1.69

.

PLn

ST -126 B0

-

Doh 39 pounds the De.
or background light mill
umbrella or drlluston it pr, ., 1,
includes a al reflector for an a
operating hand grip aria knnhc
har7
Multi
Choice of 50'
650 or t000
l'

grit fill light

filling controlled with one hand
halogen tuso14
cu100
-uuse
750 e:atl AC
call I7 roll. or 200 volt 30 volt DC
1pin and 5_p %tR connectors
aO

'

"

P'

DP System

Pro-light
used as a loa

6.59

ST -31 BO

AC 250 wan :

r

cunbollan

k,

ACo25ofatt

12.99
33.99
43.99

r

Metal Particle ()IRK

Broadcast Quality
5.39

rti'

Omni -Light

ry po:rered Itght provides excellent till light eyeaight. o
Indus with good contras! control for news and documentary
Img
'land tocurgm pee lot on clamp' use
use 61n, 1214 range tics otap lamp 'lamps not LncludeOl
100 :ran 112 14 volts D6
44nr1.114-pm SIR
- 'desgg hgnler ror,.... La

video pulse outputs
'low available: 6 blackburst. 4 sync. 2 suborner
Flch sync output individually sellable for composite s,'
lmposlte blanking, H- drive. or V dr ve.
Separate buffer for each output-maximum signal Isola
KH: 048 smewave audio tone output. locked to :,b
Outputs can easily be configured to meet

i-30
i-120

rota -Light

Produces the Ideal key or hackatght.
and with dihuston or an umbrella it
becomes a great soft (III source With
ccessones handhold the Omni
widemount d or choose tram a
war ely of mounting systems
Multiuse halogen source provides a

1IIgM

23M
64L Lg1

%RM

P6 120

Choice of 300 500 650. or 750 wan AC lamps Idol included
Gull
rag reflectors close compactly IO, storage and (ravel

.' small enough to lit rn a
enough tu InmII:
bey light back light or
(rocket the V -bgl
,ml Leath umbrella or peu
e wide -angle multi-use balmier, source
'daunts on stand clamps boom v:all window door-top
500 wall AC powered damps riot included)

01121 DVC PRO
9.99
23.99

8.29
22.49

HID

Multiuse halogen source wily 360. no-yoke tilting

rit

1

19.95
49.95

maxell

base or bounce Ight backlight or background Ight
Use it with an umbrella or del frame with a diffusion kit It is an
ideal fill Iignt or small sob key or illuminalmn for copy work

'.arid. or hand bord
All are tight e"

Blackburst /Sync/Tone Generator

.

12M IMed

63M
1231

a

s

HRITA
BSG -50

I

305

P630

lower

.

'nciudes crystal -controlled KHI. 0dB audio lotte output
Outputs video sync met frame. l KHa. 00B
Audio tone switches to silence and color bars change
Hack when using 30160 second limer

gm,.

P6120

ViP Video Lighting System

I

automated
mlpul from cols,

w ti.

10.49
13.99

8.49
M321SP Metal Beiacam (8001
18.49
17.95
Ch
60L
31.95
72.95

05S

L

L

nerd,- user and erbnpme,t needs

-s1

o-mo.vS

Soppurl Arms designed to counkumbined camera and Camera Mounting
teract the r,egld ot
Assembly by employing high carbon alloy springs The arm may
be boomed up and down as well as pivoted in and out and side
to side II Is the combined booming and pivoting action of the
arm which creates the shock absorption necessary for ultrasmooth camera movement and mobility The spring torce is field
aglustabie to allow for varying camera weights For safety a DualSpring design is employed to reduce spring failure damage.

Nrng Integrally Shielded
super s nuutlt ar a pivota) connect nits
Iront end of the DynaElasttc Arm and the Camera
ung Assembly The Three Ams amble provides the operalo,
t nge, hp control over fluid Illtmg
panning and rolling A
mechanism allows the Simian Io be placed an varying
on the Central Support Posi Moving the Gimble erfec
ers
ndiusts the Systems Center of Gravity The upper ponton of
mods central support post victories guide markings These
Boas anmv Inr ar ange q n, , r can, hon.",
os _mates

en the

.

gnu .oleo edit

t'6120NI.'-

Op,

The Oyna- Elastic Arm

The Three Axis Gimble

in

, BNC

Or

-"

quo r

649

I

24.95
29.95
38.9s
49.95

-

26.95
31.95
44.95
59.95

opeastIle 1w typePABkBI BIIBR

IDEO and PRO AUDIO
TO INQUIRE ABOUT YOUR ORDER:

00 221

-5743

212

239 -7765

New Address:

EIC7

420 Ninth Ave. (Bet. 33rd & 34th St.)
New York, N.Y. 10001
239 -7549

OR FAX 24 HOURS:

00

947 -2215.

212

1

t

ouch
ducti,
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Processionals corporate communicators educators. training proles
and Internet authors It includes full screen editing unlimited comunlimited layering of two video tracks all from the easy-to -use
rrr I ll wive MCXpress NT interface. II also delivers pristine image quality.
.r audio-video synchronization. support for NTSC and PAL video
stand Ids and composite or S -Video inpul'Output.

oati

-

rt and

TARGA 1000 Features:
Desn. ten for high performance PCs. the TARGA 1000 delivers incredible
proc a ng speed for video and audio effects. titling and compositing With
high t eed PCI interface it lets you capture edil and playback

full -r Aim full-resolution digital video with fully synchronized
CO-, .Icy audio
Re( rd'playback video directly to /from hard drive at lull
ban ; IS0 belds/sec -PAL. 60 fields sec -NTSC) Video is
sto it Ind played back at the highest resolution for each
.,,.,
;769 x 576 --PAL. 640 e 490 -NTSC) Compression
car le adjusted on the fly to optimize for image quality
an, a minimum storage space Equipped with composite
an, -video inputs'outputs Also available with component
rip output ITARGA 1000 PRO)
1

MC

Xpress Features:

A po

i'r

digit

Intel
sire,'
gual

leak
rangt

TAI
Su;

qu.
spon

mr

of non -linear, on

Input
,eis 200KB frame images 13 11 compression using the
iA t000 board
orts component. composite and S -Video providing high iy 640 x 480 or 720 x 486 images -meeting CCIR -607
fi:ations. Before digitizing. you can turn video and audio
nn. adios! the incoming signal with the built -in waveform
for and veclorscope. and adjust the levels of the incoming
a up to 16 -bit 44
kHz CD- quality) Dial-a -Quality feature
ou meet specific system. storage and delivery needs.
VCR Control
rs batch digitizing when used with time code and an RS'quipped VCR Digitize and edit source material at low
.

1

let
Of
42.

ions. saving valuable hard drive space then when
yoi re finished. batch digitize at the highest resolution only the
ma real you need for the final version
re-.

u

On

an

pr

tri

lei
vw
Tin

pla
chi
Tr

i

Rc
von,
let'.
sun

On
Ka
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Co
te
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Editing Tools
ay clips in Frame View loi storyboarding or Text View
prickly locate shots using search and sort utilities Create
lams interactively using timeline editing. frame-accurate
in ng and full- screen playback Unlimited composrtng, 32
is of undo /redo and extensive online support help keeps
voducthve at all times.
One window 'where you create and edit your prolecti dist
two video tracks - the top track is for creating titles alpha
na and luminance keys transitions and layered effects
Awns include smooth motion FIX as well as support for
,'wood FK and Boris F% plug-in The second track is for your
it clips and tour audio tracks lot to A41 The lime line viewer
'ou view your project on the computer and video monitor
-naneously so you can watch the actual video output
Digital Effects
100 transition effects
-netts including alpha. chroma. luma
iy to invert alpha channel Picture -in- Picture
it effects including hue, br ghtness. saturation, blur. pos'e, and invert Smooth motion effects including slow fast.
Ile. freeze-frame. reverse. ht -to -fill
r

Character Generator
Embedded In the software is a subset of Image North's
Inscriber CG titling software-the Industry standard.
Create rolling and crawling titles with any TrueType
font or Imported graphic Control position. kerning.
leading. transparency levels Also has eight built-in
templates
Audio
Four audio tracks for real-time audio monitoring and
mixing ltruth unlimited layering)
Two channels of 44 1 kHz audio for ti0
Real-time audio levels and pan
Digital audio scrub
Adjustable digitize gain
Waveform display in timeline
Single-track audio crosslades
Volume controls for entire sequences as well as volume control of channel. track. clip or within clip
Import/Export
Import and export a range of Windows-based file 10mmats and seamlessly integrate 3D animation, graphics
and audio from other sources Import and export standard Windows file lormats including WAV audio and
FLC animation as well as over 20 graphics lormats.
Rapidly exchange lull- screen. 24 -bit color AVI images
between applications on your system Through OMF
Interchange you can import video and audio files from
other OMF- compatible applications such as Avid 's
Media Composers system or MCXpress for Macintosh.
Elastic Reality and DigiDeslgn Pro Tools
When you're finished print your program to tape tin
real time or export your project as an MPEG (bundled
with Berms/Pulitzer MPEG encoderl or AVI file for use
with any authoring or Internet publishing application
For EDL export rt cores with a separate application
called MCXEDL that exports EDL formats ICMX GVG.
Sony) from an MCXpress sequence

TARGA 1000/MCXpress Turnkey Systems:

3

0 -wan. 6 -Bay Full Tower

Aix

Chassis

ntium AT% Motherboard with 512K Cache
ntium II. 300 MHz Processor
1.' Woe Mulenium II AGP 4MB WRAM Display Card
ei MB tons 168 -Pin (DIMMI S -DRAM
U lintum Fireball 64GB IDE System Orme
4 acate Barracuda Exlemal 9 1GB SCSI-3 Ultra Wide Capture Drive
A Iaptec AHA- 2940UW Ultra Wide SCSI-3 Controller Card
vc CD -532e 320 EIDE Internal CD -ROM Drive
3 5- Foppy Drive
a :et- Lansing ACS -48 3 -Piece Deluxe Speaker System
V ewson'e G771 17 -inch 11280 e 1024) Monitor 10.27mm dot pitch)
F nun 2001A Keyboard
Microsoft MS Mouse
5e ndows NT 4.0 Operating System Software
A 4 MCXpress for Windows NT
` -e vision TARGA 1000 or 1000 Pro Video Capture Card
Writ TARGA 1000
87495.00
Wit TARGA 1000 Pro (component Input/output)
97995.00
F

icy

._N.

amposing tilles ana gtapr
applications PC Scribe
reate titles and graphics
and s designed as an open Matto, Sc the feature set is flexible and cat
be expanded Combined with the PC -COOL board. PC- Scribe becomes a
total solution for real -time character generation with the quality you
expect from Chyron Ideal for use in intormalion displays. broadcast
video production or muli.meda appncalmns.
PC -CODI Hardware:
Standard PC. AT ISA bus interlace 21 length form factor
Fully- antialased displays Display 8 non -display butlers
Less than IOnsec enectve pixel resolution
16 7 million color selections Fast mealtime operations
Character Logo and POI Image transparency
Brtslream typeface library selection Variable flush
Variable edges border drop shadow and offset
Full position ana lustily control of character a row
User definable intercharacter spacing squeeze 6 expand)
Multiple rolperawl speeds Automatic character kerning
User definable lablemplate fields
51ude0 backgrounds of variable sizes and transparency

User definable read effects playack, wipes pushes. fades
High quality composite and
encoder
Integral composite and 5 -video rimy keyer
NTSC or PAL sync generator with genlock
Module switchabie NTSC or PAL /iteration
Software controlled video timing
Board addressabutty for multi- cwnnel applications
Auto display sequencing Loca' nessage'page memory
Preview output with safe -Iltle cur :or 'menu overlay
Composite and S'vldeo input will auto -genlock select

tic

PC -SerIN So0ware:
Uses the entire TrueType library or fonts so the number 01 fonts
is virtually unlimited Using me Ions library also means PCScribe can support most international language character sets
Fonts load instantly with no conversion and the level of antiabasing applied to characters Is selectable
Adiust a wide range of character attributes Typeleces: color
site aspect. rotation italic shear Ed0es: color size hansparen
cy softness. position Shadow: color size position drop trans
parency sonless
Wide choice of composition tools. Sizing of text and composition
graphics including imported elements Is fully interactive and
placement is eniuely free-lmm Graphics may also be layered
using cut copy and paste operations Munple preview windows
can be displayed simultaneously and Ise SVGA monitor may be
used as an independent preview channel in on-air situations
Create a ted ,widow' anywhere on the screen Colors ana fonts
can be picked up on the screen and used for page creation And
a definable safe tille marker can be set to ensure viewable video
output
Import elements to build graphics This Includes OLE objects
hFINIP RGBA pc -CODI LOGO format and TGA with alpha channel Scribe also imports and exports TIFF. JPEG PCX. TGA. BMP
GIF. CLP ASCII IMG. SGI. PICT and EPS formats
-

-line editing solution. MCXpress tram Windows NT IS th ideal tool for independent and corporate video
ulfimedia producers who require predictable protect throughput and high- uatlly results when creating video tapes and
nedia content for training promotional/marketing material. local television and cable commercials. CD -ROM and
;t' ntranet distribution. Based on Avid s Industry- leading technology. it combines a robust editing lunctionalily with a
;hoed interface optimized for ease- of-use. It offers integration with third-party Windows applications professional picture
professional editing features. powerful media management, a robust title tool and a plug-in effects architecture It also
s multiple output options including MPEG -t and AVI so you save time and money by reusing media assets across a
nl video and multimedia protects.

and

Der

Genlock
using separate sync
input for
Working m p ofessional video suites
Audio is drgr lied at 44 IKHZ or 48KHz sampling rates for
professional quality stereo sound S nce all audio and video
processing
done by on -board DSPS you are assured DI
perfectly synchronized sound and images

Scribe

PC -CODI & PC

000/MCXpress

rating the award-winning TARGA 1000 digital video engine and Avid
ass NT non-linear editing software. this fully-configured video pro workstation a designed to meet the needs of demanding video pro -

of

PRO AUDIO

Text and Graphics Generator and Video Titling Software

Professional Video Production Workstation
-.IL X

-

Cl`hurnON Graphics

TRUEVISION/
TARGA

PHOTO - VIDEO

2995.00

PC -CODI and PC -SeriN Bundle

functions including motor effects Characters. words rc
and helds can coot dash and there is an actual digital time clock.:
weir as an event timer with countupt0untdown Capab0iies
Character rolls. crawls and reveal modes Speed is selectable
and can be auto turned with pauses Messages can be manually
advanced or pot into sequences a ong with page transitions
ray namrc

Transitton ettects include cut. lace, push wipe reveal hide
cover peel zoom matrix wipe piral split weave and liner
Create full screen manes and color ramps Horizontal colored
bands win grading can reate sophisticated background
designs Graphic primitives mcluing lines ellipses. rectangles
and arrows can also be used for foreground or background creation Build layout templates with pre -selected styles and parameters
To keep track of elements used Ir a protect a file can be created
to save all tont color template and user attributes
Also features a full screen display mode where text and graphics
are displayed raster to raster Alnougn a software engine Scribe
is tightly integrated with video hardware to maximize display
hardware performance Scribe is optimized for the real time
capabilities of PC-CODI s frame tuner
Scribe can access and control tw) different PCCODI cards
installed in one computer PC-00)1 supports both NTSC and
PAL and with one NTSC and one PAL card installed can output

both standards simultaneously
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PRODUCTS NOW SHIPPING
FIBRE CHANNEL
STORAGE SOLUTION
Avid Technology MediaShare F /C:
high -performance workgroup storage solution capable of delivering multiple, simultaneous streams of 2:1 compressed video
to Avid's PCI -based Media Composer and MCXpress
for Macintosh systems; it connects multiple Avid systems to a centralized storage pool; MediaShare F/C
allows editors to collaborate on projects from separate editing suites or buildings, and up to 126 network devices can be attached to the FC/AL network,
with up to 90GB of storage supported on each node;
978 -640-6789; fax 978 -640-1366; www.avid.com
a
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SOFTI MAGE OFFERS
COMPREHENSIVE

NON-LINEAR EDITING
SYSTEM PLUS
TRAINING CENTERS

Softimage Inc. SOFTIMAGE /DS:SOFTIMAGE/DS brings together a comprehensive non -linear production system for creating, editing and finishing high -end videos in one integrated environmentt with a common interface on the Microsoft
Windows NT operating system; SOFTIMAGE/DS is
now shipping as a turnkey system with Intergraph
Corporation's StudioZ for SOFTIMAGE /DS, and Softimage, a wholly owned subsidiary of Microsoft Corporation has opened five authorized training centers
in the United States and Europe; 818 -365 -1359;

-

I4.

s"

Cy -L1:34.-........

AES /EBU FIBER -OPTIC SYSTEM
Multidyne

FTX- 195/FRX -195: this fiber -optic stereo
audio and digital AES/EBU transmission system offers
specifications that exceed RS -250C short -haul and
broadcast requirements; the optical budget exceeds
30dB with 1,550nm laser -optics; the 20 -bit stereo digital
audio delivers an S/N ratio greater than 90dB; the
system supports digital audio transmission for the AES/
EBU, IEC 958, S /PDIF and EIAJCP -340 formats; the FTX195 system has two optional auxiliary data channels for
RS -232C, RS-422 or CMOS; the system can also support
two 10Hz to 5kHz auxiliary audio channels; portable and
rack-mount configurations are available with 850nm
and 1,300nm wavelength LEDs for multimode and
1,300nm and 1,550nm wavelength lasers for single mode; multimode is used for distances up to 4km;
single -mode is used for distances up to 100km; 800 -4TVTEST; 516-671 -7278; fax 516 -671 -3362
Circle (270) on Free Info Card

,

'

www.softimage.com; www.microsoft.com
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AVID SHIPS NEW
VERSIONS

Avid Express 2.0 & Media and Film
Composer 7.0: the Avid Express 2.0 is a
video and multimedia product for video
communication and the Media and Film Composer 7.0
is an effects and audio tool for on -line finishing; 978640 -6789; fax 978 -640 -1366; www.avid.com
Circle (329) on Free Info Card

k PLAY TRINITY NOW
SHIPPING

Play Trinity: a no- compromise,
network -quality, all real -time,
multiformat, multichannel, digital
production suite; it includes an eight input D -1 production switcher, 3 -D digital video
effects, a non -linear /linear editor, a character
0
generator, as well as virtual sets and chroma -key,
paint, compositing and animation; 800 -306 -PLAY;
www.play.com
Circle (370) on Free Info Card

SWITCHERS
Lighthouse Digital Systems OZ:
this DSP -based switcher does not use conventional
crosspoint designs for switching analog audio, AES
audio, SMPTE time code, MADI and machine -control
signals in the same frame; the 1,024x1,024 frame
comes in several sizes from 4RU to 24RU in 4RU
increments, allowing the use of the same I/O modules
and switching processor in all frames, which may be
cascaded to reach 40RU in one stack; each I/O module
houses 32 channels of input or output or a combined
input /output of 16 channels in the case of machine
control; AES and analog inputs can be routed to
analog or AES outputs; on analog channels, a 20 -bit
conversion provides up to +24dBu with a dynamic
range greater than 100dB and THD +N less than -90dB;
SMPTE time code is buffered for constant output
level compliant with SMPTE standard; machine control
will handle rates up to approximately 38.4 kbaud with
2.5% jitter; 310- 378 -3494; fax 310 -378 -4194;
litehs @oro.net
Circle (273) on Free Info Card
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From the coldest mountain

tops to the hotte
the VECTOR
.,

expectations.

Vector 700
Engineered to handle a payload of up to 154 lbs., the new VECTOR 700
pan & tilt head features a Thin Film (TF) Drag System which utilizes a
'non- contacting' calibrated system to ensure consistent performance
over an extended temperature range from -40 °C to +60 °C.
The VECTOR 700 offers a tailored drag characteristic which combines
high level of control at the start of movement, a seamless transition
nto whip pan, and instant recovery to the original drag setting at the
'finish of movement. Incorporating its unique patented counterbalance
Yystem, the VECTOR 700 needs no time consuming cam changes to
rovide up to 120° of perfectly balanced tilt range for the digital
Studio and OB camera and long lens or teleprompter combinations.

i
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Vinten

Vinten Inc.

709 Executive Blvd.
Valley Cottage, NY 10989
Phone: 914-268-0100
Fax: 914-268-0113
Toll -Free Sales: 1- 888- 2- VINTEN

Website

@

http: / /www.vinten.com

Sales offices in UK, USA. Japan. France.
Germany & Singapore plus worldwide distribution.

BusinessWire

Business
Walk into any pro -audio shop and
you'll see such names as Telex, Electro- Voice, Altec Lansing, Klark Teknik,
Vega, Dynacord, RTS, ProStar, University Sound and Midas. These well -

known companies are part of the merger of Telex and EV International. The
new firm will operate under the banner of Telex Communications, Inc.
According to John L. Haled, chairman of the board, president and chief
executive officer of the newly combined entity, the combined
products are visible in a wide
variety of sports, entertainment and public venues. The
combined companies will enjoy an extensive worldwide
distribution network, multinational manufacturing expertise and the research and development resources of both
companies.
The new company expects
to have more than $355 million in sales and will employ
approximately 3,300 people worldwide to manufacture complete lines of
audio, wireless and multimedia communications to commercial, professional and industrial customers in the
business.

Thomson Tubes
Electroniquescom pleted its first year
of service with the
Finnish broadcast
company, Yleisra-

dio. During this
service, Yleisradio

installed the TH
760 IOTs in nine
new 40kW trans-

mitters. The TH
760 is a water cooled IOT, featuring a compact electron gun for stability. The IOT design
does not require an ion pump.

MegaDrive Systems, Inc. will begin
operating under the name DataDirect
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Networks, Inc. This announcement
accompanies the recent public statement of a strategic repositioning to
address the network data access needs
of high -performance, image- intensive
computing environments. The name
more accurately reflects the company's broad technology mix, high -speed
networking focus and integrated solutions orientation.
Hitachi Denshi America announced
that KFSN -TV, an ABC owned -andoperated TV station in Fresno, CA,

selected four SK- 2600PW portable
16:9/4:3 switchable digital studio cameras for its in- studio production.
Comark Digital Services (CDS) has
been awarded a contract by TV Globo
to broadcast World Cup Soccer games
in France to Brazil in digital HDTV.
The World Cup is being delivered in
the ATSC digital TV standard.
Snell and Wilcox has been chosen by
the British Broadcasting Corporation
(BBC) to provide its digital solutions
to help form the core of the BBC's
broadcast technology. The BBC has
recently installed 55 ARC150 widescreen display processors, 30 MDD500
multistandard digital decoders (two channel version), 21 MDD1100 multistandard digital decoders with inte-

cable channel, Greenbelt Access Television (GATE) of Maryland, has selected its Digital -S with 4:2:2 sampling as
its house videotape format. The new
station is equipped with JVC's Digital S BR -D750 VTR and the Digital -S BRD51 player with S -VHS playback.

Hamlet Video International Ltd. has
supplied Digi Scopes to many of the
UK's leading TV stations. Six Digi
Scopes have been purchased for use at
Central TV's Central Court, a recently
installed modern news facility with a
disk -based media server. Channel 4 has also purchased Hamlet Digi Scopes, one for use in
its graphics department and
the other for VT.
Discreet Logic has completed
its purchase of San Jose, CAbased Lightscape Technologies,
Inc., a developer of advanced
visualization and lighting software tools for professionals in
the design and entertainment
industries. Lightscape's technology complements Discreet Logic's production systems comprised of real -time
3 -D broadcast graphics and virtual
studio systems for the creation of synthetic scenes and characters for films,
virtual sets for broadcast television
and interactive content for games and
the web. Additionally, the acquisition
adds Windows NT development expertise and an installed base of entertainment, games and design professionals using Lightscape software.

Magic DaVE DVE and switcher and a
large number of modules from the
Kudos IQ range.

Avid Technology Inc. announced that
FOX Television Stations Inc. will incorporate the new AvidNews newsroom system in each of its 22 owned
stations. With the integration of Avid's
newsroom computer system, FOX plans
to have 200 seats installed by this June.
Of the 22 stations, 16 will upgrade
from BASYS or Avid NetStation systems, five stations will replace existing
newsroom equipment and one station
will be part of a new installation.

JVC announced that public access

Harmonic Lightwavcs Inc. an-

gral synchronizers, two MDE1000

multistandard digital encoders,
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It's PORTAMATCH. the
Matchbox that runs on
batteries! Great for remotes.
field recording. ENG. or
an where you don't have AC
poker. Just add tw o 9 -volt
batteries and ^_o!
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H E N R Y
ENGINEERING

We Build Solutions.

HENRY ENGINEERING

TEL

(626) 355 -3656

FAX

(626) 355 -0077

httpJJwww.henryeng.com

FAxon -Demand Doc 4125 (626) 355-4210
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QUALITY.

a Connecters
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IIISI BIlarl4ltrrtA

)800) 522 -2253

Email: into.knemal.com

RELIABILITY.

Fox (305) 895 -8178

Internet: www.nemal.com

Brazil (011) 535-2368

EASE OF

MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLIER OF:
MPEG video and audio player with built -in

' CABLE

OPERATION.

3uilt-in 4x3 video and stereo audio matrix
switcher

Audio
Video
Composite
Custom

PRO -BUS VCR control for up to 16 VCRs

'CABLE ASSEMBLY

lord drive storage

Stand-alone, full -featured Event Controller
operation

Manageable via network, modem or direct
serial connection

In -house communication networks/CCTV
LPTV/MAIN

Public /educational /government access cable
television

LEIGHTRONIX, INC.
517-6948000

Holt, MI 48842

fax:517-694-1600

e-modJnfo@leighrronlx.com

printed shrink tubing
snakes /stage boxes

11
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W

BILE

I

NEWSROOM

* CONNECTORS
Audio

Contact LEIGHTRONIX for your
communications control solution!

2330 Jorco Drive

No minimum
24 hour service

BNC

Only one rack unit in height!

Kiosks /information centers

Kr;

www.lelghtronix.com
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Triaxial

ENG, SNV and EFP
trucks, vans and trailers
BAF Broadcast Vehicles

RF

No minimum order on standard products.
Please call for your copy of our 1998 Cable

and Connector Selection Guide and
Corporate Video.
PATCH PANELS

-

REELERS -

TOOLING

-

ASSEMBLY

Immediate shipment worldwide on more than
3000 interconnect products. We also design
and manufacture custom cable and
assemblies to your specifications.

TOLL

WEB

:

(800) 633-8223

www.bafcom.com

FA (407) 324 -7860
E
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SAT. SPACE (800) 966 -3822
hat :@gate.net WORLDWIDE +(407) 324.8250
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nounced that Panasonic Video Communications Company has joined its
Cable Modem Partnership program.
Combining Harmonic's cable TV
head -end equipment with consumer
electronics vendors' cable modems,
the program offers operators complete standards -based end -to -end systems for providing high -speed Internet
services to subscribers. As part of the
partnership, Harmonic and Panasonic will work together to develop and
jointly market their complementary
digital video solutions.

switches and dehydrators.
Wegener Corporation has received
an additional order from FOX for its
UNITY4000 MPEG -2 digital video
satellite receivers. The UNITY4000 is
a part of the UNITY digital product
family and is used by FOX Sports
Network, FX Networks and fxM:
Movies from FOX. The new order is
in addition to an order placed by FOX
in May 1997 for UNITY4000 receivers and for Wegener's COMPEL network control system.

General Instruments (GI), formerly
NextLevel Systems Inc. and Sony Electronics announced their strategic alliance to jointly develop digital TV
technologies. The companies are discussing future generations of digital
cable TV devices and high- definition
TV products, as well as incorporating
new features like Sony's Home Network architecture into GI's advanced
digital set-top boxes.

Corporation announced a joint pro-

of Governors.
Solid State Logic, Oxford, England,
announced that Michael Mueller has
been named vice president of broad-

cast and post- production for SSL North
America, East Coast. Mueller will be
based in SSL's New York office.

Tomohiko Saito has been named president of Ikegami USA, Maywood, NJ.

NextLevel Systems Inc. and RELTEC

Scientific- Atlanta announced its contract with Cable Television Laboratories Inc. (CableLabs) to assist the
OpenCable project in key areas regarding the system integration of new
OpenCable devices and services. This
work will help ensure that the individual interfaces specified by the Open Cable project will support an integrated network and set of services.
Scientific -Atlanta will focus on the
end -to -end system integration of new
digital services on the cable industry's
networks. Under the contract, it will
produce and document a network architecture reference model. It will also
identify scenarios for customer use,

billing and third -party applications
that involve important OpenCable
events and data flows.
Dielectric announced that NBC has
signed an agreement to purchase DTV
and NTSC TV station equipment.

Under the terms of the agreement,
Dielectric will be NBC's supplier for
its current and future O &O TV stations nationwide. The agreement covers all passive RF components including, but not limited to, antennas, trans-

mission lines, filters, combiners,
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posal to market and execute turnkey
solutions for voice/video /data networks
for the communications marketplace.
RELTEC will supply services and associated equipment to support the end user network architecture. NextLevel
will supply active and passive equipment to support the customer's network architecture and service goals.

rik1
II 1

David A. Tubbs,
of Evans & Sutherland, Salt Lake City,
has been appointed
to the Academy of
Television Arts and
Sciences (ATAS),
and named to
ATAS's Cybercast

Committee.

For the record

Digital Vision announced an agreement with Scientific -Atlanta to supply
HDTV encoding and decoding products specifically aimed at the upcoming DTV/HDTV markets in the United States. Scientific -Atlanta will market these compression products under
the PowerVu brand name.

People
Terry Longfellow has been ap-

pointed creative
director at Turner

Production

Ef-

fects, Atlanta.

Steve Martin is national sales man-

The National Mobile Television DX4 truck
with expanding trailer was manufactured
up to the rack -ready stage by Gerling &
Associates. Sunbury. OH. The unit's electronic equipment installation was handled
by Bennett Systems. Sunbury. OH. (Photo
from BE January 1998. p. 78.)

ager at JVC Professional, Elmwood
Park, NJ. Martin is now responsible
for directing the company's sales force
and overseeing dealer sales, government sales and imaging products sales
at the Elmwood Park headquarters and
at corporate locations in Pine Brook,
NJ, Aurora, IL, and Cypress, CA.
Tom Jordan, vice president at Leitch,
Cesapeake, VA, has been named secretary /treasurer of the SMPTE Board
April 1998

Don Barto, sound editor for Big Shot
Productions, sitting in front of the SSL
Scenaria digital audio workstation. ( "Production Clips," BE January 1998.)

TOWER
Fabrication

CONVERGENCE

Design

of high quality sound
and low cost

Engineering

Installation
Service

Maintenance
Swager
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rr

Enhanced Betacam VCRs

your

nvo worldwide turnkey

4 audio channels for any
PVW or UVW Betacam VCR

tower company.
Phone

I- 800 -968 -5601

or Fax
e

I- 800 -882 -3414

4:

SWAGER
Communications. Inc.

ti

AFM kits are easy to install
in your UVW or PVW VCR

m

CONVERGENCE
CORPORATION

P.O. Box 656
3560 East Swager Drive
Fremont, IN 46737 USA
Phone 1- 800 -968 -5601
219- 495 -5165
Fax 1-800- 882 -3414 219-495 -4205
E -mail
sales n swager.com

Los Angeles

New York

818.551.5858

212.268.8800

MI

www.broadcaststore.com

:

Internet: www.swager.com

Dealer inquiries welcome.
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DALIS
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Conforms to ATSC Specification
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Solution From
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INTERNET: wtuw.ktechtelecom.com

Email: skuh @ktechtelecom.com
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REID BROADCAST COMM. IN('.
ED REID - PROJECT ENG. SERVICES
RADIO -FM I AM TV- ANALOG I DIGITAL
P.O. BOX 170476

Summarizes the important news events in the
worlds of multimedia, video, animation, chips, mass
storage and computers. The NewsWire is sent via
email bi- weekly for $49 per quarter. Please check
out the web site for sample issues and to subscribe
for 1 month free. www.crosslink.netl- bferster

Advertising
Shadow Ian.. Suite

PO Box SAN

HDTV Doesn't have to mean
High Dollar TeleVisionTM

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV
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www.AstreSystems.com

2684 State Route 60 RD 'I
Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994 -3849 FAX 419- 994 -5419
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D.L. MARKLEY

Fullerton, CA 4210611V N

Curtis Chan

Phone 1714) 447.4443
Fax, 1714) 57611284
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('resident

Modern Broadcast Solutions, Inc.
Technical Planning

Implementation - Repairs - DTV

STATE OF THE ART ENGINEERING
FOR AUDIO AND VIDEO

"Over 20 Years of Technical Experience"

Don

V.

ENGINEERING DESIGN CAD DRAFTING SERVICES
t'ARLE FABRICATION PRE -WIRED PATCH PANEL RACKS
SYSTEM INSTALLATIONS EQUIPMENT SALES

Jones

President
23007
Charlotte. NC 28227 -0272
P.O. Box

(201) 837-8424

(704) 882 -9554 Voice/Fax
Email. doni®vnet.nel

FA.

electronics R & D
& custom product design

BARANTI GROUP INC
phone (905) 479-0148
fax (905) 479 -0149

Prol.sion:d Engineer.
Unlit riti

HERMAN J. JOHNSTON,
N

"Say It Better"
from "gut instincts" expert,
Emmy -winner and former Wall
Street Journal reporter Kare Anderson at

www.sayitbetter.com

Location - Location - Location
Full lime arlaklg & digital transponder space
available on Prime Cable Birds.

PRESIDENT

ATION WIDE TOW.'F:R COMP NV
.-

ÿ'

P.O BOX 1829 HENDERSON, KY 42419.1829
hovel
TEL. (5021 869 -8000
FAX 1502) 869.8500

Stainless

a& corn

ífnc.

Voice 215 -699-4871
Fax

2104 West Moss Ave.
Peoria, Illinois 61604
(309)673 -7511
FAX (309) 673 -8128
Member AFCCE

t CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO AND TEIP VISION

DANE

ERICKSEN,

E.

215 -699 -9597

P.E.

Box 280(68
San Francisco. CA 94128
707 /496-52(X) 707/996 -5280 Fax

GILMER & ASSOCIATES. INC.
TECHNOLOGY /MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS

2004.

BRAD GILMER

2207 RINOSMITN DR
ATLANTA GA 30345

PRESIDENT

TEL1770i 4149952
FAX 17701493 7421

S4
'FP
1-

50 Years of Broadcast Power
Design - Fabrication - Construction
210 S. Third St.
North Wales, PA 19454

8 Associates, Inc.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

furry -1,Hy

,1 J 5511(5,a. If.W
eu454x. I1R.9th 9,1 5111(51 JA 1319
Fully protected, Non Piee ptöle to EO.L
5,555 -. v.4ö'
'ArY.itM.d.cArgan.1oknio
R.
Our Pricing, II Ilithly Competitive
.

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork

HAMMETT & EDISON, INC.

(and related books and tapes)

RES (502) 830 -0880

BROADCAST C A T.V. MICROWAVE
CELLULAR PCS WIRELESS TOWERS

8.178381

Sel' more than 300 tips

INSPECT PAINT REPAIR RE -GUY LIGHTING ANTENNA
FEEDLINES ANALYSIS ERECT DISMANTLE LINE SWEEPING

MOBILE (502) 830 -2584

12011

IHO PALISADE AVE. TEANE('K. NJ NNe.

video, audio, & automation electronics
serving manufacturers & systems integrators

<4

on line in time

www.ecvs.conr

Poi,In Relations
1107

consultants engineers systems integrator s

Fax: 973.402 0208

(FAX) 496 -5835

ASSOCIATES

CITAN

Bill

3 Mars Court
Boonton. NJ- 07005
973.402.0104

Arlington. Texas 76003
(817) 496-6142
E-MAIL RBCIONKN.NET

Ferster's NewsWire

East Coast Video Systems

Why not run your
business card here?
Promote your services
and increase business!

EMAIL

wanereMM can

Only 515100 per insertion.
Frequency discounts

available.
Call 1- 800 -896 -9939

For Sale

http :1 /www.broadcastexchange.com
The new way to buy and sell preowned broadcast video gear. Free listings.
Toll -free 24 -hour

Fax-on-Demand
1-888-FAX-GEAR
*tree

Mg
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or call +1.319.442.8491 lo have the latest hot list sent to your lax!
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miss:

s-

hosarrladmn

database.

Broadcast

Exchange. Inc.
ffm31á442

90

ux.

`f1115P1r1\00in
SOUND ISOLATION ENCLOSURES

Vocal Booths

Broadcast Booths
etc...

PH: 423- 585-5827
FAX: 423- 585-5831
E-MAIL:

WhiSper®ks.com
WEB SITE:

www.whisperroom.com
116 S. Sugar Hollow Road
Momslown, Tennessee 37813

BROADCAST PRODUCTS
W
.'7

or

For Sale
Buy
Consign
Sell

131=51

DIGITAL

S

Night Suite

5

////Ffi T

F

I

N N A C

L

I

ASSOCIATES

Warranty Labor,
One Year on Parts

STORE

All Major Brands, Featuring:

BECK'

90 Day

\
2403 HOWARD LANE

Special this month!

FAX:

MC 1000
2 -9

gig drives

JVC

SONY

LA

818.551.5858

NY 212.268.8800

Fax 818.551.0686

Fax 212.268.1858

(one only)

SDV 4 -4 - Serial Digital and Analog

Video Monitoring DA RGB

Circle (101) on Free Info Card

ERASES

DA

Microwave

I

outputs 10 bit DA(s. Fits GVG 8500/8800
.

!!!!

_t`

Remote control of up to 3 IBC's. For use

with internal TBC's

Miniature S-band

2

and 23 GHz Links

Fixed Frequency
- Selectable Output
Tunable
- Continuous
Remotely Tunable - Via KF or Phone

Tower Cams

- Various Confggs

Repeaters

-

machine using Sony BVR -50 controller.
Purchased with 1, 2, or 3 modules. With
3 modules.

In -band Available

azQ cazuzizo

mounted DB9 -F connectors (four controllers,

eight devices).

the Model 41110

and receive.

5980

channel assignment

Tuba, OK 74145

Immunall

(FCC TYPE ACCEPTED)

and control tracks. It's the one degausser

EIA RS -422 send

Controls: Twelve lighted pushbuttons far

6570-B Fast 51st Street

seconds, including the hard to eliminate audio

$960

-4X8 - Serial Machine Control
Router - Input/Output Twelve rear

TRON-Tek,

to completely erase metal panicle media in just

Now availabale for JVC

SCR

918 -663 -4877

The Eliminator 4000

on BVW, DVW, PVW,

UVW, and BVH Beta machines or any

machines - Series 22, 80, 85.

Call for Free Catalog

approved by major television networks and
production facilities across the world. Join the
owners of the Eliminator 4(88) and see what a

SCP

Garner l)egausser can do for you.

mdustnes

!!l

?VII

TBC -RMT - TBC Remote Control Unit

Video Equipment

FORMATS

121X1

$895

frames

c

Mier than

2/270 mbps.

TRON-Tek

ALL VIDEO

There's nothing

4 2

Four redocked SDV outputs, plus four CUBS or

www.broadcaststore.com

The World's Leader
In Degaussers

(512) 388 -1833

$25,000

monitors

#86124

TAPE
ERASERS

18128

TX

l- 800 -128 -3125

AVID

2 -20"

,.

AUSTIN

-l0

- Serial

422 Patch Panel

10x10 passive non- normalling serial dato patch

N. 48th Street
68.504

panel. Two rack units high. Legend strips and

Lincoln.

TEL

14(121

FAX

14112i

5350

10 patch cords included

434 -911X1
434 -9133

i

Circle (103) on Free Info Card

VU2 -P - VU /Peak Meter with Phase
Indicator - Simultaneous peak and VU

Maximize your company's
exposure in the marketplace by
taking advantage of reprints.
Call Cherie Wood

for

a

quote:

Intertec Publishing
Phone: 913- 967 -7212
Fax: 913- 967 -1900

display. Solid state phase indication. Highly

readable

Glare -Free Viewfinders!
Hoodman guarantees glare -free monitor
images in any environment. Hoods sized to
fit 2 -inch through 21 -inch monitors, viewfinders and teleprompters can be shipped
to you today! For more information, call

arrays. Adjustable headphone out-

$890

SPK -2 - Two Channel Audio

Monitor

Two channel audio confidence

monitoring.

Accepts both balanced and unbalanced inputs.

(310) 379 -6391
P.O. Boa

LED

put. Hi- impedance looping inputs...

Five switchable listening modes. Headphone

816. Hermosa Be. h. (A

output with speaker mute

Circle (102) on Free Info Card

$650.

Circle (100) on Free Info Card
April 1998
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For Sale
Test Equipment
Studio Exchange

THE 5D VIRTUAL TELEPORT

Keep Video Recorders

Burbank

Serving USA and Canada
Digital and analog video, data

Working Right!

* **

Betacam, DVC Pro,

(818) 840 -1351 Fax (818) 840-1354

U- Matic, +

Mechanical test gauges for tape
tension, torque, reel table height,
head wear and more...

New and Used Video Equipment

AudioNideo Dealer
Starring
Panasonic & Sony

C Band Transponders
available on GEI

TENTEL Corp.

z

Occasional Space
24hr booking
Worldwide Service
Call -800 -565 -1471
1

Program Playout and Uplink Facility
located in Ottawa. ON, CAN.

BUY. SELL. TRADE & CONSIGN

Dorado Hills, CA
(916) 939 -4005, FAX 939 -4114

816 N. Victory Blvd.
Burbank. CA 91502

Uplink installed at your location, remote
controlled and monitored from ours
KU Band Transportable

Want more information on

Engineering and Technical Services

El

Hire/Lease/Sell

advertised products?

email: studioex @ecom.net
www.studio-exchange.com

Use the Reader Service Card.

Call: Grahame Fournier

I- 8181- 267 -1221 x152
email: gfoumier @5d.com

Services

..r
FREE

Place your

business on
top of the

world with
32,000+

worldwide

aapg Catalog

&

80 Audlo. Video Aypne.

SLOP

I.

31444444414

l

,o
;t7.",7°
o,<

INC(2131934-3566
SrCamor As LOS ANGELES

OOVAMP LABS

1033

N

CA, 90O38

http:l/www.opamplabs.com

circulation!
Advertise in
Broadcast
Engineering!

STOCK ANSWERS.

For video duplication. demos, audition reels.
work tapes, our recycled tapes are technically
upto anytask and downright bargains. All formats.
fully guaranteed. To order call:

(800)238 -4300 CARPEL
V

rAa

FANTOZZI
mipeM. +ic

Ground Faalilres
Earth Stations
Towers
Civil Works
Testing /Inspections
Tall Towers

Structural Studies
Static/Dynamic Analyses
Failure Analyses
Risk Assessments
Location/Height Verification
Surveying/GIS

Design /Build

Engineers /Constructors

PROVIDING TURNKEY ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION
SERVICES TO THE COMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY
93 Devine Street San Jose CA 95110

(408)297 -2700 FAX:(408)297 -2766
Circle (104) on Free Info Card

Diversity Miniature
: r,
.
LI

Eng, Remote Camera to
Eng Van for Live Hits

Full Motion Colour

Video/Audio

Training -Betacam
Learn 'Factory' theory plus field tips
& shortcut methods; lots of hands on.
Your location or ours!
TENTEL Corp.(916) 939 -4005
El Dorado Hills, C
FAX 939 -4114

Video Signal Processing

Jeff Utter

Miller Wireless

1- 800 -896 -9939

3212 NW Ave. Suite C, Box 221
Bellingham, WA 98225 USA

Classified Advertising
Manager

tel: (360) 715.3328 fax: (360) 715.1239
-wall: milwire @televar.com
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Because
it works.
Reach over 32,000* professionals
in the commercial television
industry with the Broadcast
Engineering direct mail list.
Iln..l ,.i

the De. ember W

c

III'1 Irn.maixmal

i

n.

,i.N.i.,

call lori christie
913- 967 -1875 fax 913 -967 -1897
lori_christie@intertec.com
website www.interteclists.com

e -mail

470 Lines ® 45+ db

>>>

I

Broadcast

.i MEG' PRIMEDIA

PU6MCainn

ENGINEERING

CHIEF ENGINEER (State Title; Assistant Director Radio /TV Station) POSITION #66230
WUSF-TV 16 is seeking a Chief Engineer in
Tampa, Florida. CPB qualified and a member
of PBS and PRG. the station receives annual
Florida Community Service Grants from the

Florida Legislature, funds from the University
of South Florida, and viewer and underwriter
support. Responsibilities include planning,
organizing and directing engineering functions
for the station and the new broadcast center
being planned. Supervising television engineering personnel; assuring technical quality
and reliability of WUSF -TV service to viewers:
policy formulation and initiation for WUSF-TV
Engineering; and evaluating and selecting new
technologies best suited to WUSF -TV needs.
Minimum Qualifications' Master's degree in
appropriate specialization and two years experience at Chief Engineer level or above; or
bachelor's degree in appropriate specialization and four years experience at Chief Engineer level or above. Professional work experience at Chief Engineer level or above may
substitute on a year- for-year basis for required
degree. Preferred Qualifications: Bachelor's
degree in Electrical Engineering or Physics
and four years experience at Chief Engineer
level or above. Experience in writing bid specilications and grant proposals. State University System P .y Range: $27,860.00- $49,300.00
To Apply: Send resume and cover letter to
Hetty Glusman, WUSF Public Broadcasting,
WRB 219, 4202 Fowler Avenue, Tampa. Florida
:33620. Application Deadline: May 11, 1998.
The University of South Florida is an Equal
Opportunity /Equal Access /Affirmative Action
Institution. For ADA accommodations call
Hetty Glusman, (813) 974-9123. The search/
selection process will be conducted in compliance with provisions of the "Government in
the Sunshine" laws of Florida. Screening Committee meetings are open to the public and all
search documents are available for public inspection.
STUDIO /MAINTENANCE ENGINEER WICDrV Channel 15 in Champaign- Urbana, IL is
seeking a full -time Maintenance /Operating
:ngineer. Experience in broadcast mainte-ance along with tape, video, audio and televi;ion operations required. Applicant must have
good background in electronics (ASor B.S. in
electronics preferred), a good trouble-shooter
Ind a self- starter. Experience in repair and
naintenance of Beta SP, MIL PC's and /or UHF
Transmitters strongly encouraged. Send re:time to: WICD -TV Attention: Mark Statzer. 250
i. Country Fair Drive. Champaign, IL 61821.
NICD is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

WDEF-TV NEEDS SENIOR MAINTENANCE
ENGINEER Minimum of 2 years experience in
-V broadcast maintenance, installation, setip, testing, repair of equipment such as: video
switchers, video & audio routers and Das.
video monitors. Must have knowledge of beta
video tape format, studio & news field cameras, microwave & satellite equipment, high
power VHF transmitters, personal computers
networks, strong knowledge of TV studio
plant layout & operation. FCC general class
radiotelephone license and SBE certification
desirable. Send resume to: Rick McClain. Chief
I .ngineer, WDEF -TV. 3300 Broad Street, Chattaooga, TN 374(18. EOE, minority applicants
,

I

ncouraged to apply. pre-employment drug
test required. M/F
MAINTENANCE ENGINEER: Top 50 market
television station seeking a qualified mainteonce person. This person must have a strong
ackground in Beta. Macs and PC computers.
I Digital
electronics and be a good trouble
shooter. Must be a self starter and highly
activated. Send resume to the following adress: WSMV -TV, Att. Mike Nichols, 57(11) Knob
I d., Nashville, TN 37209. EOE
:

L.

Help Wanted
BROADCAST ENGINEERS
The National Digital Television Center, located in Denser. Colorado, originates 8$ channels of video and compresses, authorizes and distributes over
5(0 channels for DRS. Cable and Digital Cables systems. The NDTC is
operated by 'I'C'I. The ND'I'(' continues to grow and opportunities are opening for broadcast engineers.
uplink engineers. encoder specialists and related fields. TCI is an equal opportunity employer. Desire to
learn and a track record successfully dealing with technological challenges in related fields can substitute
her direct experience. Drug and hackgrund checks are required. For consideration, send your resume
aid requirements lo:
National Digital Television Center
Attn: Amy Volleberg
4100 Fast Dry Creek Road
Littleton. Colorado 80122
Fax 303-267-7150
email: volleberg.:uny.Ur tci.com

TC I

Nc regret that we will only

he able to respond personally to those applicants in

whom we have an interest.

plink Technician: Successful candidates will have expeirience

;and or training in high power microsatellite communications. monitoring and control systems. RF hardware maintenance and installaIs II. computer skills. audio and video skills. problem solving and repair and maintenarnee abilities.
t

s,

t

e.

-plink Site Manager: We are seeking

mid operation

a

self motivated. broad based. engineer to oversee the installation

of our new North Los Angeles uplink facility.

Encoder Systems Specialist: NDTC operates VCll +. DC I. DCII. SA and other video compression,
encoding. and encryption. If your interests lie in computer networks. video and compression systems, we
are interested in talking with von.

>Ionitoring and Control technician: We are adding a second full -tine position to increase our commitment to computer control of the NDTC transmission
ission system. Networking knowledge and familiarity
to ilh l 'plink control systems desirable.
Itraadcast Technicians: Successful candidates will have two plus years experience in component level
\ -1 II repair (Beta. Digital Betecam. etc.) and cideo monitor repair. Tektronix Profile and Alamar automation experience highly desirable. A high Ierel if digital and analog audio and video knowledge and
computer skill. i. e..emial.
r

WE PLACE TV ENGINEERS,
GENERAL AND SALES MANAGERS
KEYSTONE INT'L., INC.
16

Lallin Road, Suite 900

° Pittston, PA 18640, USA
Phone (717) 655 -7143
Resume /Fax (717) 654 -5765

cINNJ.

ENGINEERS

THE WORLD'S NEWS LEADER

Al

BROADCAST MAINTENANCE ENGINEER
Immediate opening for an experienced broadeast Engineer. Must have a minimum of2years
experience in broadcast maintenance including systems trouble- shooting and repair of
studio video and audio equipment and computer systems. FCC General Class License or
SBE Certification is desired. Excellent wage/
benefit program. Respond with resume to
Personnel Administrator -93, WTOL-TV. P.O.
Box Ill, Toledo. Ohio 43699-1111. No phone
calls. WTOI. is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
ENGINEERING MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL
VTE is looking for experienced television remote engineers. If you are interested in working in the field of mobile television and possess at least 2 years broadcast experience in
field repair and have at least an E.E.T. degree,
please fax your resume to VTE at 1- 310-7840833. Attention Personnel Manager. Or send
your resume to the following address: VTE
Personnel Manager, 2522 West 237th St., Torrance, CA 90505.
TV MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN

Requires
self starter having experience with Beta. VPR:3, PC's and other studio equipment maintenance. Experience with microwave, satellite,
VHF& UHF transmitters, and FCC General Class
License preferred. Contact Marty Peshka, Assistant Chief Engineer -Maintenance, WTNH, 8
Elm Street, New Haven. CT 06510, or call: (203)

Turner Broadcasting System has career opportunities for experienced television engineers. These career positions demand
an extensive background in equipment
maintenance, digital video and audio, and
knowledge of computer systems and networks. Please mail or fax your resume
and cover letter to:
Jim Brown
Assistant Vice President
of Engineering Services
Turner Broadcasting System. Inc.
One CNN Center
P.O. Box 105366
Atlanta, GA 30348 -5366
Fax: 404-827- I 835
Phone: 404-827-1638

T Ww.a

Minns

'Unman

TBS is an equal opportunity employer.

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN 1 Live and work
in the beautiful, great northwest! KGW, AH
Belo 's NBC affiliate in the 24th market, has an
opening for electronic maintenance of television broadcast equipment, computer, and telephone systems for the station including project
design and installation of new systems. Requires 5 years minimum experience in broadcast maintenance including trouble shooting
and repair of studio, audio, graphic, and computer systems. FCC General Class license or
SBE certification strongly desired. Knowledge
of microwave, satellite, and transmission systems also desired. Send resume to: Kathy
Copeland, KGW Northwest NewsChannel 8,
1501 SW Jefferson St., Portland, OR 97201
EOE /M /F/D/V

784 -8841. EOE
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Help Wanted

-

FINALLY
THE SIGNALS
YOU'VE BEEN LOOKING FOR
When it comes to manuf
us ng
oaddast and
d dehydration
equipment, were sending out !the ri t si
ifypti re ready
to join our growing team an ex
your, career opportunities,
the following positions are curre y avail e:
.

\\

.

ELECTRICAL ENGINE

As a part of the DTV Technology Gro
gn new ii ii'ftäé:V
systems and related components for D
appdtation`while using the
latest in RF engineering software/equipment
new /existing "stations. YotrWil(
be involved in new product development, q
and technical support. This
includes determining appropriate test equipment
sources; support
marketing/sales, attending industry meetings and technical forums; assisting with
research: and working with the Director of Antenna Engineering. Requires a BSEE or
MSEE: RE engineering experience and /or coursework in Electromagnetics, Field, etc.:
knowledge of RF systems and TV antennae; ability to use software for engineering and
RE System proposals; organization, administrative. and project management skills; and a

strong customer support orientation.

TV PROPOSAL ENGINEER
Reporting to the Director of Antenna Systems, you will work with sales staff to evaluate
customer requirements, as well as propose TV antenna and RF equipment for D1V/NTSC
systems. This new position in our Broadcast Sales Department requires analytical and
technical capability, a BSEE, 3+ years' sales /marketing experience, and PC skills (MS Office) to run
proposal and pattern software. Experience in a broadcast - related field helpful. Some
travel required.

Dielecic offers

an excellent wage and benefits package which Includes medical, dental,
401 (k), pension, education, vacations, holidays and more. Please mall, fax ore - mall a resume

to: Human Resources, Dielectric Communications, P.O. Box 949, Raymond, ME 04071. Fax:
(207) 655 -4989.
E -Mall: peter.fltch@dielectric.com
You may also visit our web site at
www.dlelecMc.com
No phone calls, please. Dielectric Is a unit of General Signal and an
EOE /M /F /D/V employer.

DIELECTRIC

ASSISTANT CHIEF ENGINEER WVNY -TV is
seeking a highly motivated, multi -skilled, hands
on individual with management ability to become our Assistant Chief Engineer. Minimum
5years experience in the broadcast field. Must
have strong interpersonal skills. Duties include: maintaining and trouble shooting transmitter, translators, microwave and studio

equipment, including computers. Ability to
work with minimal supervision a must. Please
send resume and cover letter to: Chief Engineer, WVNY-TV, 100 Market Square, Burlington,
VT 05401. WVNY -TV is an Equal Opportunity
Employer.

SNG OPERATOR /MAINTENANCE ENGINEER
ABC25 has a full time immediate opening for a

mobile KU uplink operator with video, audio
and RF maintenance experience. Send resume
including employment and salary history to:
Personnel Director, P.O. Box 25, Evansville, IN
47701.
Fax 502- 827 -2605; E Mail:

DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING AND TECHNICAL OPERATIONS (Denver, CO) to coordinate with playback facility, establish standards
& procedures, develop budgets and capital
planning for basic cable network(s). BA in
Engineering &/or equivalent experience, FCC
license or SBE certification, minimum 5 years
broadcast network management experience
in cable or related industry & minmum 2 years
supervisory experience with technical maintenance of broadcast equipment required.
Must have thorough knowledge of playback
and satellite compression/distribution, digital file servers, strong org and communication
skills. Ability to travel as needed. Experience
with digital videotape machines in on -air and
post -production environments preferred. Resume and salary history to: Engineering - Job
98-13, P.O. Box 641111, LA, CA 90064. Drug test
required for successful candidate. EOE

JWatson @abc25.com. EOE. M /F /D/V
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ENGINEERING MANAGER Be a part of the
new construction of a New State-of-the-Art
Broadcast Facility in one of the best quality of
life cities in the nation - DENVER, CO! In preparation for the construction of a new stateofthe -art broadcast facility, KDVR Fox 31 is seeking an Engineering Manager reporting to the
Chief Engineer to initially be involved in the
construction of the new facility including startup news and constructing a digital television
station. Will act as liaison between station
management and suppliers at the site of the
new facility to insure quality control. Upon
completion of the facility, will be responsible
for all news technical personnel and manage
the maintenance for all news related equipment. Previous experience as a news engineering manager or chief engineer in a small
market or #2 engineering manager in a large
market required. Strong organizational and
communication skills required. Excellent technical background and knowledge of current
FCC rules and regulations required. Construction project management experience desired.
Qualified candidates should send their resumes and cover letters with salary requirements to: KDVR Fox 31, Attn: Human Resources/
NTM I, 501 Wazee Street, Denver, CO 80204 or
FAX (303) 357 -3953. No phone calls, please.
EOE

DIRECTOR, ENGINEERING & OPERATIONS:
WSRE-TV, PensacolaJunior College, Pensacola,
FL Job #0830. Salary: $34,000469,000. A BA /BS

degree with major course work in electronics,
10 years full time experience in a broadcast
television facility, of which 5 years must have
been performing maintenance of sophisticated
broadcast quality equipment, at least 5 years
must have been in supervision of personnel,
and possession of a current Federal Communication Commission (FCC) General Radiotelephone Operator License required; OR high
school diploma or GED, 14 years full time
experience in a broadcast television facility, of
which 5 years must have been performing
maintenance of sophisticated broadcast quality equipment, at least 5 years must have been
in the supervision of personnel, and possession of a current Federal Communication Commission (FCC) General Radiotelephone Operator License required. Prefer a working knowledge of new digital broadcast technologies,
automation systems KU -Band uplinking, and
computer operating systems including word
processing skills. For official application material please call 850-484 -1799. March 23, 1998
for first consideration. Position open until
filled.

DIRECTOR OF BROADCAST OPERATIONS
AND ENGINEERING Top five affiliate looking
for an experienced Director of Broadcast Operations and Engineering. Person must have
strong credentials in personnel and budget
management. Emphasis is on experience in
Operations. We are looking for someone with
the ability to build and manage a strong studio
and field operations team. Experience in Engineering desirable but not a must. Please send
resume to: Classified Ad Coordinator, Broadcast Engineering, Dept. 791, 9800 Metcalf, Overland Park, KS 66212. EOE.
TV TRANSMITTER SUPERVISOR WTAE -TV,
the Hearst -Argyle, ABC affiliate in Pittsburgh,
is seeking an experienced

transmitter mainte-

nance supervisor to operate and maintain all

station transmitter facilities. Minimum four
(4) years' experience with STL microwave,
VHF and UHF transmitters required. Must
have excellent record- keeping skills and a good
working knowledge of FCC rules. Should have
good mechanical skills. FCC General Class License required. Computer experience and
SBE certif ication preferred. For consideration,
send resume and cover letter including source
of referral to: Code TS -0224, WTAE -TV, 400
Ardmore Blvd., Pittsburgh, PA 15221. No
phone calls, please! EOE.
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EOM
Please, watch the windows
BY PAUL MCGOLDRICK

the past few years have just
made me suspicious or I am beginning to believe in conspiracies after all,
but I just hate it when the computer
guys act nice or stay too quiet. Parents
know that quiet worry feeling when
you finish by shouting up the stairs to
Mgybe

young Johnny, "Whatever you're doing, stop it!" So, will that work in
Seattle and Santa Clara? I don't think so.
I thought it would be sneaky of me to
at least get a view of next year's plans
and see what Microsoft and Intel are
planning to tell us to do in broadcasting. But, they have managed to snag
me there, as well. The version 0.30
draft of the PC99 System Design Guide
was published at the beginning of February (you can download it at http: //

developer.intel.com /design/

or
www.microsoft.cotn/hwdev/desguid/).
Off I scoot to the section, "Video and
Broadcast Components" where the
message is, 'The proposed changes for
this topic are not yet available for review.' Got me again.
I made a call to someone in one of the
above companies. He got back to me
with the information
the changes
should he available before the end of
this month. This is a significant month
in broadcasting. Does it mean that NAB
is being used as a vetting event? Do they
want to see the state of some new
products on offer for NT or Macintosh?
Could well he.
The levels of broadcasting and video
involvement in PC98 are all on the

-

receiver side of things. The specifications call for a cable/off -air tuner which,
with other inputs for S -Video and composite signals, feeds a "crossbar filter,"
PC -speak for switcher and separate
audio and video digitizers (capture filters in PC- speak). The digital signals
can be handled uncompressed or compressed for storage or forwarding or
the signals can he rendered for viewing
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and/or listening.

100MHz. And, power line problems

The reasoning behind the whole process, of course, is the hope by the computer developers that the PC will become the core device in the complete
audio -video world of the consumer. It
is not a new thought, and some of us
were involved in implementing such
systems five years ago. Back then, the
working team
remarkable for their
thinking, incidentally
was insistent
that a new bus he implemented and
their favorite was the new RAM bus.
That may at last be the direction that
the PC'ers are reluctantly finding they
are having to go.

are becoming intense. With variable
voltage control on CPUs, using the
lowest -possible voltage at any moment
to reduce the squared -component in
power dissipation, supply currents are
rapidly approaching 20A, an amplitude that will he achieved within the
next two years.

- -

Motherboard bandwidths
The ability to handle signals in most
PC implementations is abysmal. We
have seen demonstrations of CPUs operating at 1GHz and that is extremely
impressive, but you can't get signals
across a motherboard at anything like
that speed. That is why we have seen
over -the -top bus implementations proposed for digital signals.
It has seemingly rung on deaf ears in
the PC industry that if the bandwidth of
your signal lines is limited to 50MHz it
is still 50MHz whether the processor is
working at 486 speeds or Pentium
speeds or 1GHz. These are serious
frequencies and although I am comfortable with RF (I like to say that I am
frequency- challenged to 40GHz), I
would not care to design a PCB that is
carrying signal lines at 1GHz with numerous power lines, multilayers and a
plethora of clock signals with direct
relationships between them. Ugh.
But, that is exactly what is needed if
you want to use the processing power
as anything but a fast calculator. Designing for real -world signals can certainly be done, but even the largest
hoard houses have trouble with signal
line impedances and crosstalk at only
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Re- inventing VBI insertion

On another subject, a number of
broadcasters, including Cox Cable and
Oregon Public Broadcasting, agreed to
accept a kit of parts to try out an
alternative income stream. The kit allows data to be placed in vertical blanking as an alternative for Internet downloads. The math says that four inserted
lines in an NTSC signal could provide
if everything else is perfect 32kHz
of bandwidth. However, that bandwidth
would be shared between many other
people trying to download information
at the same time. Doesn't sound too
attractive to me.
And, didn't the broadcasters invent
VBI insertion some time ago for test
signals, for teletext? I don't get it. The
cable guys have a much better chance
of winning the Internet market with
two -way systems if they are willing to
make the investments. Microsoft has
bought into that as well so it has spread
itself around the alternates. And, I
have no doubt at all that someone out
there is working on a way to use their
new DTV channel allocation with a
single 480P signal and the rest of the
capacity devoted to data; but you would
still need your telephone line and modem to call up the information you

-

-

want.

Paul McGoldrick is a free -lance writer and
consultant based on the West Coast.
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Announcing the Only Serial Digital Routing
Switchers with Looping Video Inputs!
Meet the RS -12D family of serial digital
routers -the only switchers with passive
looping video inputs! The RS -12D lets you
monitor signals and then redirect
them -without signal degradation.

And those are the kind of family values
everybody can agree on.

MAY

Meet the rest of the RS-12D Family:
RS -12DV for Video Only

The RS -12D family is full of values.

RS -12DVA for Video and Analog Audio

Standard features of the RS -12D family
include twelve looping video inputs, two
601 outputs, high quality relegendable
switches, serial communications, remote,
and GPI ports, joy stick override, and the
ability to pass embedded audio. Analog

RS -12DVB for Digital Video and Digital
Audio (AES3 -1D) on BNC Connectors

monitoring of video
is optional.
The RS -12D family is just another
example of Videotek products that solve
your problems at prices that make sense.
As a Zero Defects company, we're
committed to delivering the highest quality
in the industry. Every product carries a five
year warranty.

Premium Quality, Intelligent Design,
Smart Price...That's Videotek.

RS-12DVB

RS- 12DV /EAM for Digital Video with

embedded audio plus analog audio
monitoring.

RS-1 2DV/Fr]M

MEM
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A Zero Defects Company

Five Year Warranty

ISO-9001 Certified

243 Shoemaker Road. Pottstown. PA 19464 Toll Free: (800) 800-5719 (610) 327 -2292 Fax: (610) 327 -9295
Visit us on the Worldwide Web: www.videotek.com
Circle (2) on Free Into Card

www.americanradiohistory.com

THE BEST VIDEO SERVER
IN THE BUSINESS JUST MOVED
UP IN THE WORLD.
Technically speaking there's no better broadcast video server
than ASC's VR300'." With 1 Gb/sec bandwidth, it serves up to
24 simultaneous channels and 96 hours of online digital storage.

news editing solution. Record satellite feeds, edit news stories,
all at the same time with the same
and play directly to air
media. No tapes. No local buffers. No file transfers.

FIBREDRIVE. ALL THE DIFFERENCE IN THE WORLD.
The VR300 is the only on -air server with FibreDrive;" ASC's
exclusive Fibre Channel technology. FibreDrive is the only
server architecture that gives all users true simultaneous
random access to Fibre Channel RAID storage.

THE WORLD'S MOST ADVANCED VIDEO SERVER
IS NOW PART OF THE LEITCH FAMILY.

SERVE UP FASTER, BETTER LOOKING NEWS.

-

Recently, ASC's innovative server technologies became part of
the Leitch family of digital broadcast solutions. Now the leader
in video servers is backed up by Leitch's global support
network and world -class customer service.

completely tapeless newsroom, integrate the VR300
with ASC's NEWSFlash'," a powerful full- featured

ASC and Leitch. The best just got better. Visit us on the web at

USA & Canada call (888) 843 -7004

International call 14161 445 -9640

For

a

www.leitch.com/asc.

A LEITCH COMPANY
Circle (3) on Free Into Card

www.americanradiohistory.com

